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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of March 2002!
posted: Originally in 2002, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page includes 1 photo from March 2002. This photo was originally posted back in 2002, but was
somehow "lost" until recently. Now that it has been found, We are going to the effort to repost it - with the
hope that it may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 2002

  This shot was taken on March 4th at Hama-Rikyu Garden. It was not night - the night effect was added later.

HamaRikyu
Garden03aRC

End March 2002's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this old photo which has been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of March 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page includes photos taken on March 9th and on March 22nd, 2003. These photos were originally
posted back in 2003, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going
to the effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin March 2003

  The first photo here, which shows Mt. Fuji, was taken in Otsuki from Iwadono-yama on March 9. The 2nd panorama was taken from the same place and on the same day. The 3rd
shot was taken on March 22 and is a double plum blossom - again, taken at Bubaigawara plum blossom park.

OtsukiLeft
Panorama_FxdRC

Fuji_
Otsuki09bRC

Bubaigawara
03_Plum02RC

End March 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of March
& Early April 2004!
posted: April 9th, 2004

This entire page is photos from Kazuya's and my vacation, from March 21st to April 3rd. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.


  This first row of photos shows the starting point (Gora) and the ending point (Sounzan) of a cable car which we rode on. Notice the difference in elevation between Gora and
Sounzan! The 3rd photo is Kazuya standing beside the cable car.

Gora_Day2_01RC.jpg

Sounzan_Day2RC.jpg

CableCar_Sounzan02RC.jpg


  This row shows me at the top of the ropeway which we rode from the end of the cable car to Owakudani (additional photo in row 4). The second and 3rd photos are black eggs!!
They hard-boil the eggs in the natural hot sulfurous water and it turns the eggs black. The eggs purportedly lengthen a person's life by 7 years for each egg you eat. We each ate 6 of the
eggs.

Owakudani_Fuji03RC.jpg

CookingBlackEggs02RC.jpg

BlackEggs_Day2_02RC.jpg


  The first picture is the hot sulfur springs which come up out of the ground. The 2nd photo is a pirate ship which we rode on, from the far end of the ropeway to Hakone-machi. All
of these rides we took for 3 days were included in a "one price" package. The 3rd photo shows a ropeway car on our 2nd day, taken from the window of our ropeway car - it was snowing like
hell!!

Owakudani_Steam05RC.jpg

TogendaiPirateShipRC.jpg

Ropeway_Day2_Kaz08RC.jpg


  This row shows the top of the ropeway (again, notice the elevation). The ropeway runs from Sounzan (row 1) to Owakudani. Second photo is Kazuya hiking a snow covered trail on
our 2nd day out. The 3rd photo is Kazuya on the 3rd day, down by the coast! Cherry blossoms - quite a difference between mountain top and coast, eh!
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Owakudani_Day2RC.jpg

Owakudani_UbakoTrail02RC.jpg

ManazuruPark12RC.jpg


  This row includes me taking a macro-photo of a cherry blossom, the Manazuru Coast, and an old and very small Shinto shrine.

ManazuruCoast05RC.jpg

ManazuruTorii02RC.jpg

ManazuruPark_Kaz14RC.jpg


  The 1st photo shows Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum, 2nd photo is an orchid (Cymbidium goeringii) which Kazuya discovered beside a trail which we hiked, and the
3rd photo is a collage of spring flowers on Mt. Takao, the 5th or 6th day of vacation.

TakaoSanFlowers
PostcardRC.jpg

TakaoSan6_Chrysosplenium
macrostemonvaratrandrum05RC.jpg
Orchid_Cymbidium_
goeringii01RC.jpg


  The first photo shows a map of the trail we hiked from Mitsutouge town to the summit of Mt. Mitsutouge (1,785.2 meters, 5,857 feet). The 2nd photo shows the triple summits of
Mitsutouge and the 3rd photo is a panorama of Mt. Fuji (3,776 meters) from the Mt. Mitsutouge trail.
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MtMitsutougeTrail06_07
PanoramaRC.jpg
MtMitsutouge
Trail02RC.jpg
MtMitsutouge
Map01aRC.jpg


  In this row the first photo shows Mt. Fuji from the summit of Mitsutouge. In the 2nd photo (taken from Mt. Ashiwada on the next day) I have drawn a red line which shows the trail
which we took to come down from Mt. Mitsutouge to Lake Kawaguchi. The 3rd photo is Mt. Fuji from near Mt. Ashiwada, if you study the angle of the 1st photo in this row and this photo, you
can easily see that they are taken from quite a different angle.

MitsutougeFromAshiwada
02_03_04aRC.jpg

MtMitsutouge
Summit06RC.jpg
MtFujiFromLast
Spot01RC.jpg


  In this row you see a Mt. Fuji collage, top photo from Mitsutouge, and bottom 3 photos about 10 minutes apart at sunset time from near Mt. Ashiwada. The 2nd photo is Kazuya on
5 mountain peaks. You can read the elevations of each peak. Left to right - Mt. Kobotoke-shiro, Mt. Kagenobu, Mt. Mitsutouge, Mt. San-ko-dai, and Mt. Go-ko-dai (= Mt. Ashiwada). 3rd
photo is me sitting underneath a Spiraea bush at Musashino Park a few days later.

KazuyaFive
MountainsRC.jpg
MtFujiCollage
PostcardRC.jpg


  Some beautiful flowers at Nogawa Park and at Mt. Takao. First photo is a Blue Gentian, 2nd is a Trout Lily and 3rd is a Jack-in-the-Pulpit.
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NogawaPk_Erythronium_
japonicum03RC.jpg
NogawaPk_Gentiana_
zollingeri04RC.jpg

TakaoSan7_Arisaema
_limbatum02aRC.jpg


  Here is some "Yoseki" which we bought. These beautiful wooden pieces are crafted from a single piece of wood which is all glued together. Left photo is a tea box and right photo is
a "small items" tray. This stuff does not come cheap. If you want to know the price you can ask me. 3rd photo is a Trout Lily taken at Takao Science Garden.

DanYoseki02aRC.jpg
TakaoSciGarTroutLily01RC.jpg
KazuyaYoseki02aRC.jpg


  In this row you can see a Sorel plant with flowers - Latin name under the picture. The 2nd photo is a Cherry Tree and 3rd photo is my DVD collection as of several months ago! By
the way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can
click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

TakaoSciGarOxalis_griffithii
_var_kantoensis03RC.jpg

TakaoSciGar
Cherry08RC.jpg
DVDShelf3
_resize.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something which you enjoyed looking at.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of March 2005!
posted: April 1st, 2005

Photos included this month include only those taken during March, 2005 (well, one Bonsai tree photo from
last month is included again - as an edited version). Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  First photo is a plate of strawberries - for scale, the plate is 9 inches on a side. Huge, eh? The next 2 shots are the Tama River, taken at Mitake on March 5th - yes, that is snow in
the first photo. Kayakers even in the winter! Note - the photos are mis-labeled as Feb, but it was actually March!

MitakeFeb05TamaRiver01

MitakeFeb05TamaRiver04

HugeStrawberries01a


  Also taken on March 5th - Tama River at Mitake. Kazuya in the first photo, the first pussy willows in the next 2 photos. I especially like that one taken by Kazuya with the river and
mountains in the background.

MitakeFeb05TamaRiver06

MitakeMarch5_5

MitakeFeb05PussyWillow04


  Also taken March 5th at Mitake - snowy mountains in photo #1, a nice bird in photo #2 and the Tama River and a rest hut in the 3rd photo.

MitakeMarch5_8

MitakeFeb05TamaRiverCUSTOM13

MitakeMarch5_9


  The first shot is also on March 5th. We went to the plum garden in the photo, but it certainly did NOT look like the photo, it was still too early in the season. The next 2 shots are
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Veronica (Veronica sp.), taken at Nogawa Park on March 12th.

MitakeMarch5_12

NogawaPkMar05Vernoica01

NogawaPkMar05Vernoica04


  The first two shots are also taken on March 12th. The first shot is Uguisu Kazura, sorry forgot the scientific name and the next shot is a Hepatica. The 3rd shot is a Chrysoplenium
album var. stamineum, a very tiny plant and flower.

TakaoMar05_Chrysosplenium_
album_var_stamineum06a
NogawaPkMar05Uguisu
_Kazura01

NogawaPkMar05
Hepatica01


  The first shot is a nice cloud scene taken from Mt. Takao on March 13th. The next 2 shots are Cymbidium orchids (Cymbidium goeringii). Although we found the secret area where
they were growing on March 13th when we were there, these shots were not taken until March 26th, when we went back looking for the blossoms. We only found buds on March 13th. Still
lots of buds on March 26th, so we're going to have to return again to see the best of the flowering.

Cymbidium_goeringii_Mar05_13_17
TakaoSanMar05Scene01a

Cymbidium_goeringii_Mar05_14


  First 2 shots are Cymbidium orchid collages. All 4 pictures included in the collages were taken by Kazuya. The 3rd shot is an Anemone raddeana. The photos in this row were all
taken on March 26th.

CymbidiumOrchidPostcard01

CymbidiumPostcard02

March05Anemone_raddeana01


  The first shot is called "Dirty Cats Eye" - Chrysosplenium macrostemon var.atrandrum. Pretty, eh! The 2nd shot is another Anemone raddeana and the 3rd shot is one of the first
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violets we have found this season.

Mar05Chrysosplenium_
macrostemon_var_atrandrum02

March05Anemone_
raddeana02

Mar05
Violet04


  The first shot is another "Dirty Cats Eye" - Chrysosplenium macrostemon var.atrandrum. The 2nd shot is a repeat of one from last month, but with some undesireable materials
removed at the top of the photo. A friend requested this photo, so I cleaned it up for him. The 3rd photo is my DVD collection as of Aug 20, 2004 - this photo is no longer current! By the
way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on
title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

Mar05Chrysosplenium_
macrostemon_var_atrandrum05

ShowaKinenFeb05
Bonsai15b
DVDShelf20Aug2004
ResizeSmall

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of March 2006!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2006

The photos on this page cover from March 4th through March 12th - the photos from only 2 weekends. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.


  The first photo is a Pussy Willow at Mitake on the Upper Tama River on March 4th. The 2nd photo is the very first Violet we saw this season - also Mitake. The 3rd photo is a
miniature Iris, growing in a pot on our porch - photo March 9th.

March09_Porch
Iris02aRC
Mar06MitakePussy
Willow07RC

Mar06Mitake
Violet02aRC


  These 3 photos are all on our porch - a Hina Violet (Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana) and 2 pictures of our Cymbidium goeringii (Cymbidium Orchid) as the flower bud is
expanding.

Mar11PorchCymbidium
Orchid03aRC

March09_PorchHina
Violet05aRC
Mar11PorchCymbidium
Orchid06RC


  On March 12th we went to Jindai Botanical Garden and took these pictures - you can see the flower names in the photo titles.
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12MarBonsaiJindaiBot
Garden01RC

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Asarum01RC
Mar12JindaiBotGarden
HigoVioletRC


  These 3 photos are also at Jindai Botanical Garden in the indoors exhibition hall.

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Asarum02RC
Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Bonsai03RC

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Orchid03RC


  Another 3 photos at Jindai Botanical Garden, but outdoors. The first 2 photos are anemone flowers and the 3rd photo is a white dandelion (Taraxacum albidum).

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Anemone02RC

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Anemone05RC

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
WhiteDandelion03RC


  Also at Jindai Botanical Garden - this is the plum garden. The 2nd photo was taken to show how many people were lined up taking pictures similar to the first photo in this row. The
3rd photo is a close-up of a Plum Blossom.
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12MarJindaiBotGarden
Plum03RC

12MarJindaiBotGarden
Plum05RC
Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum10RC


  These are all plum trees and plum blossoms. The plums are finished now, no more until next year.

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum16RC
Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum13RC

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum17RC


  Three more shots in the Jindai Plum Garden.

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum28RC

12MarJindaiBotGarden
Plum_Dan35RC
Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum22RC


  The first shot here is Kazuya in the Jindai Plum Garden. The 2nd photo is a Camelia flower and the 3rd shot is a panorama of a hardwood and a cedar which have married.
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Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Plum_Kazuya30RC

Mar12JindaiBotGarden
Camelia01RAW_RC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look, please go to page 2 for the conclusion of the best photos
of March.

12MarJindaiBotGarden
WeirdTreePanoramaRC

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of March 2006!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2006

The photos on this page continue with March 12th and go through the end of the month. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.


  Continuing at Jindai Botanical Garden - the first 2 photos show an orchid exhibition which they were holding, inside the greenhouse. The 3rd photo is a very early Cherry Tree on
the campus of the Hitachi Design Facility (where I teach a class).
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Mar12JindaiBotGardenOrchid
Exhibition01RC

Mar13HitachiKokubunji
Cherry04RC
Mar12JindaiBotGardenOrchid
Exhibition04RC


  The first photo is a close up of the Cherry Tree in the previous row. The next 2 photos were taken on March 18th when we climbed Mt. Takao, a Trillium bud and Chrysosplenium
album var. stamineum. This is the closest photo we have ever gotten - you can even see the hairs on the stem! This plant is not "rare" but it is also not common, so we are fortunate that we
know where to go to see it. The flowers are about 1/4 inch across - it's very tiny.

Mar13HitachiKokubunji
Cherry05RC

Mar18TakaoTrillium
02RC
Chrysosplenium_album_var_
stamineumMar18_02aRC


  Three more photos of Chrysosplenium. The 2nd and 3rd photos were just taken one minute apart, but the exposure is different enough so that you may find them interesting. Also
- the insect has moved from Photo 2 to Photo 3. Of course I didn't see the insect when I was taking the photo - maybe it was too small to even see with the naked eye?!

Mar18_Chrysosplenium_album_var_
stamineum06RC

Mar18_Chrysosplenium_album_var_
stamineum02a1RC

Mar18_Chrysosplenium_album_var_
stamineum04aRC


  The first photo is the first violet of the season at Mt. Takao - a Viola hondoensis. The next photo is taken looking through a skeletonized old Hydrangea flower. The 3rd photo is a
Mitsumata Flower - special paper is made from the wood of this shrub.
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Mar18_TakaoHydrangea
SkeletonRC
Mar18_Viola_hondoensis
03RC

Mar18_Mitsumata
02RC


  In the town of Takao they have a Winter Soba (buckwheat noodles) Festival at most every restaurant in town and this poster shows the special soba of each restaurant which
participates in the festival. The 2nd Photo is a Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis) on our porch. The 3rd photo is our porch Cymbidium Orchid again - compare to the photo of the same plant on
Page 1, Row 2 - taken 10 days earlier.

Mar21_PorchTakaoViolet
04RC
Mar18_TakaoWinterSoba
Festival02aRC

Mar21_PorchCymbidium
Orchid02RC


  On March 25th we went to the Tama Forest Science Garden for the Cherry Trees, but very few were yet in bloom. What we found were lots of Violets! Here are 3 of the best photos
(of about 85 violets photos we took on this day). These photos all show both flowers and leaves (for identification purposes).

TakaoSciGar_Viola_
eizanensis03RC
TakaoSciGar_Viola_
eizanensis07RC

TakaoSciGar_
HinaSumire03RC


  Here are 3 more of the best Violet photos. These all show Viola phalacrocarpa. Again, they all show both flowers and leaves (for identification purposes). You can find a beautiful
larger size image of the 3rd photo HERE. It is a 537 KB JPG file and it's 2,000 pixels in width x 1,456 pixels in height.
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TakaoSciGar_Viola_
phalacrocarpa09RC

TakaoSciGar_Viola_
phalacrocarpa15aRC
TakaoSciGar_Viola_
phalacrocarpa07RC


  And here are the 3 final Violets photos - note that all of these photos have the Latin Name as part of the photo title.

TakaoSciGar_Viola_
grypoceras10RC

TakaoSciGar_Viola_
grypoceras18RC

TakaoSciGar_Viola_
bisseti05RC


  The first photo here is one species of Jack-In-The-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.). The 2nd photo is what is called "Dirty Cat's-eye" when translated from Japanese. The Latin name is shown
in the picture title. The 3rd photo is a Trout Lily - very early, and only a very few of them at the Science Garden.

TakaoSciGarden_Chrysosplenium_
macrostemon_var_atrandrum03RC
TakaoSciGar_JackIn
Pulpit06RC


  Some photos of the earliest Cherry Blossoms at the Tama Forest Science Garden.
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TakaoSciGar_Cherry
07RC
TakaoSciGar_Cherry
06RC

TakaoSciGar_Cherry_
Kazuya14RC


  This is now a link to a separate web page showing a BRAND NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos
TV. By the way - I just finished building a beautiful DVD Shelf - you can see it here.

April 1, 2006 DVD Collection - 1 NEW Photo,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month. We hope that you found something which you
enjoyed looking at.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of March 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: March 30th, 2007

This page covers March 3rd and 4th only. On March 3rd Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden and on
March 4th we went out to Hinatawada and took pictures of plum blossoms. At Hinatawada there is a famous
plum garden. This is the 3rd year consecutively that we have gone there, but the first time we've caught it
with some good flowers. FINALLY! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 3rd

  The first photo is an amazing plum blossom. The 2nd two shots are different colored Hamamelis spp. flowers.

Mar03_JindaijiPlumGarden09RC

JindaiGardenMar_16RC

Mar03_JindaijiHamamelis02RC


  The first shot in this row is another plum blossom and - amazingly - the next 2 shots are very early Cherry Blossoms.

Mar03_JindaijiPlumGarden10RC

JindaiGardenMar_33RC


  The only shot in this row is a water lily in the inside garden at Jindai Botanical Garden.

JindaiGardenMar_37RC
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End March 3rd, Begin March 4th

  The rest of this page is at Hinatawada. These 3 shots are looking across the valley rather early in the morning. All of them are kind of hazy, even though we have attempted to fix
them.

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum02
HazeReductionRC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum06a
_BESTRC

Mar04_Hinatawada
Plum08RC


  Three more shots - you may say "they're all the same", but no, they are not - the zoom factor is different, the angle is slightly different and the sun angle is different.

YoshinoBaigo07aRC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum11aRC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum13aRC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum22RC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum25_BESTRC


  You cannot say that these are all the same.

YoshinoBaigo10RC


  The first shot is me and the 2nd shot is Kazuya.

Yoshino
Baigo22RC

Mar04_Hinatawada
Plum32RC
Mar04_HinatawadaPlum_
Kazuya33RC


  The first shot is a close-up of a bud which is just opening, the 2nd shot is a foreground flower in focus and the background out of focus. The 3rd shot is a long shot, and as you may
notice, the haze is now disappearing.
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YoshinoBaigo30RC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum36RC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum34RC


  Three additional shots.

YoshinoBaigo31RC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum42a_BESTRC

YoshinoBaigo36RC


  In the first 2 shots you can see a bridge across a small creek in the middle distance.

YoshinoBaigo40RC

YoshinoBaigo42RC

Mar04_HinatawadaPlum51RC


  A Temple near the plum garden, looking through the plum blossoms at the roof. You may notice that the 3rd shot is labeled "....Fixed.." - I removed the electrical wires with
PhotoShop.

YoshinoBaigo55RC

Mar04_HinatawadaTemple01FixedRC

YoshinoBaigo54RC


  The first shot is the same temple as in Row 11. The 2nd shot is a different Temple.
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Mar04_HinatawadaTemple06RC

Mar04_HinatawadaTemple04RC

End March 4th, End Page 1
That's the end of the first weekend of the month. Thanks so much for taking the time to look. Please
continue on to Page 2 for a continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: March 30th, 2007

The photos on this page continue with March 10th and go through March 18th. On March 10th we went to
Mt. Takao and found the first Violets of the season, as well as some other stuff. On March 12th we went to
Hikage Creek and found some more spring flowers. On March 18th we returned to the Takao Area and found
some additional spring flowers - 5 photos are included. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 10th

  In this first row the first 2 photos are Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum - a very tiny flower which is most difficult to photograph. The 3rd shot is a Viola tokubuchiana var.
takedana, a Hina Violet.
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Mar10_Chrysosplenium_album
_var_stamineum01aRC

Mar10_Chrysosplenium_album
_var_stamineum02RC

Mar10_Viola_tokubuchiana
_var_takedana02RC


  The first shot here is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata. Notice that the leaves have white veins, as compared to the 3rd photo in the first row. You can find a larger
JPG file of this image HERE (404 KB). The 2nd and 3rd shots here are Asarum sp. The flowers are generally just under the soil surface so you have to dig just a bit to find them.

Mar10_Viola_tokubuchiana_var_
takedana_f_variegata02aRC
or HERE for 404 KB larger JPG file

MtTakao
Mar10_
Asarum_18RC

MtTakao
Mar10_
Asarum_20RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Asarum sp. Kazuya did an excellent job with these shots, I don't know how he did it.

MtTakaoMar10_Asarum_22RC

MtTakaoMar10_Asarum_23RC

MtTakaoMar10_Asarum_24RC


  And another 3 more shots of Asarum, note that there are AT LEAST 2 different species here (check the leaves). We probably found at least 4 different species of this plant, but it's a
very difficult one to find adequate descriptions of, so we can't positively identify them other than to genera.

MtTakaoMar10_Asarum_30RC
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  Here are 3 shots of Asarum flowers.

Mar10_TakaoAsarum13RC

Mar10_TakaoAsarum26RC

Mar10_TakaoAsarum32RC


  The only shot in this row is a Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum

Mar10_Chrysosplenium_macrostemon
_var_atrandrum03RC

End March 10th, Begin March 12th

  On March 12th I had the day off because I have to work on Saturday, March 31st. The first photo is the Cymbidium goeringii orchid we have on our porch - we took this shot before
we left the house in the morning. The next shot is an incredible patch of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum we found along Hikage Creek. The 3rd shot is Omphalodes japonica (the
picture title is spelled wrong).

Mar12_Chrysosplenium_album
_var_stamineum01RC

Mar12_Hikage_Omphaloides_
japonica01aRC

Mar12_Porch
Cymbidium02RC


  The first 2 shots in this row are a blue and a pink Omphalodes sp. The 3rd shot is a nice sunny patch of Mitella pauciflora.

Mar12_Hikage_Omphaloides
_japonica02aRC

HikageMar12_
Yamarurisou_19RC
Mar12_Mitella_pauciflora02
CropRC
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  The first shot here is another Mitella pauciflora and the 2nd shot is another species of Chrysosplenium, this one is Chrysosplenium japonicum

Mar12_Chrysosplenium_japonicum03RC

HikageMar12_Mitella_25RC

End March 12th, Begin March 18th

  The first shot in this row shows a group of Chinese Bamboo Partridges which we stumbled across, the first time we've ever seen these birds. The 2nd shot is a photo of Anemone
flaccida plants and flowers. The 3rd shot is a Corydalis sp. flower, probably Corydalis lineariloba, but not 100% sure.

Mar18_Takao_ChineseBamboo
Partridge01CropRC
Mar18_Takao_Anemone_
flaccida05RC

Mar18_Takao_Corydalis_
lineariloba03aRC


  The first shot in this row is a flower which we have never seen before. The English name is Yellow Star Of Bethelehem. The Latin is Gagea lutea. The 2nd photo is the first Takao
Violet of the season - a Viola yezoensis. Hopefully more and better photos of this violet will appear next month.

TakaoArai12_ViolaYezoensis
FDiscolorRC
TakaoArai01_GageaLutea_Yellow
StarOfBethlehemCropRC

End March 18th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page, please continue on to page 3 for the rest of
the month.
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: March 30th, 2007

The photos on this page continue with March 21st - a National Holiday - and go through the end of the
month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 21st

  On March 21st we had a National Holiday - the Vernal Equinox - and we went to ICU, the university near our house and walked around the woods-like campus. The first thing we
stumbled across was a Spiraea thunbergii bush. How amazingly filled with blooms it is, eh!

Mar21_ICU_Spiraea_
thunbergii01RC

Mar21_ICU_Spiraea_
thunbergii02RC
ICUMar21_Spiraea
Thunbergii_03RC


  We also found some violets - all Viola grypoceras. In the first photo here you can see a great shot of the flower. In the 2nd shot you can see a shot showing the flower spur. The
3rd shot shows a white variety or form of Viola grypoceras. Unfortunately neither Kazuya nor I took a picture of the flower spur. There are 2 different white varieties/forms and the only real
way to be able to differentiate between them is a close examination of the flower spur!

Mar21_ICU_Viola_
grypoceras14aCropRC

Mar21_ICU_Viola_
grypoceras_White10aRC
Mar21_ICU_Viola_
grypoceras05CropRC


  We also noticed that the Magnolia trees (Magnolia kobus) are in full bloom. The first photo is a single flower and the 2nd shot is an entire tree top. The 3rd shot is a nice plate of
Morel Mushrooms which we found. It's quite early to find them and in addition it's been very dry, so we were pleasantly surprised to find any at all. Kazuya bought us steaks for supper and I
fried the mushrooms in butter with a bit of salt and pepper and we ate them with the steaks - talk about a meal fit for a king!
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Mar21_ICU_Magnolia_kobus02RC

Mar21_ICU_Magnolia_kobus04RC

Mar21_ICU_MorelMushrooms03aCropRC

End March 21st, Begin March 26th

  On March 26 (my weekend day that week) we went to Ogesawa (Oge Creek). It was a fantastic day and we found lots of spring flowers. This month has seen lots of changes in the
flora - think back to the first page and then look here. An AMAZING month for flowers. The first shot in this row is a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) - an amazing shot. The 2nd shot is a
Viola grypoceras and the 3rd shot is a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema limbatum).

Mar26_Erythronium_
japonicum05aCropRC

Mar26_Viola_
grypoceras02aRC

Mar26Hikage05_Arisaema
LimbatumRC


  After about 1 hour both of my camera batteries died - so the remainder of the photos here were taken by Kazuya. He got some really great shots! The first photo here is a
(Euphorbia sieboldiana). The 2nd and 3rd shots are Viola eizanensis - notice the bee inside the middle photo.

Mar26Hikage06_Euphorbia
SieboldianaRC

Mar26Ogesawa09_Viola
EizanensisRC

Mar26Ogesawa13_Viola
EizanensisRC


  The first photo in this row is a Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). There is one photo of this species on Page 2 (final photo), but this one here really shows the purplish-brown
leaves. The 2nd photo is a Viola bissetii - also with an insect inside of it. The 3rd photo is a Meehania urticifolia.
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Mar26Ogesawa18_Viola
YezoensisFDiscolorRC

Mar26Ogesawa20_
ViolaBissetiRC

Mar26Ogesawa27_Meehania
UrticifoliaRC


  The first shot here is a new angle on an Anemone flaccida - a photo taken from the back side - intriguing. The 2nd photo is one more Viola eizanensis. This violet comes in many
colors and forms. The 3rd shot is another Omphalodes japonica (2 more shots on Page 2).

Mar26Ogesawa35_Viola
EizanensisRC
Mar26Ogesawa31_Anemone
FlaccidaRC

Mar26Ogesawa39_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC


  The first photo here is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. The 2nd shot is a Viola grypoceras and the 3rd shot is a Viola grypoceras f. variegata. Notice the difference between the
leaves in the 2nd and 3rd shots (red veins in the 3rd shot, plus a slightly different shape).

Mar26Ogesawa45Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Mar26Ogesawa55_Viola
GrypocerasFVariegataRC
Mar26Ogesawa54_Viola
GrypocerasRC


  The first 2 photos here are Ogesawa - the creek itself - showing 2 different small waterfalls. In the first shot you can notice that tree leaves are not yet coming out. The 3rd shot is
Viola japonica - a new violet for us, or at least which we have never identified as such before.
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Mar26
Ogesawa69RC

Mar26
Ogesawa70RC

Mar26Ogesawa72_
ViolaJaponicaRC


  The first 2 photos in this row are also Viola japonica. The 3rd shot was taken at Sekiba Touge (Sekiba Pass) - one place we passed on our route this day.

Mar26Ogesawa73_
ViolaJaponicaRC

Mar26Ogesawa74_
ViolaJaponicaRC

Mar26
SekibaTougeRC


  Here is Kazuya at the summit of Mt. Doudokoro (733 meters = 2,398 feet). From here we continued to Mt. Kagenobu (727 meters = 2,385 feet) and then headed down to the
nearest bus stop. On the way down the Kagenobu trail we found a new species of Asarum, which we were not able to positively identify. And then we found an area with MANY Cymbidium
goeringii orchids in full flower. We never realized that they were in such abundance at this place! Surprise!

Mar26MtKagenobu09_
AsarumRC
Mar26MtDoudokoro
03RC


  Here are 3 exceptional shots of Cymbidium goeringii orchids - all taken by Kazuya.
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Mar26MtKagenobu31_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

Mar26MtKagenobu33_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC
Mar26MtKagenobu21_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

End March 26th, End Page 3, End March 2007's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos TV.
You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya has started a blog which exhibits different photos than shown here (mostly - I have
used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and
Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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posted: March 31st, 2008

This page begins with March 1st and goes through the 16th - Bubaigawara and Plum Blossoms, Jindai
Botanical Garden and a Kingfisher, Mt. Kagenobu and Hikage Creek. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 1st

  On March 1st Kazuya and I went to Bubaigawara Plum Blossom Park. The first picture is a beautiful red plum blossom, the 2nd shot is a branch which has both red and white
flowers on it and the 3rd shot is a double petaled variety of white blossom.

Mar1Bubai05_Plum
BenichidoriRC

Mar01_Bubaigawara30_
PlumBlossomRC

Mar01_Bubaigawara38_
PlumBlossomRC


  The first shot here is a branch with lots of pink flowers on it. The 2nd shot shows a Mejiro (Zosterops japonicus) or Japanese White-eye, sucking nectar from a blossom. The 3rd
shot shows the same bird sitting there.

Mar01_Bubaigawara42
_PlumBlossomRC

Mar01_Bubaigawara64_Mejiro
_Zosterops_japonicusRC

Mar01_Bubaigawara68_Mejiro
_Zosterops_japonicusRC

End March 1st, Begin March 15th

  On March 15th Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden to see what flowers were coming out. We found this Kingfisher hanging around the naked lady statue and managed to
get some nice photos.

Mar15_JindaiBG_Kingfisher07sRC


  Two more Kingfisher shots.
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Mar15_JindaiBG_Kingfisher34RC

Mar15_JindaiBG_Kingfisher41sRC


  We also found some Cornus officinalis blooming quite nicely (jet contrails in the background) and some early Cherry Blossoms are shown in the 2nd and 3rd shots.

Mar15_JindaiBG_Cornus
_officinalis03RC

Mar15_JindaiBG_
Prunus_kawazuzakurakura03RC

Mar15_JindaiBG_
Prunus_kawazuzakurakura07RC


  The Plum Trees are also still blooming - here is a shot of a white flowered branch and some red flowered branches with a nice background. We also went to the Aquatic part of the
Garden and we found these 5 turtles lined up on a log.

Mar15_JindaiBG
_Plum05RC

Mar15_JindaiBG_
RedPlum08RC

Mar15_JindaiBG_Aquatic_
Turtles02RC

End March 15th, Begin March 16th

  On the 16th we went out to Takao and took a bus to the Mt. Kagenobu trailhead and hiked to the summit of Mt. Kagenobu and then across to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. The first shot
here in Row 7 is a Viola sororia and the next shot is a Viola hondoensis -- the violets are beginning to bloom!! Spring must be here.

Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Viola_sororia04RC

Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Viola_hondoensis05RC


  We were rather surprised to find that the Cymbidium goeringii orchids are beginning to bloom. The one on our porch is blooming, but we didn't expect to find the ones in the
mountains in bloom for another couple of weeks. So, here are 3 Cymbidium flower shots.
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Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Cymbidium_goeringii13RC

Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Cymbidium_goeringii16RC

Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Cymbidium_goeringii25RC


  Here are 2 more Cymbidium flower shots. The final shot shows you an entire plant with 2 blossoms.

Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Cymbidium_goeringii08RC

Mar16_KagenobuTrail_
Cymbidium_goeringii18RC


  Hiking down the Hikage Creek Trail we found a Viola grypoceras in bloom and also some very beautiful Viola japonica. It's early yet though, so we only found 1 or 2 plants in bloom.
The final shot in this row is an Anemone raddeana bloom.

Mar16_HikageTrail_
Viola_grypoceras05RC

Mar16_HikageTrail_
Viola_japonica03RC

Mar16_HikageTrail_
Anemone_raddeana01RC


  Here is one more Anemone raddeana and an Anemone flaccida.

Mar16_HikageTrail_
Anemone_flaccida01RC
Mar16_HikageTrail_
Anemone_raddeana09RC

End March 16th, End Page 1
And, that shows you what we saw from March 1st through the 16th. Thanks so much for taking the
time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation of March.
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This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2008

The photos on this page include those taken on March 22nd and 23rd only - 2 days when we took over 500
pictures in total. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 22nd

  On the 22nd we took an Okutama Holiday Special train out to Hinatawada and hiked to a Plum Tree Park - Yoshino Baigo. We went there last year too, but last year it was a much
hazier day when we went there and we were disappointed in our results. We did much better this year.

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum05RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum09RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum13RC


  Lots of Plum Trees in this park - very beautiful. Of course there were lots of people too, but it's a big enough place that the crowd was merely a minor inconvenience.

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum16RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum19RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum31RC


  The first and 2nd shots in this row are the same, but in the first shot the foreground is in focus and in the 2nd shot the background is in focus. Interesting, eh?
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Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum36RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum37RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum60RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_Yoshino
BaigoPlum77_BESTRC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum81RC


  Here are 3 more shots. In the center photo the foreground is in focus.

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum68RC


  Here are 2 more photos with the foreground in focus - and an overview of the area.

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum97RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum115RC
Mar22_Hinatawada_Yoshino
BaigoPlum94_BESTRC


  Beautiful colors, eh!?

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum125RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum132RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_Yoshino
BaigoPlum149_BESTRC


  The first 2 shots show a focused foreground and a blurry background. The foreground flower is a pink Azalea flower. The 3rd shot is a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum).
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Mar22_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigoPlum176RC

Mar22_Hinatawada_Yoshino
BaigoPlum179_BESTRC

Mar22_Hinatawada_
Erythronium_japonicum02RC


  This is our porch Cymbidium goeringii plant. You probably cannot count, but there are 13 flowers. This plant is the one which we rescued some years ago - one which was caught in
the roots of an uprooted tree and was nearly dead. We took it home and planted it and over the years this is what it has become.

Mar22_PorchCymbidium04RC

End March 22nd, Begin March 23rd

  On Sunday - March 23rd - we climbed Mt. Takao yet again - specifically in search of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. We found it too! You can see it in the first 2 shots in
this row. We also found some Viola bissetii in bloom - one shot here.

Mar23_Takao_Chrysosplenium_
album_var_stamineum07RC
Mar23_Takao_Chrysosplenium_
album_var_stamineum03RC

Mar23_Takao_Viola_
bisetti01RC


  Here is another shot of Viola bissetii and 2 shots of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. Amazing - the flowers we found on this Sunday.

Mar23_Takao_Viola
_bisetti08RC

Mar23_Takao_Viola_tokubuchiana
_var_takedana08RC

Mar23_Takao_Viola_tokubuchiana
_var_takedana11RC


  Here is a shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana which has been adjusted in PhotoShop so that the pink color shows up more like it did in real life. For some reason our cameras
absolutely would not record the delicate pink color which we could see with our naked eyes. The 3rd shot is a Viola eizanensis. We were thoroughly shocked to find this Violet in bloom
already.
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Mar23_Takao_Viola_tokubuchiana
_var_takedana13colorsRC

Mar23_Takao_Viola_tokubuchiana
_var_takedana23RC

Mar23_Takao_Viola
_eizanensis03RC


  Here is one more shot of the Viola eizanensis flower and also an Omphalodes japonica.

Mar23_Takao_Viola
_eizanensis04RC

Mar23_Takao_Omphalodes
_japonica05RC

End March 23rd, End Page 2
And, that shows you what we saw on March 22nd and 23rd. Thanks so much for taking the time to
look. Please continue on to Page 3 for the conclusion of this month's adventures.
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2008

This page continues with March 29th and goes through the end of the month - trips to Koishikawa Botanical
Garden, ICU and Nogawa Park. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 29th

  On March 29th Kazuya and I went to Koishikawa Botanical Garden of Tokyo University (see also February's Photos) to view Cherry Blossoms (Hanami). The first thing we found was
Viola diffusa however! This violet is not supposed to be growing around here, so apparently it's been brought in from Kyushu (the south island). The distinguishing mark of this violet is its
green/yellow flower center. It is a very beautiful flower.
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Mar29_Koishikawa_Viola
_diffusa01RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_Viola
_diffusa06RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_Viola
_diffusa10RC


  The 29th was a very nice day, so lots of people were out for cherry blossom viewing, as can be seen in this first photo. The next 2 shots are closer up to the flowers. Isn't this
amazing - to have such things to go out and eat your lunch under - even if only for 3 or 4 days of the year!

Mar29_Koishikawa
_Cherry02RC

Mar29_Koishikawa
_Cherry05RC

Mar29_Koishikawa
_Cherry07RC


  Here are 3 more "up close and personal" shots. Note the small beetle in the 3rd shot.

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Prunus_yedoensis02RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Prunus_yedoensis08RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Prunus_yedoensis10RC


  Here are 2 more cherry shots and also a shot of a beautiful purple Azalea bush.

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Prunus_yedoensis12RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Prunus_speciosa02RC
Mar29_Koishikawa_
PurpleAzalea02RC


  The first shot here is a photo of Cercis chinensis and its unopened flowers. The next 2 shots are more cherries.
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Mar29_Koishikawa_
Cercis_chinensis04RC

Mar29_Koishikawa
_Cherry18RC

Mar29_Koishikawa
_Cherry20RC


  The first photo here is a common violet - maybe the MOST common one around this part of Japan - Viola grypoceras. The 2nd shot is a Viola keiskei, not so common. The 3rd shot
is a Fritillaria verticillata or "Baimo" in Japanese.

Mar29_Koishikawa_Viola
_grypoceras02RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Viola_keiskei02RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_Fritillaria
_verticillata03RC


  Here is another shot of Baimo and 2 shots of a pretty flower - Amana edulis.

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Amana_edulis01RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Amana_edulis03RC
Mar29_Koishikawa_
Fritillaria_verticillata06RC


  Here is a photo of a huge Magnolia, a shot of a pink flowered cherry tree and a white dandelion Taraxacum albidum.

Mar29_Koishikawa_
MagnoliaFlower05RC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Cherry31_PinkRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Viola diffusa. We found this to be amazing, I hope that you do too.
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Mar29_Koishikawa_
Viola_diffusa17sRC

Mar29_Koishikawa_
Viola_diffusa22RC

End March 29th, Begin March 30th

  On the 30th we went to ICU (International Christian University) and to Nogawa Park for Hanami viewing. Both of those places are within easy bicycling distance of our house. These
3 shots are less than a 10 minute bicycle ride from our house - beautiful pink cherry blossoms.

Mar30_ICU_
PinkCherry01RC

Mar30_ICU_Pink
Cherry08_KazuyaRC

Mar30_ICU_
PinkCherry11RC


  Here is a final pink cherry blossom shot, a shot of a Spiraea and Forsythia bush beside each other and then the main drag entering the ICU campus from the highway.

Mar30_ICU_
PinkCherry12RC

Mar30_ICU_Spiraea_
Forsythia01RC

Mar30_ICU_Main
RoadCherry02RC


  Here is one more shot of the main road which enters the ICU campus and a shot of greenup in progress in Nogawa Park.

Mar30_ICU_
MainRoadCherry20RC


  For the final 2 shots - this is Viola japonica in Nogawa Park.
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Mar30_NogawaPark_
Viola_japonica02RC

Mar30_NogawaPark_
Viola_japonica03RC

End March 30th, End Page 3, End March 2008's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here (mostly - I have
used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and
Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of March 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2009

This page begins with March 11, 2006 - some photos of our porch Cymbidium goeringii orchid - and takes
you through the end of the day on March 13, 2009 in the Mt. Takao area. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

March 11, 2006 - March 12, 2009

  Well, I wanted to show you our porch Cymbidium goeringii and how it has grown over the years. So, this first picture was on March 11, 2006. The next picture was on March 21,
2007.

Mar21_Porch
Cymbidium02aCropRC
Mar11Porch
CymbidiumOrchid03RC


  And continuing with our porch Cymbidium goeringii, this picture was taken on March 22, 2008. The final picture, with the plant transplanted into a larger pot, and with 16 blossoms,
was taken on March 12, 2009. This final picture took several hours to get rid of all of the background with PhotoShop.

Mar22_Porch
Cymbidium02RC

Mar12_Porch
_Cymbidium03_PSRC

Begin March 13, 2009

  On March 13th Kazuya and I went out to Hikage Creek, in the Takao Area. The first thing we found was Mitella pauciflora, a weird little plant. These are the flowers.

March13_HikageKagenobu_021_
Mitella_paucifloraRC
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  Then we found these Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum in bloom. These are a very tiny little flower - possibly we got the best pictures ever of this flower.

Mar13_HikageCreek042_
Chrysosplenium_album_v_satmineumRC
Mar13_HikageCreek038_
Chrysosplenium_album_v_satmineumRC

Mar13_HikageCreek040_
Chrysosplenium_album_v_satmineumRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. The 3rd shot is an Anemone raddeana - a beautiful flower.

March13_HikageKagenobu_037_
Chrysosplenium_album_var_stamineumRC

Mar13_HikageCreek056_Chrysosplenium
_album_v_satmineumRC

Mar13_HikageCreek074_
Anemone_raddeanaRC


  Here is one more shot of Anemone raddeana and 2 shots of Anemone flaccida.

Mar13_HikageCreek103_
Anemone_raddeanaRC

Mar13_HikageCreek076_
Anemone_flaccidaRC

Mar13_HikageCreek099_
Anemone_flaccidaRC


  And - here are the first VIOLET shots of this season. The first one is a Viola hondoensis, the 2nd shot is an Omphalodes japonica and the 3rd shot is another violet, a Viola japonica.

Mar13_HikageCreek106
_Viola_hondoensisRC

Mar13_HikageCreek108
_Omphaloides_japonicaRC

Mar13_HikageCreek114_
Viola_japonicaRC


  Here is another shot of Viola japonica and then 2 shots of our most common violet around here, Viola grypoceras. This flower was particularly beautifully shaded.
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Mar13_HikageCreek121_
Viola_grypocerasRC
March13_HikageKagenobu
_065_Viola_japonicaRC

March13_HikageKagenobu
_067_Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here are 2 shots of a beautiful Viola obtusa and then a shot of the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670.3 meters = 2,199 feet).

Mar13_HikageCreek125_
Viola_obtusaRC

Mar13_HikageCreek122_
Viola_obtusaRC

March13_HikageKagenobu_072
_MtKobotokeShiroSummitRC


  Here is one more scenery shot from the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. It was 11 degrees Centigrade (52 degrees F.) while we ate our lunch here. Then we headed for Mt.
Kagenobu (727 meters = 2,385 feet). By the time we got there, about 1 hour later, it had dropped to 6 degrees C (43 F.) and the wind had come up. There was snow on the horizon and we
were getting a bit concerned. We continued down Mt. Kagenobu and found a bunch of Cymbidium goeringii orchids. Here are 2 shots of those flowers.

Mar13_MtKobotoke_
Shiro01_SceneRC

Mar13_MtKagenobu03_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar13_MtKagenobu05_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Cymbidium goeringii orchids. Notice how the 3rd shot has a yellowish cast to it.

Mar13_MtKagenobu06_
Cymbidium_goeringii_2RC

Mar13_MtKagenobu18_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Cymbidium goeringii orchids and a final shot of Viola grypoceras.
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Mar13_MtKagenobu25_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar13_MtKagenobu33_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC
Mar13_MtKagenobu12_
Viola_grypocerasRC

End March 13th, End Page 1
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2009

The photos on this page begin with March 15th - Plum Blossoms at Hinatawada - and go through the 21st in
the Mt. Takao area. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 15th

  On March 15th Kazuya and I went out to Hinatawada and visited "Yoshino Baigo" - a Plum Blossom covered hillside. The first shot here is from the bridge over the Tama River. The
next 2 shots are inside of the "Baigo". Amazing, eh?

Mar15_Hinatawada
_TamaRiver02RC
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  Here are 3 amazing shots from various places inside of the "Baigo". The yellow flowered trees in the first photo are NOT Plum trees, they are something else.

Mar15_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigo011RC

Mar15_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigo015RC
Mar15_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigo034RC


  The first shot here is a zoomed in shot looking across the valley and the 2nd shot is not zoomed. The 3rd shot is looking up the valley.

Mar15_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigo037RC

Mar15_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigo038RC

Mar15th_Yoshino
_Baigo039RC


  The first shot here was taken looking down the valley - you can see the small town of Hinatawada. The 2nd shot is some contrasting red and white Plum Blossoms. The 3rd shot is a
Yellow Star Of Bethlehem (Gagea lutea).

Mar15th_Yoshino_
Baigo071RC

Mar15_Hinatawada_
YoshinoBaigo107RC

Mar15_Hinatawada_Gagea_lutea
_YellowStarOfBethlehem06RC


  Here is another shot of the Yellow Star Of Bethlehem (Gagea lutea). This was taken in an "Open Garden" of a Hinatawada Citizen. The next 2 shots are Trout Lily (Erythronium
japonicum). The 2nd shot was taken in that same open garden and the 3rd shot was taken at a Shinto Shrine - it was shaded at that location so I had to use the flash.

Mar15_Hinatawada_Gagea_lutea
_YellowStarOfBethlehem15RC

Mar15_Hinatawada_
Erythronium_japonicum01RC

Mar15_Hinatawada_Erythronium
_japonicum08_colorRC

End March 15th, Begin March 20th

  March 20th was a National Holiday - The Spring Equinox - and Kazuya and I went walking through ICU (International Christian University) and the flowers area of Nogawa Park.
Here are 2 shots of beautiful Magnolia blossoms and a shot of an Egret with green grass on the bank of the No River.
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Mar20_NogawaPk02
_MagnoliaRC

Mar20_ICU19
_MagnoliaRC

Mar20_NogawaPk07
_GREEN_EgretRC


  Here is a picture of Skunk Cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) with its flower, some Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) buds emerging from the soil and an exquisite example of a
Cymbidium goeringii orchid.

Mar20_NogawaPk13_
Symplocarpus_foetidusRC

Mar20_NogawaPk17_
Arisaema_spRC

Mar20_NogawaPk19_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here is a nice colored Viola japonica, a shot of Cornus officinalis and a beautiful butterfly.

Mar20_NogawaPk34_
Viola_japonicaRC

Mar20_NogawaPk39_
Cornus_officinalisRC

Mar20_NogawaPk49
_ButterflyRC


  On the ICU campus we found Morel Mushrooms in the place where we find them every year. Here are 2 shots of the bunch we found - all cleaned and ready to cook. The 3rd shot
shows our steak and mushroom supper with baked purple potatoes and white potatoes and a baked taro root too! Delicious!!

Mar20_ICU_Morel
MushroomsCleaned02RC

Mar20_ICU_Morel
MushroomsCleaned04RC

Mar20_Mushrooms_
Steak_Potatoes02RC

End March 20th, Begin March 21st

  On March 21st we went out to Mt. Takao and hiked to the summit. We found some violets and other flowers. First is this example of Viola bissetii. The next 2 shots are Viola
tokubuchiana var. takedana. Notice the difference in colors in these 2 shots.
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Mar21_Takao_04_
Viola_bissetiRC

Mar21_Takao_10_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Mar21_Takao_41_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  We also found Viola grypoceras and Viola eizanensis. The 3rd shot is a shot of Chrysosplenium japonicum.

Mar21_Takao_29_Viola
_grypocerasRC

Mar21_Takao_45_
Chrysosplenium_japonicumRC
March21_MtTakao18_
Viola_eizanensisRC


  These 2 final flowers of March 21 are Corydalis lineariloba. This is a beautiful blue flower.

Mar21_Takao_68_
Corydalis_linearilobaRC
March21_MtTakao50_
Corydalis_linearilobaRC

End March 21st, End Page 2

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has his - blog all updated now with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new
window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the conclusion
of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2009

The photos on this page continue with March 28th and go through the end of the month - Nogawa Park,
Koishikawa Garden and Ogesawa. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 28th

  On March 28th Kazuya and I went to Nogawa Park again to check on the progress of spring flowers. The first shot here shows how "green-up" is progressing along the No River.
The 2nd shot shows an Astragalus sinicus flower and the 3rd shot is a Chloranthus japonicus.

Mar28_NogawaPk02
_WillowsRC

March28_NogawaPk01_
Astragalus_sinicusRC

Mar28_NogawaPk08_
Chloranthus_japonicusRC


  Still at Nogawa Park. Here is a great shot of a Viola japonica and then 2 shots of Viola keiskei.

Mar28_NogawaPk28
_Viola_japonicaRC

Mar28_NogawaPk32_
Viola_keiskeiRC


  Both of these shots show you the same incredible clump of Viola grypoceras. The 2nd shot is zoomed in a bit closer is all.
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Mar28_NogawaPk48_
Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar28_NogawaPk51_
Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here is a great shot of a Coccothraustes coccothraustes. The 2nd photo shows you some pretty young maple leaves and the 3rd shot is the season's first Gentiana zollingeri.

Mar28_NogawaPk57_
Coccothraustes_coccothraustesRC

Mar28_NogawaPk45_
YoungMapleLeavesRC

Mar28_ICU_02_Gentiana
_zollingeriRC

End March 28th, Begin March 29th

  On the 29th we went to Koishikawa Botanical Garden. We found the Viola diffusa to be in bloom. Then we found these TINY Trigonotis peduncularis flowers. These things are about
5 mm across (less than 0.25 in) and finally, we found (only 1) Viola yedoensis (3rd photo) this year - somewhat disappointing.

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_18_
Viola_diffusaRC

March29th_KoishikawaBG020_
Viola_yedoensisRC
Mar29_KoishikawaBG_10_
Trigonotis_peduncularisRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola diffusa followed by a Purple Flower (how do you like that Latin name?)!

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_32_
Viola_diffusaRC

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_35_
Viola_diffusaRC

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_49_
PurpleFlowerRC


  The first photo in this row is a Viola confusa ssp. nagasakiensis - we only found one of this violet too. The 2nd shot is a great shot of some Cherry Blossoms. We ate our lunch
under the tree shown in the 3rd shot and while we ate we watched the birds come and suck the nectar from the cherry flowers.
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Mar29_KoishikawaBG_59_Viola_
confusa_ssp_nagasakiensisRC

March29th_KoishikawaBG052_
CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_77_
CherryBlossomsRC


  The first shot in this row shows you a Viola grypoceras f. variegata. Notice the red veins in the leaves - that is why it is named f. variegata. The 2nd shot shows you some beautiful
pink cherry blossoms.

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_90_
CherryBlossomsRC
March29th_KoishikawaBG094_Viola_
grypoceras_f_variegataRC


  Here is a white dandelion (Taraxacum albidum) and a normal yellow dandelion (Taraxacum officinalis) to show you the contrast in the colors.

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_104_
Taraxacum_albidumRC

Mar29_KoishikawaBG_106_
Taraxacum_officinalisRC

End March 29th, Begin March 30th

  On March 30th Kazuya and I both had no work, so we went out to Ogesawa, in the Mt. Takao area. Here are 3 shots of Viola bissetii which we found. We took too many pictures.

Mar30_Ogesawa17_
Viola_bissetiRC


  Here are two more photos of Viola bissetii and one shot of Viola eizanensis.
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Mar30_Ogesawa74_
Viola_bissetiRC

Mar30_Ogesawa39_
Viola_eizanensisRC
Mar30_Ogesawa67_
Viola_bissetiRC


  Here are 2 more photos of Viola eizanensis and a wonderful shot of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis - one of the sorrels, so of course the leaves taste great.

Mar30_Ogesawa27_
Viola_eizanensisRC

Mar30_Ogesawa61_
Viola_eizanensisRC

Mar30_Ogesawa138_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC


  Here are the two best shots of Omphalodes japonica which I have taken to date. These shots came out better than I could imagine. And, the 3rd shot is a Trillium smallii. This is a
threatened species and when we passed back by here an hour later one of the plants had been broken off and stolen by some grandmother who wanted it in her kitchen window! At least she
didn't take the roots. This activity is amazingly widespread here in Japan. We could tell you horror stories of grandmothers walking around with shopping bags overflowing with illegally
obtained plants and flowers.

Mar30_Ogesawa127_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC

Mar30_Ogesawa133_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC

Mar30_Ogesawa82_
Trillium_smalliiRC


  And - we finally come to the end. Here is a shot of an Arisaema sp. (Jack-in-the-Pulpit) and a shot of Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). Hopefully more shots of Takao
Violets will follow next month.

Mar30_Ogesawa36_
ArisaemaRC

Mar30_Ogesawa86_Viola_
yezoensis_f_discolorRC

End March 30th, End Page 3, End March 2009's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
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& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has his - blog all updated now with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new
window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. You can use the e-mail link
below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2010 - Favorite Photo
"Bright Sun and Blowing Snow" - On the Mountains at Tsugaike-Kogen. March 14th, 10:35 AM.

MARCH 2010: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING A March 6th Trip to Bubaigawara * Early Cherry & Plum Blossoms * Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) * Cymbidium Orchid
(Cymbidium goeringii) * A March 13th and 14th Trip to The Hakuba Area of Nagano Prefecture * Climb of Jiizou-no-Kashira (1,676 meters = 5,499 ft.) * Kamishiro Train Station * A
Tsugaike-Kogen Snow Adventure (1,850 meters = 6,070 ft) * Amazingly Beautiful Snow Photos * View from Hakuba Train Station * A March 19th Trip to Nogawa Park * Skunk Cabbage
(Symplocarpus foetidus) * Chloranthus japonicus, Viola japonica and Viola eizanensis At Nogawa Park * A March 20th Trip to Hinatawada and Yoshino Baigo for Plum Blossoms * A March
21st Trip to Jindai Botanical Garden - Early Cherry Blossoms, Magnolia Blooms * Gagea lutea (Yellow-Star-of-Bethlehem) * Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum * Mitella pauciflora *
Anemone raddeana * Viola bissetii * Trillium smallii * Viola grypoceras f. variegata * * Omphalodes japonica * Corydalis lineariloba * Viola yedoensis * Viola diffusa * Taraxacum albidum &
Taraxacum officinalis Contrast * Spiraea thunbergii * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of March
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2010

This page begins with March 5th, a trip to Bubaigawara on a beautiful weather day. It takes you through the
morning of March 14th - a trip to the Hakuba Area of Nagano Prefecture, here in Japan. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin March 5th

  On Friday, March 5th neither Kazuya nor I had to work. We went to Bubaigawara Plum Blossom Park (not the real name). On the way we passed this one very early cherry tree
which was already in bloom. Precisely, it is Cerasus lannesiana. When the grasses are still brown and there isn't much to be seen as far as flowers, this tree and it's beauty struck us as
AMAZING! The 3rd shot was taken directly into the sun - the sun is behind the flower. I used Shadow Illuminator Pro to render this photograph usable and then I framed it. The actual (unretouched) photo was garbage.

Mar05_Bubaigawara
03_EarlyCherryRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara
05_EarlyCherryRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara07
SIPFr_EarlyCherryRC


  Here is a final shot of that beautiful cherry tree which was on the way to the park. The 2nd photo was taken inside the park. It is a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum). There was a
large name-post in the upper-right corner and I used the vignette to hide it. You can still see a rope fence in the background, but there wasn't much I could do about that. I also ToneMapped this photo to bring out the beautiful pink hues. The 3rd photo is an orchid - Cymbidium goeringii. The one on our porch is also blooming now and I need to take some photos of that
one soon.

Mar05_Bubaigawara
09_EarlyCherryRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara26
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC
Mar05_Bubaigawara24Crop
_TM_Vignette_TroutLilyRC


  Here is a Cornus officinalis in first position. The 2nd and 3rd shots are Plum Blossoms. Plum Blossoms were the reason we came to the park today so I guess you should be shown
some Plum Blossom photos. You can see a larger selection on Kazuya's Blog Site.

Mar05_Bubaigawara31
_Cornus_officinalisRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara
36_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara
50_PlumBlossomsRC


  Here are 3 more Plum Blossom shots. The first photo has had the colors brought out by Tone-Mapping. The 2nd shot - by Kazuya - is a bi-color Plum Tree. These are quite rare - to
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have pink and white blooms on the same tree. The 3rd shot is a beautiful shot of some very dense blossoms.

Mar05_Bubaigawara
54TM_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara
72_PlumBlossomsRC
March5th_Bubaigawara
062_OmoinomamaRC


  Now the hour is getting rather late and the light is fading below what is good for photography. For the first shot I used the flash. For the 2nd shot I also used the flash, but the tree
was too far away and it didn't have much effect, therefore I lightened this shot by using Shadow Illuminator Pro.

Mar05_Bubaigawara
82_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar05_Bubaigawara87
SIP_PlumBlossomsRC

End March 5th, Begin March 13th

  On Saturday, March 13th, at 00:29 AM Kazuya and I boarded a special night train bound for Hakuba in Nagano Prefecture. Kazuya found some very specially priced tickets for this
train, so it was a reasonable price. The center photo is actually the first photo of the adventure - Kamishiro Station, where we got off the train to do some hiking. The time of the 2nd photo
was 5:41 AM - I used Shadow Illuminator Pro to lighten this photo enough so it was not just windows showing. The first photo was taken at the Hakuba Goryuu Ski Area at 7:53 AM, while we
were waiting for the Gondola to open (it opened at 8:15 AM). The 3rd photo was 9:05 AM - me on rented snowshoes. The weather was rainy and miserable, not snowing like we expected it
to be. Kazuya rented snowshoes in advance, so we had them waiting for us when we arrived at the ski area. We did put them to good use, even if only for a short time.

Mar13_BottomOf
Gondola07RC

Mar13_Hakuba_Goryuu
_Snowshoeing16RC
Mar13_Hakuba_Kamishiro
Station13_SIPRC


  The first photo in this row is Kazuya on his rented snowshoes. The 2nd shot is a rainy scenery shot. The 3rd shot shows the lifts which were at the top of the Gondola. We hiked
down to the lift which you can see the bottom of and rode it to the top and started hiking from there.
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Mar13_Hakuba_Goryuu
_Snowshoeing17RC

Mar13_Hakuba_Goryuu
_Snowshoeing19RC

Mar13_TopOf
Gondola09RC


  The first photo here is another rainy scenery photo. The 2nd photo is a very smiley Kazuya at 1,676 meters (5,499 ft.) - the summit of Jiizou-no-Kashira. The time is 9:46 AM.
The 3rd photo is the rock mound at Jiizou-no-Kashira. We could not possibly have reached this spot without the snowshoes - at least not without a LOT of hard work. The snow was really
deep, even though it was raining today.

Mar13_Hakuba_Goryuu
_Snowshoeing23RC

Mar13_Hakuba_Goryuu
_Snowshoeing30RC
Mar13_Jiizou_no
_Kashira20_KazuyaRC


  We didn't try to go any higher on the mountain, not in this weather. The first photo is a final rainy scenery photo. In the 2nd photo we are back at Kamishiro Station and the time is
only 12:25 PM. We have already eaten lunch and we are waiting for the train to take us to the next place. In the 3rd photo - well, "here comes the train".

Mar13_Hakuba_Goryuu
_Snowshoeing39RC

Mar13_Kamishiro
Station32RC

Mar13_Kamishiro
Area56RC


  It's now evening and this first photo was in our room at the Tsugaike Kogen Youth Hostel. It was a 6 person room, but we were told that we would be the only occupants, so we
didn't feel bad about spreading our wet stuff out to dry. Before we came here we went to a Hot Spring and got warmed up and relaxed our muscles (after the snowshoe adventure). The rain
finally changed to snow on the 30 minute bus trip to the Youth Hostel. The final shot of the day was taken out of the window of our room at the Youth Hostel.

Mar13_Hakuba_Tsugaike
YouthHostel_DanRC

Mar13_Tsugaike
YouthHostel40RC

End March 13th, Begin March 14th

  Now it's March 14th, Sunday. We are taking a Gondola to the top and going to climb up to Tsugaike Kogen. We don't have snowshoes today. The weather is high clouds, but no rain
or snow at this time. We can see pretty good down here, but we can also see that the top of the mountain is in the clouds. The 2nd shot is around the top of the Gondola. This is a very
famous ski area, so lots of people are around. There are several people with snowshoes too - guess several people are going to hike around. The 3rd shot is an interesting mossy tree which
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we passed as we walked to the next Lift.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea003RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea005RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea009TMRC


  The first shot in this row is me stopped to take a photo. The 2nd shot is Kazuya with his gaiters on. The 3rd shot is a snow scene around a stream. Please go on to Page 2 now - the
weather is going to clear up and the scenery is going to be amazing!

Mar14_Tsugaike
Kogen_HakubaArea016RC

Mar14_Tsugaike
Kogen_Cloudy11RC
Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_Cloudy08_KazuyaRC

End Page 1, but March 14th continues on Page 2.
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of March 14th and some very incredible mountain & snow scenery photos.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of March
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2010

This page continues with the morning of March 14th and takes you through late morning of the same day http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/30/2017 10:00:11 AM]
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some incredible snow scenery at Tsugaike Kogen in the Hakuba Area of Nagano Prefecture. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

March 14th Continues From Page 1 (at 9:59 AM)

  Okay, it's now 9:59 AM and we are in the clouds up here at this level of the mountain. This is far from the summit, we are at about 1,850 meters (6,070 feet) - I don't know the
elevation of the highest summit around here - this is a plateau on the mountain. We are hoping with all of our might that the weather will clear up! In the first photo you can see people in
front of us on the packed trail with snowboards and snowshoes. In the 2nd photo - it's a moment of nearly clear sky - oh heavens it's amazingly beautiful. In the 3rd shot it's back to being
cloudy.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea026RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea034RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea038RC


  Here is me, just below the Tsugaike Hutte in the first photo. It's now 10:10 AM. Still hoping for more clear sky. In the 2nd photo it's 10:22 AM and another moment of clear sky
passes by. In the 3rd photo it's 10:23 AM and we are still keeping our fingers crossed that it will clear up even more than it has so far.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea047RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea057RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea061RC


  Now it's looking like it will most likely clear up. The first photo was taken at 10:27 AM. The 2nd photo was at 10:28 AM, more clear sky, but still not 100% clear. The 3rd photo was
10:30 AM and another cloud rolls by and makes us wonder if this is the way it's going to be for our entire time up here.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea071RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea076RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea090RC


  OH YES! Look at that! Amazing! All of the photos in this row were taken between 10:30 and 10:31 AM. We are hiking on a trail which a few people have snow-shoed on, so we are
not having too much trouble staying on top of the snow. We cannot leave this packed trail though or we sink in up to our thighs.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea092RC
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_BrightSun38RC
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  The photos in this row were taken between 10:32 and 10:35 AM - we were just going crazy snapping photos. We didn't know how long it would stay clear. This was just such
incredibly gorgeous scenery that we couldn't snap our shutters quickly enough.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea099RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea109RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun47RC


  These 3 photos were taken between 10:36 and 10:42 AM. The center photo is me and you can see the trail we are walking on. We are wishing that we had snowshoes today - but
we don't so we have to make out as best we can. They are NOT inexpensive to rent, so we didn't want to rent them twice.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun50RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea112RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea123RC


  All three of these photos were taken at 10:45 AM. The first photo is looking back towards the Tsugaike Hutte area - you can see how far we have managed to come - without
snowshoes. We have such amazing scenery on all sides of us that we still can't stop taking photos. We zoom in a little and zoom out a little and keep taking photos of the same thing without
realizing that it's the same photo we have already taken. The sky is so amazingly blue. I can recall taking photos like this with a film camera and being able to obtain this kind of blue only by
using a Polarizing Filter. Here we are using no filters at all though.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun51RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea135RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun54RC


  These 3 shots were taken between 10:45 and 10:48 AM. In all 3 photos you can see that the wind is blowing pretty hard. There were gusts here on the plateau too and one gust
was so strong it knocked me over. Our tracks disappeared in about 15 seconds. It was now getting difficult to follow that snowshoe trail and we were just about ready to turn back.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun55RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun60RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea144RC


  These 3 shots were taken between 10:50 and 11:10 AM as we hiked back towards the Tsugaike Hutte. You can't appreciate how strong the wind is blowing, but we certainly did! It
was sunny and bright, but the wind was extremely cold.
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Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun64RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun68RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun72RC


  Now it's around 11:10 AM and we are back on hard packed trail near the Tsugaike Hutte. The 3rd shot gives you an idea of how much we sunk in where the snow was not well
packed. This was WORK!

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea163RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea166RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea173RC


  This row was shot between 11:14 and 11:20 AM as we hiked back towards the Gondola Lift to head down. We had to return home today and that meant we had to take a bus to
the train station at about 12:20 PM. Time to start hurrying a little bit.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea177RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea182RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea190RC


  This final row on this page does NOT mark the end of March 14th. This row ends at 11:21 AM. There are 10 more shots of this incredible adventure on the next page.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun85RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea193RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun91RC

End Page 2, but March 14th STILL continues on Page 3.
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this day's adventures - starting at 11:25 AM.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of March
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2010

This page continues March 14th from 11:25 AM to the end of the adventure. Our next adventure was on
March 19th - a trip to Nogawa Park, where we found spring flowers. On March 20th we went out to
Hinatawada and went to Yoshino Baigo to photograph Plum Blossoms and associated flowers. The final day
on this page is March 21st - we went to Jindai Botanical Gardens to check out the spring flowers. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

March 14th Continues From Page 2 (at 11:25 AM)

  Now it's 11:25 AM and we are walking back to the Gondola Lift. What an amazing view. In the 2nd photo we are going down in the Gondola Lift. The 3rd photo was taken through
the window of the Gondola car.

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun101RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea230RC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea240RC


  In this row, the first photo is stitched together from 2 photos - a large birch along the trail from the upper Gondola to the lower Gondola. The 2nd photo is the same tree from the
other side. The 3rd photo was taken from the window of the lower Gondola. The time is now 11:59 AM.

Mar14_Tsugaike
Kogen_GondolaRide143RC
Mar14_TsugaikeKogen_BrightSun131_132_PanoramaRC

Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_BrightSun135RC


  These 2 photos were taken from the window of the Gondola car as we went down. The time is now 12:00 Noon. Shadows are at a minimum.
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Mar14_TsugaikeKogen
_HakubaArea290RC

Mar14_Tsugaike
Kogen_GondolaRide148RC


  This first photo is the view from in front of Hakuba Train Station. Wouldn't a person think that they might want to spend a bit of money to put those wires underground rather than
have thousands of tourists every year curse them. And, the 1998 Nagano Winter Olympics were held in this area! One might even think that the government would have spent the money to
put those wires underground. Oh well! The 2nd shot was taken by Kazuya from the train window on our way home. It's so hard to take photos out of train windows due to wires, poles and so
on that I am amazed at this one.

Mar14_352CropTM_Hakuba
ToTachikawaTrainRC

Mar14_152_From
HakubaStationRC

End March 14th, Begin March 19th

  Here is a beautiful cherry tree on the way to Nogawa Park - this photo was taken from the wrong side because we could not get to the correct side (for the sun) as the tree was in a
person's yard. Therefore I had to use Shadow Illuminator Pro to illuminate this side of the tree. The 2nd shot is at Nogawa Park - the first weeping willows are beginning to bud out - that
delicate spring green. The 3rd shot is a skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus).

Mar19_Neighborhood
PinkCherry2SIPRC

Mar19_NogawaPark_07TM
_SpringGreenRC

Mar19_NogawaPark_11_
Symplocarpus_foetidusRC


  In this row you can find photos of Chloranthus japonicus, Viola japonica and Viola eizanensis - all in the plants area of Nogawa Park. We are so fortunate to have such a park within
easy bicycling distance of our house.

Mar19_NogawaPark_12_
Chloranthus_japonicusRC

Mar19_NogawaPark_15SIP
_Viola_japonicaRC

Mar19_NogawaPark_25
_Viola_eizanensisRC

End March 19th, Begin March 20th

  On Saturday, March 20th, Kazuya and I took the earliest Okutama Holiday Special Train from Mitaka to Hinatawada and walked from there to Yoshino Baigo - a Plum Tree Park
which we go to pretty much every year at this time to see the beauty of the Plum Trees in Bloom. Here are 3 shots of Yoshino Baigo showing the number of Plum Trees which are there.
(2009 - Same Place, 2008 - Same Place and 2007 - Same Place.)
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Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom002RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom003RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom008RC


  Here are 3 close shots of Plum Blossoms in Yoshino Baigo. The first one is a beautiful pink one, followed by a beautiful red one and then a beautiful white one.

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom021RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom030RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom032RC


  Here is a great shot by Kazuya - a white flowered tree against a background of red flowers. The 2nd shot is another wide shot and the 3rd shot is one more red flowered tree.

March20th_YoshinoBaigou035_
TsukikageHibaiRC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom069RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom110RC


  The first shot here is a weird 2-toned tree - a rarity, so I framed it. The 2nd shot is a very full flowered white one. The 3rd shot is a beautiful pink which I used the flash on to
illuminate it. I thought this one was amazing enough so that I framed it.

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_Hinatawada
_PlumBlossom116cSIP_FrRC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom121RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_Hinatawada
_PlumBlossom127_SIP_FrRC


  Here is a final nice pink flowered tree. The 2nd shot is a Gagea lutea or Yellow-Star-of-Bethlehem. The 3rd shot is a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) which I used Shadow
Illuminator Pro on to illuminate it a little better.
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Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_PlumBlossom138RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_
Hinatawada_Gagea_lutea01RC

Mar20_YoshinoBaigo_Hinatawada_
Erythronium_japonicum11_SIPRC

End March 20th, Begin March 21st

  on Sunday, March 21st, we went to Jindai Botanical Garden. We found this beautiful Blue Colored Anemone, more Trout Lilies (Erythronium japonicum) and lots of different kinds of
Magnolia Trees.

Mar21_JindaiBotGarden
02TM_Blue_AnemoneRC

Mar21_JindaiBot
Garden06_MagnoliaRC
Mar21_JindaiBotGarden16TM_
SIP_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Some of the Ornamental Peach Trees were beginning to bloom too, as well as some of the Cherry Trees.

Mar21_JindaiBot
Garden27_PeachRC

Mar21_JindaiBotGarden31
SIP_Cherry_BudsRC

Mar21_JindaiBot
Garden36_PeachRC

End March 21st, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for additional
adventures during the month of March.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of March
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2010

This page begins with March 22nd, a trip to Hikage and Oge Creeks, out in the Takao Area for spring flowers,
and takes you through the 29th and a trip to Shinjuku Gyoen (Park). Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 22nd

  On March 22nd Kazuya and I went out to Takao on the train and then took a bus to Hikage Bus Stop and hiked a ways up Hikage Creek. The first shot here is a tiny plant with a
tiny flower - Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. The next shot is also quite tiny - it is Mitella pauciflora. Those weird flowers are about 5 - 7 mm (about 1/4 inch) across. The final flower
is an Anemone raddeana. It is about 50 mm or about 2 inches across.

Mar22_HikageCreek_03_
Chrysosplenium_album_v_satmineumRC

Mar22_HikageCreek_05Crop_
Mitella_paucifloraRC

Mar22_HikageCreek_21_
Anemone_raddeanaRC


  Here are 2 shots of Viola bissetii - a shot of the flower head and a shot of the flower spur. The 3rd shot is a Trillium smallii - both the plant and the flower.

Mar22_HikageCreek_
29_Viola_bissetiRC

Mar22_HikageCreek_
30_Viola_bissetiRC

Mar22_HikageCreek_
36_Trillium_smalliiRC


  Here is a nice shot of a Viola bissetii where you can see 2 flowers in one photo. The 2nd photo is the top of the hill where we enter Ogesawa, or Oge Creek. Yes, after we tired of
Hikage Creek we went to Ogesawa and hiked up that creek looking for more flowers. This creek is lesser known and also sunnier in the morning. The 3rd shot is a Viola grypoceras f.
variegata - you can identify the forma variegata by the red veins in the leaf (look closely).

Mar22_Ogesawa_10
_Viola_bissetiRC

Mar22_Ogesawa_
13_SceneryRC

Mar22_Ogesawa_28
_Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here is a shot of the flower spur of Viola grypoceras f. variegata followed by a Viola eizanensis. The 3rd shot is another Viola bissetii where you can see several flowers in one
photo.
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Mar22_Ogesawa_29
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar22_Ogesawa_38
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Mar22_Ogesawa_
69_Viola_bissetiRC


  Here are 2 shots of another tiny flower (maybe 8 mm or 0.4 inch across) - it is Omphalodes japonica

Mar22_Ogesawa_63_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC

Mar22_Ogesawa_72
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC


  In this row the first 2 shots are another rather small flower - it is about 30 mm (1.25 inch) in length. The name of it is Corydalis lineariloba. Such a delicate sky-blue in color. The
3rd shot is another shot of Gagea lutea (Yellow-Star-of-Bethlehem). You saw another photo of this flower on Page 3 in Row 11 - a macro-photo is shown there. The photo here shows pretty
much the entire plant.

Mar22_TakaoCreek_14
_Corydalis_linearilobaRC

Mar22_TakaoCreek_23
_Corydalis_linearilobaRC

Mar22_TakaoCreek_17
_Gagea_luteaRC


  Here is the Cymbidium goeringii orchid which we have growing on our porch. This year it has 25 flowers. Last year it had 16 flowers. For a year to year comparison from 2006 to
the present, please see last year's March web page HERE.

Mar22_Porch_
Cymbidium_goreingii02PSRC

End March 22nd, Begin March 27th

  On March 27th we went to Tokyo University's Koishikawa Botanical Garden and looked around at spring flowers. We were hoping for fantastic Cherry Blossoms, but it was still a bit
early for the peak. In this row you can find 3 different angles on some Viola yedoensis which we found there.
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Mar27_KoishikawaGarden_
005_Viola_yedoensisRC

March27th_KoishikawaBG
012SIP_ViolaYedoensisRC

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden_
010_Viola_yedoensisRC


  Still at Koishikawa Botanical Garden - here are 3 shots of Viola diffusa. The first and 2nd shots give you an idea of how tiny these flowers are. The first photo is my first finger. The
2nd photo is Kazuya's hand. The 3rd shot is actually 2 shots which have been "fused" into one photo using Photomatix Pro's software. One photo was underexposed and the other photo was
overexposed - this is the result of fusing them both together.

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden_
041_Viola_diffusaRC

March27th_KoishikawaBG
041_ViolaDiffusaRC

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden_055_056
_Fused_Crop_Viola_diffusaRC


  The first and second photos in this row show you some nice Cherry Blossoms. The 3rd photo is a White Dandelion (Taraxacum albidum) and a Yellow Dandelion (Taraxacum
officinalis) - both Enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro and put together into a single photo.

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden_128SIP_
129SIP_White_YellowDandelionRC
March27th_
KoishikawaBG073RC

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden
_080_CherryRC


  The first 2 shots are both Spiraea thunbergii - the 2nd shot is a close-up shot on a single branch of the bush shown in the first photo. The 3rd photo is a really fine example of Viola
grypoceras - a very common violet around here.

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden
_131_SpiraeaRC

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden
_138_SpiraeaRC

Mar27_KoishikawaGarden_
144_Viola_grypocerasRC

End March 27th, Begin March 29th

  On March 29th we went to Shinjuku Gyoen (Park) - another search for Cherry Blossoms at their peak. Once again we were disappointed. It was a cold and windy day with a few
rain showers and even a bit of snow! Guess you'll have to wait until next month to see the peak of Cherry Blossom Season. Here is a nice shot of a white-flowered cherry tree and then a nice
example of a pink-flowered variety. The 3rd shot has been Tone-Mapped and tone-mapping made this photo come out looking like it was sunny. You can see from the sky, however, that it
was NOT sunny. Interesting.
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Mar29_ShinjukuPark_
02_CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_ShinjukuPark_
10_CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_ShinjukuPark_
14TM_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya in the Cherry Blossoms with his brand new North-Face cap. The 2nd shot contrasts a pink-flowered and a white-flowered tree. The 2nd photo has been
enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro.

Mar29_ShinjukuPark_27_CherryBlossoms_KazuyaRC

Mar29_ShinjukuPark_44SIP_CherryBlossomsRC

End March 29th, End Page 4, End March 2010's Photos

  Here are links to separate web pages. The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.
The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can
click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT coverart of all of our DVDs.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Our DVD Collection
Front Coverart Pages
Click Here.
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2011 - Favorite Photo
"Fuji-no-Casa" - Mt. Fuji with an Umbrella Cloud. From the Summit of Mt. Takao (Tone-mapped). March
6th, 11:23 AM.

MARCH 2011: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Mt. Takao * Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum * Mt. Fuji With Umbrella Cloud * Cedar Pollen * "Great Eastern Japan
Earthquake" Story & Tsunami Warning Map * Early Cherry Blossoms * Late Plum Blossoms * Hamamelis sp. * Cymbidium goeringii * Violets (Viola sp.) and Anemone sp. * More "Great
Eastern Japan Earthquake" Stuff * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of March
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2011

This page begins with March 6th, a trip to Mt. Takao (599 meters = 1,965 feet) and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670
meters = 2,199 feet) and then down Hikage Creek. On March 13th there is a trip to the ICU (International
Christian University) campus and also Nogawa Park and that will end this page. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin March 6th

  On March 6th Kazuya and I went out to Mt. Takao and climbed to its summit, then out to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro and finally down the Hikage Creek Trail. We were checking for early
spring flowers. As we ascended the mountain we found our usual cute little Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum, but not in abundance yet. The 2nd photo in this row is out of sequence, it
should be in first position, but it's in 2nd position for balance. We were rather surprised to see that Mt. Takao is now being called a "Power Place" and they are trying to make more money
by selling these little things on red strings and giving people a place to hang them. Any gimmick for another ¥ I guess. The 3rd shot is Mt. Fuji with an Umbrella Cloud over it's head. This
photo was taken from the summit of Mt. Takao.

Mar06_02_Takao_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineum_RC

Mar06_06_Takao_
MtFujiUmbrella_RC
Mar06_01LensCorr_
Takao_sanPowerPoster_RC


  Here are 2 more shots of Mt. Fuji with the Umbrella Cloud. The 2nd image is actually 2 - exposure bracketed photos which have been tone-mapped with the Details Enhancer
Option of Photomatix Pro and combined into a single image. The 3rd shot in this row shows the Cedar pollen getting ready to disperse as we hike down the Hikage Creek Trail. This year is
supposed to be the worst year for pollen in something like 30 years in this area. I pity those who have pollen allergies.

Mar06_07_Takao_
MtFujiUmbrella_RC

Mar06_15_16_TMDE_
Takao_MtFujiUmbrella_RC

March6th_
Hikage016_RC


  At the bottom of the Hikage Creek Trail we found more Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum in bloom and also a few Mitella pauciflora plants (center photo) were in bloom.
Nothing at all was abundant yet.
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Mar06_39_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineum_RC

March6th_Hikage037_
ChrysospleniumAlbumVarStamineum_RC
Mar06_59_Hikage_
Mitella_pauciflora_RC


  Here is an early Viola grypoceras bloom and an example of Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum. You might note that there is also a Chrysosplenium album var.
stamineum plant on the right side of this photo.

Mar06_27_Hikage_
Viola_grypoceras_RC

Mar06_53_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrum_RC

End March 6th, Begin March 11th - EARTHQUAKE DAY

  I could have gotten a bunch of earthquake and tsunami images from the
internet and stuck them in here to show you what happened at 2:46 PM on March
11th, 2011. The epicenter of the magnitude 9.0 earthquake was a considerable
distance from Tokyo, buy we surely felt it and it scared the heck out of us. Stuff
was falling off shelves everywhere in the apartment and we were outdoors
holding on for dear life as the earth shook and quaked. It seemed that it was
never going to stop, but it finally did and we managed to get everything picked
up and back in place on the shelves. Amazingly enough, the only thing which
broke in our apartment was a plastic picture frame which ended up on the floor.
It was unbelievable that was the only thing in the house which was broken.
Aftershocks were practically continuous for the next several hours. We watched
the tsunami come ashore (tsunami forecast map shown below) on the TV and the
damage that was caused was just not something which we could easily
comprehend. The aftershocks continued for about 10 days and there were lots of
them, and up to magni-

tude 6+ (actually they are still continuing - there was one just a few moments
ago). It was so fortunate that neither of us had to work on March 11th and that
we were home when it happened. Trains were not running AT ALL for the next 14
hours or so. People who were at their offices stayed at their offices or else took a
taxi or bus home. We went out the next day to discover how crazy people were
being. It was siege mentality and people were buying up virtually everything
they could lay their hands at the supermarkets. We acted reasonably and bought
enough for supper and that was all. Now I'm writing this 10 days after the quake
and we were some of the sharpest people around. I can't imagine how many
flashlight batteries, candles, packages of Cup Ramen, bags of rice, packages of
toilet paper and so on that some people must have in their homes. They'll
probably be throwing away batteries in a couple of years! My work teaching
English has all been canceled through at least April 4th. Fortunately Kazuya
started back to work on March 18th.

Mar11_2011_
tsunami-forecast_RC

End March 11th, Begin March 13th
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  On the 13th of the month things were still not settled down after the earthquake, so we went out for a walk to ICU (International Christian University), which is just a few moments
walk from our apartment and then we continued on to Nogawa Park. At ICU we found a single tree of very early cherry blossoms and took several shots. We also found the plum blossoms to
be right at their peak and we got some excellent shots of each.

March13th_ICU_004
_EarlyCherry_RC

Mar13_05_ICU
_EarlyCherry_RC

Mar13_10_ICU
_PlumBlossom_RC


  In this row is a photo of that early cherry sandwiched between 2 shots of beautiful plum blossoms against an amazingly blue sky. In the 3rd photo please note the bee which is
buzzing around there.

March13th_ICU_
009_EarlyCherry_RC
Mar13_20_ICU
_PlumBlossom_RC

Mar13_21_ICU
_PlumBlossom_RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Plum Blossoms. In the center photo you'll also note the bird sitting there, it is a Mejiro. The common name is "Japanese White-Eye".

March13th_ICU
_022_PlumBlossom_RC
March13th_ICU
_018_PlumBlossom_RC


  Now we are in Nogawa Park. Here are shots of a Cornus officinalis bush and a Hamamelis sp. bush.
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Mar13_39_NogawaPk
_Cornus_officinalis_RC

March13th_NogawaPark
_030_Hamamelis_RC


  Here is a shot of a single flower of that Hamamelis sp. bush above and then a Cymbidium goeringii Orchid.

Mar13_46_Nogawa
Pk_Hamamelis_RC

Mar13_48_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringii_RC

End March 13th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of March
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2011

This page begins with March 19th, a trip to Mt. Kagenobu (727 meters = 2,385 feet) and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro
(670 meters = 2,199 feet) and then down Hikage Creek. There were no events after that, but there is
another "Great Eastern Japan Earthquake" related story and some images from around the internet asking
for help. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 19th

  On March 19th Kazuya and I went out to Takao and took a bus to the Kobotoke Bus Stop. This was our first time out to the mountains since the earthquake and it was nice to
escape from the stress and concern for the day. Our purpose in going out was to check on the progress of spring flowers in the mountains. The first shot shows that the flowers are definitely
starting to appear. It is a Viola grypoceras, our most common violet, but we took photos of it anyway we were so thrilled to find spring flowers. The 2nd shot is another violet - a Viola
hondoensis. As we hiked up towards Mt. Kagenobu we found some Cymbidium orchids (Cymbidium goeringii) blooming too.
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Mar19_002_KagenobuTrail
_Viola_grypoceras_RC

Mar19_004_KagenobuTrail
_Viola_hondoensis_RC

Mar19_022_Kagenobu
Trail_Cymbidium_goeringii_RC


  Here are another 3 shots of Cymbidium goeringii orchids. It is so wonderful to find orchids in the wild.

Mar19_031_Kagenobu
Trail_Cymbidium_goeringii_RC

Mar19_039_Kagenobu
Trail_Cymbidium_goeringii_RC

Mar19_041_Kagenobu
Trail_Cymbidium_goeringii_RC


  This shows what the area looks like where we find Cymbidium goeringii orchids. It always looks like this. The photos cannot show you how steep the ground truly is, I guess it's
because you can't see enough width in a photo. Anyway, the slope is steep and it's difficult to walk.

Mar19_042_Kagenobu
Trail_CymbidiumArea_RC

Mar19_046_KagenobuTrail
_CymbidiumArea_Kazuya_RC

March19th_MtKagenobu_043
_Cymbidium_goeringii_RC


  Here is one final Cymbidium goeringii orchid shot. After this we went to the summit of Mt. Kagenobu (727 meters = 2,385 feet) and ate 1/2 of our lunch. Then we proceeded to Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro (670 meters = 2,199 feet) and finished our lunch. Finally, we hiked down the Hikage Creek trail. The center photo in this row was taken on the Hikage Creek Trail and it
shows Kazuya on a 100% slope attempting to take a photo of a beautiful Viola japonica. The 3rd shot shows the incredible Viola japonica which Kazuya is photographing in the center photo.

Mar19_058_KagenobuTrail
_Cymbidium_goeringii_RC

Mar19_074_Hikage
Creek_Viola_japonica_RC
Mar19_069_Hikage
Creek_Kazuya_RC


  Down near the bottom of the Hikage Creek trail we found some Anemone flowers. We think the first photo is Anemone pseudoaltaica and the 2nd one is Anemone raddeana. Notice
the difference in the leaves - the A. pseudoaltaica has more complex leaves than the A. raddeana.
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Mar19_081_Hikage
Creek_Anemone_sp_RC

March19th_Hikage_
075_Anemone_sp_RC


  The Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum is much more abundant now than it was back on March 6th when we were previously here. Back on Page 1, in Row 3, you can see that
the flowers were still in the process of opening, back on March 6th, whereas today - March 19th - the flowers are fully open.

March19th_Hikage_088_
Chrysosplenium_album_var_stamineum_RC

Mar19_100_HikageCreek_
Chrysosplenium_album_var_stamineum_RC

End March 19th, Begin Earthquake Stuff

  Sorry, but that's all there is for the month of March. It was a bad month
for getting out and enjoying life. After the March 11th "Great Eastern Japan
Earthquake" things were scary and scary. Although we managed to make it out
on both March 13th and 19th things got weird after that. Kazuya made it out to
the mountains on the 27th, but I was in the USA. "What?", you ask! Yes, that's
correct. Kazuya and I had initially planned to take a 3 week vacation to the USA
(Alaska and Oregon) this coming July. I had to go back sometime before my
birthday this year to renew my Alaska Driver's License, so we had planned to
make the most of that necessary trip. Well, after the earthquake, all but 1 of my
English classes were canceled at least until April 4th and at least 2 of them have
been permanently canceled (I guess it's no longer necessary for those company's
to use English?). Kazuya also had one

week of work canceled. So, money is going to be short this summer and for that
reason we decided that it would be best if I just quickly went to Alaska, renewed
my Driver's License and returned as quickly as possible. That would minimize the
expenses. Therefore I left on March 24th, flew from Narita Airport to Seattle and
then on to Anchorage, spent 2 nights in a hotel there, renewed my Driver's
License and then flew from Anchorage to Seattle and then on to Narita Airport in
Japan. The total trip - from the time I walked out my front door until I walked
back through my front door, was just about 104 hours. Considering the total
layover time of over 16 hours, it was a pretty quick trip. I accomplished
everything I needed to accomplish - or at least nearly everything. Oh, I was
home on March 28th at about 5:30 PM - and I was worn out from that kind of a
whirlwind trip.


  Here are some images which I culled from the thousands on the internet which are basically asking for your help and support. Were you aware that "The #quakebook (2:46:
Aftershocks: Stories from the Japan Earthquake) will be available very soon (within a few days) as an electronic download, and later, in a print edition and that all revenues from the
QuakeBook Book will go to the Japan Red Cross. Click HERE (new window) for more information.

QuakeBook_CoverR.jpg

Help_Japan04R.jpg

Help_Japan02R.jpg


  Here are some additional images asking for help and support which I culled from the thousands on the internet. If you want to see more, go to Google.com and type "help Japan"
into the box.
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Help_Japan03R.jpg

SupportJapan_TShirtR.jpg

Help_Japan01R.jpg

End Page 2, End March 2011's Photos

  Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. I suspect that next month things will more or
less return to normal.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2012 - Favorite Photo
"Plum Blossoms" - Three Photos of Different Types of Plums at Kyodo-No-Mori Park (Bubaigawara).
March 30th - 2:30 PM.

MARCH 2012: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Jindai Botanical Garden Plum Blossoms, Hamamelis sp. Blossoms and Adonis amurensis Blossoms * Jindaiji Shrine - Daruma
Festival * Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) * Mt. Kobotoke-shiro and Mt. Takao * Veronica persica * Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum * Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum *
Mitella pauciflora * Viola hondoensis * Viola japonica * Mt. Fuji * Mt. Tanzawa * A Trip to Kyodo-No-Mori Park (Bubaigawara) and Plum Blossom Photos * More     (Click on the Photo or
on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of March
2012!
posted: March 31st, 2012
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This page begins and ends with March 3rd and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden. Just to refresh your memory
- Jindai Botanical Garden is about a 15 minute bicycle ride from our apartment.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 3rd

  On March 3rd Kazuya and I rode our bicycles to Jindai Botanical Garden to check on the progress of spring flowers, specifically the Plum Blossoms. In this row are 3 photos of Plum
Blossoms. These were taken with my new Fujifilm FinePix HS20EXR Camera. I was not happy with this camera for several reasons and ended up returning it. I won't go into the reasons I was
unhappy with it here.

Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_02RC
Mar03_JindaiBG
_01_PlumGardenRC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_04_PlumGardenRC


  Here are 3 more Plum Blossom photos.

Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_04RC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_07RC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_14RC


  Here are 2 Plum Blossom pictures and a photo of a red flowered Hamamelis sp. bush and it's flowers.

Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_16RC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_20RC


  In this row are 3 photos of Hamamelis sp. flowers - one yellow colored and 2 red flowered ones.
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Mar03_JindaiBG
_Hamamelis_25RC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_Hamamelis_28RC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_Hamamelis_31RC


  Here are 2 shots of Adonis amurensis and a final shot of Hamamelis sp. flowers.

March3rdJindaiBG
020_OrangeBeautyRC
Mar03_JindaiBG_
Adonis_amurensis_41RC

Mar03_JindaiBG
_Adonis_amurensis_44RC


  Here is a final shot of Adonis amurensis, a shot of a Bonsai Tree on display at the indoor display area and a shot in the tropical plants greenhouse of Strongylodon macrobotrys.

Mar03_JindaiBG
_45_Adonis_amurensisRC

March3rdJindaiBG038_
StrongylodonMacrobotrysRC
Mar03_JindaiBG
_PlumGarden_56RC


  Here are 2 shots of Strongylodon macrobotrys. After we finished up at the Botanical Garden we went out and went to the Shrine Area. We were not aware, but it was the day of the
Daruma Doll Festival. For more information on Daruma Dolls please Google it.

March3rdJindaiBG042_
StrongylodonMacrobotrysRC
Mar03_JindaiBG_
GreenhousePlants_67RC
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  Here is an additional shot of Daruma Dolls, a shot of the crowd milling around for the Daruma Doll Festival and an image which was taken from my original Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut: Fairbanks Working Circle report, which I created while working as an Inventory Forester for the State of Alaska Division of Forestry. This report was created back in 1980. I
had a PDF of this report and I took the cover image and cut this portion out of the report cover and then used the magic eraser in Photoshop to erase ALL of the background so that the
image background could then be colored any color I wanted it colored. I used this image on the cover of the re-published report referred to above, which is now available as a Kindle Edition
HERE in case you want to take a look at it. I am also working on a print edition of this report, which I hope will be available within a month.

4Tree_Bkgnds_From
_Old_Annual_Cut_Report

Mar03_JindaiBG_80_
DarumaFestivalRC
Mar03_JindaiBG_90_
DarumaFestivalRC


  After we finished up looking around the Shrine Area we went back into the Botanical Garden (we have annual passes, so we can come and go as many times as we want to) and we
found this River Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) which was rather cooperative and allowed us to get some decent photos. That ends our outing of March 3rd.

Mar03_JindaiBG_59
RAW_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar03_JindaiBG_60
RAW_Alcedo_atthisRC

End March 3rd, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March
2012!
posted: March 31st, 2012
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This page begins (and ends) with March 25th - our next (and final) outing of March. We took the train out to
Takao, hiked from there to Hikage Creek, up Hikage Creek trail to Mt. Kobotoke-shiro (670 m = 2,199 ft) for
the 29th time and ate our lunch there. Then we continued from there to Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) for the
73rd time. From there we hiked down trail 6 to Takao-san Guchi Station and proceeded back home.  Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 25th

  From Takao Station we walked up the highway for a short distance and then took this trail which heads for the mountains. As we hiked we saw this incredible pink flowered plum
tree and an abundance of Veronica (Veronica persica).

March25thUra
Takao001RC

Mar25_03_Hikage
Ck_VeronicaRC
Mar25_00a_Hikage
Ck_PinkPlumRC


  As we hiked we came upon our first spring flower which we actively search for - Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. The 2nd photo is Kazuya as seen from the spot where I
was standing. The 3rd shot is merely a mountain scenery shot, nothing special, but it looks nice.

March25thUra
Takao007RC

Mar25_05_Hikage
Ck_SceneryRC
Mar25_04a_Hikage
Ck_KazuyaRC


  The first photo here is most likely a Viola confusa ssp. nagasakiensis. It is planted in the rock wall of a person's house. It is NOT native to this area of Japan. The next 2 shots are
once again Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum - the 3rd shot is a wonderful overview photo which gives you a good impression of how this plant grows and just how small the flowers are.

March25thUra
Takao022RC


  Here are 3 closer shots of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum.
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March25th
Hikage032RC
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Mar25_14_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC

Mar25_21_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC

Mar25_27_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC


  Here is a final shot of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum and then 2 shots of a bunch of senior citizens which appeared out of nowhere. These people are so frustrating stepping all over the flowers, not caring if there is anything left for the next person to look at. In the 3rd photo note how they are just using their cell phone cameras in an attempt to capture
this flower. Damn, it's pitiful to watch these people.

Mar25_30_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC

Mar25_33_Hikage
Ck_CrowdRC

March25th
Hikage049RC


  Here is a Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum in first position, a Mitella pauciflora in 2nd position and a Viola hondoensis in 3rd position.

March25th
Hikage052RC

Mar25_37_HikageCk
_Viola_hondoensisRC
March25th
Hikage051RC


  In this row is a shot of Viola japonica in first position. The 2nd image is actually 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been combined into a single High Dynamic Range image,
using the Tone Compressor Option of Photomatix Pro Software. It shows the shelter at I-Ccho-Daira - we'll be taking a couple of photos from there in the following row. The 3rd shot shows a
semi-cloudy Mt. Fuji from the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-shiro (670 m = 2,199 ft). Usually at this time of the year the air is filled with Cedar Pollen, giving it a very hazy appearance, but this
year there isn't so much pollen flying about - people with pollen allergies are smiling this year!

Mar25_38_HikageCk
_Viola_japonicaRC

Mar25_44_45_46_Hikage
Ck_TMTC_ICchoDairaRC

Mar25_50_Kobotoke
_ShiroYamaRC


  Here are the final 3 images from March. The first 2 were taken from I-Ccho-Daira (read Row 7 row text). That mountain over there is part of the Mt. Tanzawa mountains. The final
shot in this row is an Anemone raddeana flower which we found as we descended Mt. Takao towards the train station on Trail #6 (note that the photo itself is mis-labeled).
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March25th
IcchouDaira067RC

Mar25_53_ICcho
Daira_ToTanzawaRC

Mar25_53_Takao_Valley
_Anemone_flaccidaRC

End March 25th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page, now please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2012

This page begins with March 28th and a test shot of the crescent moon with my 2nd new camera of the
month - a Canon PowerShot SX40 HS. We progress through March 30th and a trip to Bubaigawara to visit
the Kyodo-No-Mori Park to see Plum Trees and Plum Blossoms and to give the camera a real test (By the
way, I love it). Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 28th, 29th & 30th

  Well, as stated above, this row consists of a couple of the very first test shots with my 2nd new camera of the month. On Page 1 I showed some photos taken with the Fujifilm
FinePix HS20EXR Camera and as also stated, I was very unhappy with that camera and returned it. The 2nd page of photos was taken with my old Canon S5-IS Camera, which I have always
liked. Now, this 3rd page shows photos taken with my brand new Canon PowerShot SX40 HS Camera. The first shot shows a crescent moon taken at the maximum Optical (35x) plus Digital
Zoom (4x) capabilities of the camera (total 140x or at 35 mm film camera equivalent - an 840 mm lens). I can't wait for the full moon this month. The 2nd shot is our porch Cymbidium
goeringii - doing as good as ever. It has so many flowers this year that we can't count them!
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Mar29_1_
PorchCymbidiumRC

Mar28_2_
MoonFromPorchRC


  On March 30th Kazuya and I went to Bubaigawara and went to Kyodo-No-Mori Park there to see the Plum Blossoms. It was the best we have ever seen them, although much later
than usual. And, I invite you to compare the colors on this page with the colors of Plum Blossoms on Page 1 - I believe the Canon Camera's colors are much superior to those taken with the
Fujifilm Camera.

Mar30_007_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar30_008_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC
Mar30_012_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  Here is a yellow Cornus officinalis shot in first position, followed by a shot of Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) and then an overview of a small section of the Plum Trees in this
large area.

Mar30_026_KyodonomoriPark
_Cornus_officinalisRC

Mar30_029_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC
Mar30_017_Kyodonomori
Park_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  All 3 photos in this row are Plum Blossoms. The first shot also shows Kazuya.

Mar30_035_KyodonomoriPark
_PlumBlossomsRC
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Mar30_039_KyodonomoriPark_
PlumBlossoms_KazuyaRC

Mar30_049_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  Here is a shot of Plum Blossoms and then 2 shots of a small field of Rape Flowers. The 2nd shot is zoomed to the maximum capability of the camera (140X = 840 mm in 35 mm
camera equivalent).

Mar30_043_KyodonomoriPark
_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar30_050_Kyodonomori
Park_RapeFlowerRC

Mar30_053_Kyodonomori
Park_RapeFlowerRC


  Here is a shot of a pussy willow, using a moderate amount of zoom, then a dark red Plum Tree and then a shot of a couple of Hepatica Flowers.

Mar30_067_Kyodonomori
Park_PussyWillowRC

Mar30_085_Kyodonomori
Park_HepaticaRC
Mar30_057_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  This row demonstrates the 140x zoom capability of the camera. The first shot is using no zoom at all - keep your eyes on the 2 yellow Poppy Flowers which the arrow is pointing at.
The 2nd shot is an example of maximum (35x) optical Zoom. The 3rd shot is an example of maximum optical Zoom (35x) plus maximum digital zoom (4x) for a total of 140x! It is surprising
that there is still decent detail with the maximum digital zoom!

Mar30_073_Kyodonomori
Park_PoppyFlowersRC

Mar30_076_Kyodonomori
Park_PoppyFlowersRC

Mar30_072_Kyodonomori
Park_PoppyFlowersRC


  The first shot in this row is a shot taken using the "Vivid" setting on the camera. The 2nd and 3rd shots are back to normal mode.

Mar30_097_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC
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Mar30_103_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  Here is a beautiful shot. The 2nd shot is 2 shots which have been stitched together. The 3rd shot is also nice.

Mar30_094_095_Stitch_
KyodonomoriPark_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar30_104_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar30_125_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  In this row, please note the general color difference in the branches and flower parts between the 1st and 3rd shots. Interesting!

Mar30_124_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC
Mar30_121_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar30_123_Kyodonomori
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  The first 2 shots in this row feature a Flowering Magnolia Tree and a Bulbul (Hypsipetes amaurotis). I can see that I am going to like the zoom capabilities of this camera! The 3rd
shot is a type of cherry blossom. This shot was taken after we left Kyodo-No-Mori Park and were walking to Koremasa Station to head for home.

Mar30_129_KyodonomoriPark
_MagnoliaBlossoms_BulbulRC

Mar30_131_KyodonomoriPark
_MagnoliaBlossoms_BulbulRC

Mar30_135_NearKyodonomori
Park_CherryBlossomsRC

End Daniel's Photos, Begin Kazuya's Photos of March 30th

  Kazuya was busy and didn't give me his photos until after mine were already "processed" and inserted into this page, but rather than just leave his photos from Kyodo-No-Mori
Park out, I am inserting them at the end of the page. The first shot is a Viola mandshurica which we found growing through a crack in the sidewalk as we walked to the station to take the
train to Koremasa. The 2nd shot shows a couple of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna flowers in Kyodo-No-Mori Park. The 3rd shot is an amazing Plum Blossom.
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March30th_KyoudoNoMori
002_ViolaMandshuricaRC

March30th_KyoudoNoMori052_
HepaticaNobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC

March30th_Kyoudo
NoMori071_PlumRC


  Both shots here show Plum Blossoms and me - it was a "bad hair" day and I didn't wear a hat today.

March30th_Kyoudo
NoMori072_PlumRC

March30th_Kyoudo
NoMori078_PlumRC

March30th_Kyoudo
NoMori082_BungoRC

March30th_Kyoudo
NoMori089_PlumRC


  Here are 2 great Plum Blossom shots.

End March 30th, End Page 3, End March 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search
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Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be happy to have you buy one of our books. For additional information
please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page.

An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. We hope that you found something which you
enjoyed. Please return again next month.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2013 - Favorite Photo
"Mt Fuji & Mt. Kintoki" - Taken from the Mt. Myojingatake Trail. March 16th, 11:17 AM.

MARCH 2013: FIVE Pages This Month (for the fourth time ever) FEATURING A Trip to Jindai Botanical Garden - Anemone pseudoaltaica * Anemone raddeana * Plum Blossoms *
Crocus Blossoms * Helleborus sp. (Christmas Rose) * Adonis amurensis * Cornus officinalis * Hybrids and Cultivars of Hamamelis sp.* Daruma Doll Festival * The Rose Garden in Winter * A
Tarsiger cyanurus - Ruri-bitaki in Japanese * Shinjuku Gyoen (Park) - Daffodils * Early Cherry Blossoms * The Tama River * A Dust Storm * A Trip to and climb of Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake),
Mt. Kintoki and Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake) - Beautiful clear day shots of Mt. Kintoki & Mt. Fuji * An interesting moss - Rhodobryum giganteum * Owakudani * Another interesting moss Barbella flagellifera * Some Panoramic Shots Showing Mt. Fuji * International Christian University - A Few Normal Cherry Blossom Season Photos * Nogawa Park - A Magnolia stellata
Blossom * Hepatica sp. Flowers * Erythronium japonicum (Trout Lily) Blossoms * Chloranthus japonicus Blooms * A White Dandelion (Taraxacum albidum) * Pulsatilla cernua Blooms * Mt.
Takao - Viola bissetii in Bloom * Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum in Bloom * A Wren Mating Dance * Omphalodes japonica * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Oxalis griffithii var.
kantoensis * Viola grypoceras * Stachyurus praecox or Spike-tail * Mitella pauciflora * South Mt. Takao & Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama - Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima & Viola phalacrocarpa
* Blowing Cedar Pollen * Viola obtusa * Cymbidium goeringii - an Orchid * A Rare find - Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana * Two Species of Ajuga * Tsukui Lake - 2012 & 2013 Contrast *
Oodarumi Pass * Another Rare find - Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata * Viola japonica * Viola yezoensis f. discolor - the Takao Violet * Links to 2014 Print Edition Calendars & also PDF
Calendars * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March photos)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 5 - the best of March
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2013

This page begins and ends with March 3rd and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden and Jindaiji (Jindai Shrine).
We went specifically in search of Plum Blossoms and we found them - and more. In addition, it also
happened to be the day of the Daruma Festival at Jindai Shrine! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 3rd

  On Sunday, March 3rd, Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden to check out the progress of Plum Blossoms and other spring flowers. We were surprised to find a few flowers
of Anemone pseudoaltaica in the wild flowers portion and also a few Anemone raddeana flowers! Of course we found Plum Blossoms. The center Plum Blossom is inserted out of chronological
order to give balance to the row.

March3rd_JindaiBG002_
AnemonePseudoaltaicaRC

March3rd_JindaiBG003
_AnemoneRaddeanaRC
March3rd_JindaiBG009_
UsuiroChirimenRC


  In first and third position are 2 more plum blossom shots. In center position is a little clump of Crocus Flowers.

March3rd_JindaiBG011_
UsuiroChirimenRC

Mar03_009_Jindai
BG_CrocusRC

Mar03_012_JindaiBG
_PlumBlossomsRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Christmas Rose - Helleborus sp. The 3rd shot specifically, is Helleborus niger. The Christmas Rose comes in many colors, as can be seen in both this row
and the next row.
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March3rd_JindaiBG
017_HelleborusRC

Mar03_017_JindaiBG_
Helleborus_nigerRC
March3rd_JindaiBG
015_HelleborusRC


  In first and 3rd position are more shots of Christmas Rose (Helleborus sp.). In center position is a relatively late photo of an Adonis amurensis. These flowers were a little ways past
their peak of beauty.

March3rd_JindaiBG
021_HelleborusRC

March3rd_JindaiBG025
_AdonisAmurensisRC

Mar03_028_JindaiBG_
Helleborus_nigerRC


  The first shot in this row is a small branch of a Cornus officinalis bush. The next 2 shots are Plum Blossoms, taken in the Plum Tree part of the Botanical Garden.

March3rd_JindaiBG031_
CornusOfficinalisRC

Mar03_055_JindaiBG_
PlumBlossomsRC
March3rd_JindaiBG
036_MoriNoSekiRC


  Here are 3 shots of different colored Plum Blossoms.

Mar03_058_JindaiBG_
PlumBlossomsRC
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PlumBlossomsRC

March3rd_JindaiBG
041_SekaiNoZuRC
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  Here are the final 3 shots of Plum Blossoms which were taken on this date.

March3rd_JindaiBG046
_KagoshimaBeniRC

Mar03_070_JindaiBG_
PlumBlossomsRC

March3rd_JindaiBG
048_BenizuruRC


  On one side of the Plum Tree part of the Botanical Garden there is an area of hybrids and cultivars of Hamamelis sp. These flowers are so amazing, with their ribbony flower petals.

March3rd_JindaiBG054_
HamamelisxIntermediaCvDianaRC

Mar03_075_Jindai
BG_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar03_077_Jindai
BG_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar03_082_Jindai
BG_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar03_085_Jindai
BG_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar03_091_JindaiBG
_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar03_095_JindaiBG
_Hamamelis_spRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Hamamelis sp. flowers.

Mar03_079_Jindai
BG_Hamamelis_spRC


  And here are another 3 shots of Hamamelis sp. flowers.

Mar03_087_JindaiBG
_Hamamelis_spRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Hamamelis sp. flowers, but the second shot includes Kazuya and the 3rd shot includes me!
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March3rd_JindaiBG065_
HamamelisxIntermediaCvDianaRC

March3rd_JindaiBG069_
HamamelisxIntermediaCvDianaRC
Mar03_104_JindaiBG_
Kazuya_FlowersRC


  Here is one last photo of a Plum Blossom. Then we went out of the Botanical Garden to eat lunch at one of the shops down by Jindaiji (=Jindai Shrine). We have full year passes for
the Botanical Garden, so we can come and go as many times a day, a week or a year as we want. We were not aware that today was also the Daruma Festival, which is also known as "Girls'
Day". Look at the crowd of people in the 2nd image! The 3rd image shows one of several Daruma selling stalls.

Mar03_106_JindaiBG_
PlumBlossomsRC

March3rd_JindaiBG073
_DarumaFestivalRC

March3rd_JindaiBG074
_DarumaFestivalRC


  The first shot in this row shows the same Daruma selling stall as the previous shot. Here is a portion of what Wikipedia has to say about Daruma Dolls. "The Daruma doll, also
known as a Dharma doll, is a hollow, round, Japanese traditional doll modeled after Bodhidharma, the founder of the Zen sect of Buddhism. These dolls, though typically red and depicting a
bearded man (Dharma), vary greatly in color and design depending on region and artist. Though considered an omocha, meaning toy, Daruma has a design that is rich in symbolism and is
regarded more as a talisman of good luck to the Japanese. Daruma dolls are seen as a symbol of perseverance and good luck, making them a popular gift of encouragement. The doll has
also been commercialized by many Buddhist temples to use alongside goal setting." In this photo you can see that the Daruma Dolls have no eyes on them. Wikipedia says this about the
eyes. The eyes of Daruma are often blank when sold. Monte A. Greer, author of Daruma Eyes, described the "oversized symmetrical round blank white eyes" as a means to keep track of
goals or big tasks and motivate them to work to the finish. The recipient of the doll fills in one eye upon setting the goal, then the other upon fulfilling it. In this way, every time they see the
one-eyed Daruma, they recall the goal. One explanation how this custom started says that in order to motivate Daruma-san to grant your wish, you promise to give him full sight once the
goal is accomplished. This practice might also have something to do with the "enlightenment", the ideal attainment of Buddhism. This custom has led to a phrase in Japanese translated as
"Both Eyes Open". Referring to "opening" the second eye, it expresses the realization of a goal.
After we are lunch and wandered around, we went back into the Botanical Garden, so -- the 2nd image shows a 2 shot panorama of the Rose Garden - pretty sad looking in March, eh. The
3rd image is a 3 shot panorama of the Rose Garden which you may remember from the October 2012 photo page, when the beauty of the roses was at a peak. Quite a contrast, eh! In both
shots you can see the greenhouse in the background.

Mar03_114_115_Panorama_
JindaiBG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13_15_16_17_
Panorama_JindaiBG_RoseGardenRC

Mar03_112_JindaiShrineArea
_DarumaFestivalRC


  We were fortunate to see this Tarsiger cyanurus - Ruri-bitaki in Japanese - as we walked back towards the front entrance, where we had left our bicycles parked. Oh, one is not
allowed to bring a bicycle into the Botanical Garden.
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Mar03_133_JindaiBG
_Tarsiger_cyanurusRC

Mar03_134_JindaiBG
_Tarsiger_cyanurusRC

End March 3rd, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 5 - the best of March
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2013

This page begins with March 8th and a visit to Shinjuku Gyoen (Park) to view Early Blooming Cherry Trees.
Then it proceeds to March 9th and a hike from Hinatawada (near Mitake) to Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring (near
Musashi-Itsukaichi). This page ends with March 10th and a very dust filled sky which we witnessed as we
were riding the Keio Line Train near Chofu City. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 8th

  On Friday, March 8th, I had to go into the city for a short meeting with one of the company's which I work for, so Kazuya came into the city a while after that and we met and went
to lunch and then we went to Shinjuku Gyoen (Park) to check out the Early Cherry Blossoms and to see the Plum Blossoms. In this row, you'll note that the first thing we found was Plum
Blossoms. Then, off in the distance, we could see a large area of white flowers. We wondered what those flowers were, so we headed that way. When we got there we saw that they were
Daffodils (Narcissus sp.). Most of them were solid white, as shown in the 2nd photo, but a few of them had yellow centers - like in the 3rd photo. Pretty!
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Mar08_004_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_PlumRC

March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen006RC

Mar08_012_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_DaffodilsRC


  We continued walking around and we found some Early Cherry Blossoms. In 1st and 2nd position are photos of Cerasus cerasoides var. campanulata (Kan-hi-zakura in Japanese).
Then we found another Early Blooming Cherry (3rd shot). This tree was Cerasus X kanzakura (Kawazu Zakura in Japanese).

Mar08_020_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_Kan_Hi_ZakuraRC

Mar08_024_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_Kan_Hi_ZakuraRC

March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen031RC


  All of the photos in this row are the Cerasus X kanzakura (Kawazu Zakura) type of Early Blooming Cherry.

Mar08_033_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC

Mar08_036_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC

Mar08_039_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC


  These 3 photos are also all Cerasus X kanzakura (Kawazu Zakura) Early Blooming Cherry.

March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen041RC

Mar08_046_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC


  And these 3 photos are also the Cerasus X kanzakura (Kawazu Zakura) Early Blooming Cherry. The center shot also shows Kazuya.
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Mar08_057_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC

March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen069RC
Mar08_062_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_EarlyCherry_KazuyaRC


  The first 2 shots in this row were taken as we moved away from the Cerasus X kanzakura (Kawazu Zakura) Early Blooming Cherry. The 3rd shot is another shot of Plum Blossoms.

Mar08_067_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC

Mar08_079_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_EarlyCherryRC

March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen087RC


  Here is a nice shot of some kind of Bamboo Grass in 1st position. In 2nd position is another shot of Plum Blossoms and then this same area of Plum Trees from the other side of the
pond.

Mar08_088_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_BambooGrassRC

Mar08_093_Shinjuku
GyoenPark_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar08_099_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_Pond_PlumBlossomsRC


  The first 2 shots in this row show increasingly zoomed shots of that area of Plum Trees and Plum Blossoms which was shown in the 3rd photo on the row just above. The 3rd shot is
the same Plum Branch as shown in center position in the row above, but I was closer to it.

Mar08_100_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar08_101_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_PlumBlossomsRC

Mar08_103_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_PlumBlossomsRC


  Much to our surprise, we found one small area where the Viola japonica was in full bloom! The 3rd shot shows another of the Early Blooming Cherry Tree - Cerasus X kanzakura
(Kawazu Zakura in Japanese).
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March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen106RC

Mar08_111_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_Viola_japonicaRC

March8th_Shinjuku
Gyoen115RC


  Here is another shot of the Early Blooming Cherry Tree - Cerasus X kanzakura (Kawazu Zakura in Japanese) and the sign on the tree to prove it.

Mar08_117_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_Kawazu_ZakuraRC

Mar08_122_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_Kawazu_ZakuraRC

End March 8th, Begin March 9th

  On Saturday, March 9th, we took the train out to Hinatawada and hiked over the top of Mt. Mimuro (646 m = 2,119 ft) and then down the other side to Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring. We
had not been to Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring in maybe a year or more, so it was nice to go there. The first 2 shots here, taken shortly after we started hiking, show the Tama River. The 3rd shot
was taken as we approached the summit of Mt. Mimuro. WOW - a road! And, a bicyclist bicycling to the top of the road - and then probably going to go down the other side.

March9th_
Hinatawada002RC

Mar09_04_Hinatawada
_TsuruTsuru_TamaRiverRC

Mar09_07_Hinatawada
_TsuruTsuruRC


  Looks like the Cedar Pollen is going to start blowing around quite soon. We have noticed that we seem to be allergic to something this year, for the first time ever. Our eyes are
itchy and we have slight headaches. We were surprised to find some violets along the road as we hiked down. The first violet shot shows a nice Viola grypoceras near the bottom of the
photo. The 2nd violet photo shows some Viola japonica - the same kind we found above (Row 9), but these were growing in the wild instead of a park! Much more exciting for us. And, that
ends March 9th - not many photos from this date.

March9th_OnThe
WayToTsurutsuru011RC

March9th_OnTheWayTo
Tsurutsuru019_ViolaGrypocerasRC

Mar09_21_Hinatawada_
TsuruTsuru_Viola_japonicaRC

End March 9th, Begin March 10th

  On Sunday, March 10th, Kazuya and I went to Costco to do some shopping and on the way home on the train we witnessed an amazing sandstorm, "dust storm" or "dirt storm".
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The local media merely reported it as "haze", but there is no way that I would have considered it to be mere haze. These photos were taken from the windows of the train with my iPhone and
they do not show it as bad as it was. In the first photo you can clearly see that the air is filled with something brownish or yellowish, even in just a few hundred meters you can see that it is
terrible. In the 2nd photo note that you can barely see the line of hills - and, by the way, those hills are not very far away. In the 3rd photo note that you can barely make out the Ferris
Wheel on the top of the hill.

Mar10_01_Chofu_
KeioLinePollutionRC

Mar10_03_Chofu_
KeioLinePollutionRC

Mar10_07_Chofu_
KeioLinePollutionRC


  In this photo looking up the Tama River you can easily see that it is unbelievable. The 2nd photo also shows it to be terrible. Amazing that this was merely called "haze" by the
media, eh. By the time we got home our throats were itchy, our eyes were itchy and we were just plain covered with dirt. At one place near our apartment where there is a small farm, there
was a 5 centimeter (2 inch) "drift" of dirt from the bare field. Everything in the apartment was covered with dust - thank God that the windows were closed. How many tons of good topsoil
were lost in this strong wind? Why don't the Japanese farmers grow some winter crop to keep the fields stable during the windy spring season? This happens every year at the change of
seasons (winter to spring) time, but we have never seen it as bad as we did on this date.

Mar10_10_Chofu_
KeioLinePollutionRC

Mar10_11_Chofu_
KeioLinePollutionRC

End March 10th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 5 - the best of March
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2013

This page covers March 15th and climbs of Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) (870 m = 2,854 ft) and Mt. Kintoki
(Kintokiyama) (1,212.5 m = 3,978 ft) in Kanagawa and Shizuoka Prefectures respectively. Then we proceed
to March 16th and a climb of Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake) (1,169 m = 3,835 ft) in Kanagawa Prefecture. That's
all you will find on this page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 15th

  On Friday, March 15th, Kazuya and I got up at 3:50 AM, got ready and left for our local train station at about 4:35 AM. We got on our first train of the day at 4:59 AM, after buying
breakfast and lunch stuff at the convenience store. We changed trains at 5:30 AM and went to Odawara. We changed trains again there and finally got off at Daiyuzan Station at 7:54 AM.
From there we took a bus to the Honmura Bus Stop and started hiking/climbing at about 8:20 AM. We reached the summit of Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) at about 10:00 AM. In this row - the
first shot shows Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) on the left. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Viola grypoceras. We did not see many flowers on this trip, so don't get frustrated about "too many flower
pictures" before you even start.

Mar15_04_MtYagura
_MtKintoki_SceneryRC

Mar15_06_MtYagura_Mt
Kintoki_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar15_07_MtYagura_Mt
Kintoki_Viola_grypocerasRC


  In first position in this row is the final flower photo on this page - it's a Viola grypoceras var. variegata. The 2nd shot is a tea field which we passed soon after we left the paved part
of the trail and in 3rd position is the type of forest we were passing through on the lower slopes of Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake).

Mar15_15_MtYagura_Mt
Kintoki_Viola_grypocerasRC

March15th010
_MtYaguradakeRC

Mar15_10_MtYagura_
MtKintoki_ForestRC


  We did not see too much of interest on our climb to the summit of Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) - here we are, at the summit already (870 m = 2,854 ft). The 2nd photo was taken a
while before we got to the summit. It is out of chronological order for balance between landscape and portrait mode. By the way, in the first photo, note that you can see Mt. Fuji to the left of
me and behind the small tree.

Mar15_16_MtYagura_
MtKintoki_TrailRC
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March15th019
_MtYaguradakeRC

Mar15_21_MtYagura_MtKintoki
_YaguraSummit_KazuyaRC


  Okay, we have already left Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) and we are headed for Mt. Kintoki, which is the mountain to the left of center in the 1st photo. The 2nd photo is looking back
at Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) from a spot along the trail to Mt. Kintoki. The 3rd shot shows that we have already come more than 1.9 kilometers from Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) (it was a 1 hour
hike from the summit of Mt. Yagura to Ashigara Pass) and that we supposedly have an additional 1.8 kilometers to hike and then we will be at the summit of Mt. Kintoki.

March15th021
_MtYaguradakeRC

Mar15_26_27_Panorama_PSTM_Mt
Yagura_MtKintoki_BackToMtYaguraRC

Mar15_30_MtYagura_MtKintoki
_enrouteMtKintokiRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya looking ahead to Mt. Kintoki - which looks steeper than a cow's face. The 2nd shot is looking back towards Mt. Yagura (Yaguradake) - the
mountain with the weird tree line because there was obviously a clear-cut there once upon a time. You can see that it has been a long hike from there to here. The 3rd shot shows me on the
very steep trail to the summit of Mt. Kintoki.

Mar15_32_MtYagura_MtKintoki
_enrouteMtKintokiRC

March15th055
_MtKintokiRC

March15th056
_MtKintokiRC


  Now we are on the summit of Mt. Kintoki (1,212.5 m = 3,978 ft). The first shot is looking towards Lake Ashi (Ashinoko) at Hakone and Sengokuhara - the large sized "field" near
the center of the photo. That's the place where we find the amazing Susuki Grass in the Autumn (see HERE if interested - new window). The 3rd shot shows the summit sign of Mt. Kintoki
and you can see a portion of Mt. Fuji too. Oh, that's me standing there holding the over-sized axe. This mountain is named Mt. Kintoki because of a folk legend named Kintaro, which you can
do a Google Search for if interested.
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March15th063
_MtKintokiRC

March15th071
_MtKintokiRC

March15th078
_MtKintokiRC


  The first photo in this row shows Kazuya at the Mt. Kintoki summit sign. The 2nd photo was taken shortly after we started our descent. We found this strange and interesting moss
- Rhodobryum giganteum.

March15th099_MtKintoki
_RhodobryumGiganteumRC
Mar15_44_MtYagura_Mt
Kintoki_MtKintokiSummitRC


  Here is one additional shot of that moss - Rhodobryum giganteum. The 2nd shot was taken quite a ways down on the mountain - that's a trail to Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake) and we
will hike it tomorrow. The 3rd shot was taken just after we arrived at the trail head. There was a Lawson's convenience store (left) where we bought a nice cold drink! You can easily find Mt.
Kintoki in this photo because we have labeled it for you. That's the end of March 15th. From here we hiked to the Sengokuhara Youth Hostel, where they have their own hot spring - ah, so
nice after our 7.5 hours of hiking today!

Mar15_03_MtYagura_MtKintoki
_Rhodobryum_giganteumRC

March15th118
_MtKintokiRC

Mar15_63_MtYagura_Mt
Kintoki_BackToMtKintokiRC

End March 15th, Begin March 16th

  The next morning it was SO CLEAR! We decided to climb up to Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake) it was such fine weather. The first shows Mt. Kintoki and that white summit sign can be
seen. The 2nd shot was taken from the same spot - the Youth Hostel parking lot - and that's Mt. Kintoki, where we were yesterday. The 3rd shot shows me on that trail through the bamboo
grass, which you saw in center position in Row 8. You can also see the summit of Mt. Kintoki on the right side, kind of behind the near hill.

Mar16_005_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtKintokiRC

March16th008_
MtMyoujingatakeRC
Mar16_003_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtKintokiRC


  The 1st shot shows Kazuya on that trail in a spot where the bamboo grass was really tall! The 2nd shot shows the Sengokuhara Area and Owakudani, the smoky area just to the
left of center. You can find more information about Owakudani in the row text for the next row.
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Mar16_007_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_Trail_KazuyaRC

March16th019
_MtMyoujingatakeRC


  This shot shows Owakudani - a volcanic area which we have visited several times. There is a search box below which you can use to search if you'd like to see more Owakudani
photos. The 2nd shot shows Mt. Kintoki and there is a white mountain in that saddle to the left of Mt. Kintoki - what is it? The 3rd photo shows the Sengokuhara Valley.

Owakudani
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

March16th023
_MtMyoujingatakeRC

March16th029
_MtMyoujingatakeRC

March16th037
_MtMyoujingatakeRC


  The first shot again shows Mt. Kintoki and that white mountain in the saddle. The 2nd image is a 3 shot panorama which shows Mt. Kintoki on the right and the Sengokuhara Valley
on the left. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to that white mountain in the saddle. It appears to be --- Mt. Fuji!

March16th042_043_044_
Panorama_MtMyoujingatakeRC

March16th041
_MtMyoujingatakeRC

Mar16_023_Climbing
MtMyojingatake_MtFujiRC


  Zoomed in even more to that white mountain in the saddle - it's definitely Mt. Fuji. The 2nd image is a 2 shot panorama with Mt. Kintoki in the center. The weather was SO
AMAZINGLY clear today. The 3rd shot is, once again, Mt. Fuji. Amazing, yesterday we could barely see it and then today it is so very clear and beautiful.

Mar16_029_030_Panorama_Climbing
MtMyojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC
Mar16_031_Climbing
MtMyojingatake_MtFujiRC

Mar16_032_Climbing
MtMyojingatake_MtFujiRC


  Again, looking at Owakudani, recall that there is a search box at Row 11 if you have decided you want to see more Owakudani photos. "Dani" means hell in Japanese! The 2nd and
3rd shots show another type of moss we found. This was growing on the stems of the bamboo grass beside the trail. It is Barbella flagellifera.
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Mar16_035_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_OwakudaniRC

Mar16_001_ClimbingMtMyojingatake
_Moss_Barbella_flagelliferaRC

Mar16_004_ClimbingMtMyojingatake
_Moss_Barbella_flagelliferaRC


  In the first shot Mt Fuji is getting taller, we are getting higher or Mt. Kintoki is getting smaller! The 2nd shot shows me on the trail with that tall bamboo grass on both sides. The
3rd shot is again looking at Owakudani.

March16th072_Mt
MyoujingatakeRC

March16th081_Mt
MyoujingatakeRC
March16th087_Mt
MyoujingatakeRC


  Now our climb has taken us around enough so that Mt. Kintoki is in front of Mt. Fuji. The 2nd shot shows an interesting herringbone pattern of clouds. The 3rd shot is a beautiful
shot of Mt. Kintoki and Mt. Fuji.

Mar16_064_Crop_Adj_
ClimbingMtMyojingatake_CloudsRC
March16th096_Mt
MyoujingatakeRC

Mar16_068_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC


  Here are 3 more shots showing Mt. Kintoki and Mt. Fuji. The person in the 3rd shot is me.

Mar16_070_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC

Mar16_071_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC

March16th117
_MtMyoujingatakeRC


  In the first photo in the above row you can see this mountain range to the right of Mt. Fuji. This shot is extremely zoomed in to that area, and from a different place. We asked
another hiker what this mountain range is and he told us it is the Japanese Southern Alps Mountain Range and that the tallest peak is Mt. Kitadake, which is the 2nd highest mountain in
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Japan. We have climbed Mt. Kitadake and you can find the photos we took on that adventure, back in July, 2009 HERE and continuing HERE. The 2nd image is a 2 shot panorama of the Mt.
Fuji area and also the Southern Alps Mountain Range (on the right). The 3rd shot was zoomed way out and taken using Vivid Mode. It shows Mt. Kintoki and Mt. Fuji.

Mar16_072_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtKitadakeRC

Mar16_073_074_Panorama_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC
Mar16_075_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC


  The first shot in this row was also taken using Vivid Mode. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and the 3rd shot is me, and of course there is Mt. Kintoki and Mt Fuji to take our breath
away. We could not believe how beautiful this day was. We were so very pleased that we decided to do this climb.

Mar16_076_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC

March16th124_
MtMyoujingatakeRC
Mar16_081_ClimbingMtMyojingatake
_MtFujiMtKintokiKazuyaRC


  Now we have moved along enough so that the angle of Mt. Kintoki against Mt. Fuji has changed significantly. The 2nd image is a 2 shot panorama with Mt. Kintoki on the left, Mt.
Fuji to its right and the Southern Alps Mountain Range to the right of Mt. Fuji. The 3rd shot is very similar and maybe I should not have included it.

Mar16_084_085_Panorama_Adj_
ClimbingMtMyojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC
March16th131
_MtMyoujingatakeRC

Mar16_083_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC


  Sorry if there are too many shots of Mt. Kintoki and Mt. Fuji, but it was so beautiful and so impressive that we took a great many photos this day.

Mar16_088_089_Panorama_PSTM_Adj
_ClimbingMtMyojingatake_SceneryRC
Mar16_092_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC
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  The first shot in this row is me looking off at Owakudani, with Mt. Fuji and Mt. Kintoki to my side. The 2nd image is a 3 shot panorama with Owakudani on the left and Mt. Fuji on
the right. The 3rd shot shows that Mt. Kintoki is now getting pretty small. We are now very close to the summit of Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake).

March16th186_187_188_
Panorama_Adj_MtMyoujingatakeRC

March16th183
_MtMyoujingatakeRC

March16th201
_MtMyoujingatakeRC


  Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake) is a long ridge and we are sure that the spot where they put the summit sign is NOT the highest spot along the ridge, it just has the widest panoramic
view, so that's where they decided to put the summit sign. These 3 shots were all taken along the summit ridge of Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake) (1,169 m = 3,835 ft).

Mar16_097_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC

Mar16_098_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC
March16th208
_MtMyoujingatakeRC


  Here is the spot where we decided to stop for lunch. I was in the lead and I got to the spot where the summit sign was and it was filled with noisy and rude people, so I hurried
back to this spot and caught Kazuya and told him and we decided to stop here - an area with a great view, higher than the spot where the summit sign is, and nobody else here. The 2nd and
3rd shots were taken as we descended the mountain. This was the last spot where we could see Mt. Kintoki and Mt. Fuji. After this spot we rounded a bend in the trail and there were no
more good views at all. Therefore, these are the final shots of March 16, 2013 and our climb of Mt. Myojin (Myojingatake).

Mar16_099_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_KazuyaLunchRC

Mar16_107_ClimbingMt
Myojingatake_MtFujiMtKintokiRC
March16th237_
MtMyoujingatakeRC

End March 16th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
continuation of this month's adventures and photos!

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 5 - the best of March
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2013

This page begins with March 20th and a bicycle ride to the International Christian University (ICU) to check
on the progress of the Cherry Blossoms and then to Nogawa Park to check on the progress of spring flowers.
Then we take you to Mt. Takao and Hikage Creek on March 22nd for a check on the progress of spring
flowers there too. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 20th
On March 20th Kazuya and I went, on our bicycles, to the International Christian University (ICU). That is only a 5 minute ride from our apartment and we wanted to check on the
Cherry Blossoms seeing as it was unseasonably warm on the few days before that. The first shot is a nice pink Cherry Tree. The 2nd and 3rd photos were taken looking down the entry road.
The 2nd shot is somewhat zoomed in and the 3rd photo is less zoomed in.

Mar20_02_
ICU_CherryRC

Mar20_06_
ICU_CherryRC

Mar20_07_
ICU_CherryRC

The first shot in this row is a nice Cherry Branch at ICU. After we finished there, we continued on to Nogawa Park to check on the progress of spring flowers in the natural area of
that park. The 2nd photo is a beautiful single Magnolia stellata Blossom and the 3rd photo shows a number of spikes of Arisaema sp. (Jack-in-the-Pulpit) breaking through the ground.

Mar20_13_
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ICU_CherryRC

Pk_Magnolia_kabusRC

Pk_Arisaema_spRC

In this row is a fine example of Viola grypoceras, a beautiful Hepatica sp. plant and an abundance of Chloranthus japonicus.

Mar20_21_Nogawa
Pk_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar20_22_Nogawa
Pk_HepaticaRC

Mar20_23_NogawaPk
_Chloranthus_japonicusRC

In this row are 3 nice photos of Trout Lily - Erythronium japonicum.

Mar20_29_NogawaPk
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Mar20_41_NogawaPk
_Erythronium_japonicumRC
Mar20_27_NogawaPk
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Here is a final shot of Trout Lily - Erythronium japonicum, a nice specimen of Viola japonica and a relatively rare White Dandelion (Taraxacum albidum).

Mar20_46_NogawaPk
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Mar20_50_NogawaPk
_Viola_japonicaRC

Mar20_61_NogawaPk
_Taraxacum_albidumRC

In this row is a normal Yellow Dandelion (Taraxacum officinalis) and a Pulsatilla cernua - something which we have never before seen here!

Mar20_64_NogawaPk
_Taraxacum_officinalisRC

Here are 2 more examples of Pulsatilla cernua. And, that's all from this date.
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Mar20_69_NogawaPk
_Pulsatilla_cernuaRC

Mar20_73_NogawaPk
_Pulsatilla_cernuaRC

End March 20th, Begin March 22nd
On Friday, March 22nd, we went out to Mt. Takao and climbed that mountain for a check on the progress of spring flowers. We were surprised to find so many species of Violets
(Viola sp.) in bloom already! It appears that this is going to be a strange year. Usually Violets season is spread out over a month or so, with some species blooming much earlier and some
species blooming much later. This year we had a few days of unseasonably warm weather early on and now practically all species are already in bloom. In this first row you can find a shot of
Viola bissetii in first position. In 2nd and 3rd position are shots of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. Usually this species can be found well before we ever find the first flower of Viola
bissetii, but not this year!

March22ndMtTakao002
_ViolaBissetiiRC

March22ndMtTakao004_
ChrysospleniumAlbumVarStaminiumRC

March22ndMtTakao009_
ChrysospleniumAlbumVarStaminiumRC

We were fortunate to stumble upon this wren doing its mating dance. It was flitting about around the female and wiggling it's tail up and down and side to side and didn't pay much
attention to us. In 2nd and 3rd position are shots of another Viola bissetii, this one a much whiter color than the first one. In the 3rd shot you can also see a Hover Fly hovering about (insect
family Syrphidae).

Mar22_032_039_040_Takao_
Hikage_WrenMatingDanceRC
Mar22_042_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiiRC

Mar22_043_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiiRC

In this row are 2 shots of Omphalodes japonica and also a shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

March22ndMtTakao021
_OmphalodesJaponicaRC

Mar22_050_Takao_Hikage
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC

March22ndMtTakao029_
ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Here is a shot of Viola eizanensis followed by a shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and then a shot of Mt. Fuji from the summit of Mt. Takao. You may recall that Mt. Takao is
599 m (= 1,965 ft). This was the 89th time I summited that small mountain.
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March22ndMtTakao040
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Mar22_069_Takao_
Hikage_Summit_MtFujiRC
March22ndMtTakao034_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Here is a shot of Viola eizanensis and then 2 shots of a very attractive Viola grypoceras.

March22ndMtTakao054
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Mar22_076_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar22_082_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_grypocerasRC

In 1st and 3rd position are shots of a pink colored Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. In center position is a shot of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis. This is a species which we would
not expect to find for another week or 2 after the first violets.

Mar22_091_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Mar22_099_Takao_Hikage_Oxalis
_griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

March22ndMtTakao089_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Here is a shot of a different Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis and then 2 shots of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. The 3rd shot also has some Viola grypoceras showing (the purple
one). By the way, the leaves of Oxalis sp. make a nice addition to a spring salad, but don't use too much because it DOES contain Oxalic Acid. That's what gives it the rather attractively
biting flavor.

Mar22_107_Takao_Hikage_Oxalis
_griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

Mar22_108_Takao_Hikage_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

March22ndMtTakao108_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Here are 3 amazing shots showing Viola grypoceras and Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. Such an amazing number of flowers in this small area!
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Mar22_113_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_grypocerasRC

March22ndMtTakao111_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Mar22_125_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_grypocerasRC

The first 2 shots in this row show that same general area as shown in the previous row and an abundance of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and Viola grypoceras on a small
hillside. In 3rd position is another shot of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis. Usually this is a relatively rare flower for us to find, but not this year.

March22ndMtTakao122_
ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

March22ndMtTakao124_
ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Mar22_129_Takao_Hikage_Oxalis
_griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

In first position here is a shot of Omphalodes japonica and Viola grypoceras growing together, and then a shot of Viola eizanensis and Omphalodes japonica growing together. The
3rd shot is a large grouping of Omphalodes japonica flowers.

March22ndMtTakao140_Omphalodes
JaponicaAndViolaGrypocerasRC

Mar22_152_Takao_Hikage
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC
March22ndMtTakao134
_ViolaEizanensisRC

In 1st position in this row you see Omphalodes japonica. In 2nd position is a shot of Viola eizanensis and Viola grypoceras in a single shot. In 3rd position is an example of
Stachyurus praecox or Spike-tail. It is a deciduous shrub that is best noted for its unique and colorful late winter to early spring flowers that bloom before the foliage emerges.

March22ndMtTakao161_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC

March22ndMtTakao164_
ViolaEizanensisAndGrypocerasRC

March22ndMtTakao178_
StachyurusPraecoxRC

In this final row you can see another shot of "Spike-tail" (Stachyurus praecox). That is followed by an Anemone raddeana flower. The 3rd image is a 2 shot collage of Mitella
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pauciflora - a very strange flower.

Mar22_180_Takao_Hikage
_Anemone_raddeanaRC
March22ndMtTakao192_MitellaPauciflora_
Mar22_188_Takao_Hikage_Mitella_paucifloraRC

Mar22_175_Takao_Hikage
_Stachyurus_praecoxRC

End March 22nd, End Page 4
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. This is a very rare month and there is also a
Page 5, so please continue on to page 5 for the continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures
and photos!

(will open in new window)
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 5 of 5 - the best of March
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2013

This page begins and ends with March 23rd and a trip to Minami (South) Mt. Takao and a LONG hike all the
way to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama and down the Hikage Creek Road. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 23rd
On March 23rd we got up at 4:35 AM, got ready and left for our local train station of Musashi-Sakai. We took the trains to Hashimoto and then took a bus to a bus stop where we
could start climbing up to Mt. Takao via the Minami (South) Route. We had only been to this area together once before, so it was Kazuya's 3rd time here and my 2nd time. In this row you
can see the first impressive find of the day. The 1st and 3rd shots show you Viola phalacrocarpa and the center shot shows Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima. What's the difference? Well, you
must look closely, but if you do, you will note that the flower stems of Viola phalacrocarpa have small hairs on them, while the flower stems of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima are smooth or
hairless (glabrous), and therfore V. phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima
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Mar23_002_MinamiTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

March23MinamiTakao008_Viola
PhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC

Mar23_004_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

In first position in this row is a species of Ajuga. The 2nd shot shows a species of Arisaema (Jack-in-the-Pulpit). The 3rd shot shows an ugly sight for people with allergies to Cedar
Pollen - it is blowing Cedar Pollen.

Mar23_011_Minami
Takao_Ajuga_spRC

Mar23_012_MinamiTakao
_PollenBlowingRC
Mar23_006_Minami
Takao_Arisaema_spRC

Here is another shot of Blowing Cedar Pollen and then a shot of Viola phalacrocarpa. In 3rd position is a shot of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima. This is a rare find for us, so you
may expect to see several more photos of it.

Mar23_013_MinamiTakao
_PollenBlowingRC

March23MinamiTakao016
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC

March23MinamiTakao021_
ViolaPhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC

In 1st and 3rd positions are 2 more shots of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima and in center position is an example of Viola obtusa.

Mar23_022_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC
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029_ViolaObtusaRC

In the first shot in this row you can get an idea of how tiny the flowers of Viola obtusa are. In 2nd position is another shot of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima and in 3rd position is
a shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

March23MinamiTakao
031_ViolaObtusaRC

Mar23_033_MinamiTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

March23MinamiTakao033_
ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Here are 2 additional shots of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and those are followed by a shot of Viola bissetii.

Mar23_039_MinamiTakao_
Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Mar23_040_MinamiTakao_
Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

March23MinamiTakao
045_ViolaBissetiiRC

In 1st position is another photo of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and then 2 more shots of Viola phalacrocarpa.

Mar23_047_Minami
Takao_Viola_bissetiiRC

March23MinamiTakao057
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC

March23MinamiTakao061
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC

In first position here is a shot of an Orchid - Cymbidium goeringii. That is followed by a shot showing Viola phalacrocarpa on the right & Cymbidium goeringii on the left and then a
shot of Viola phalacrocarpa.

March23MinamiTakao
067_OrchidRC

Mar23_064_MinamiTakao_Viola_
phalacrocarpa_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar23_065_MinamiTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Here is another shot of the Cymbidium goeringii Orchid and then a very rare find for us - Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana. We generally only find this species once a year, so
don't expect to see it again unless we are incredibly fortunate. The 3rd shot is another species of Ajuga.
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Mar23_077_MinamiTakao_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar23_094_Minami
Takao_Ajuga_spRC
March23MinamiTakao085_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

Here are 2 more shots of Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana followed by another shot of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima.

March23MinamiTakao086_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

March23MinamiTakao096_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

Mar23_098_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Here is another shot of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima and that is followed by 2 shots of Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana.

Mar23_100_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

March23MinamiTakao103_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

Mar23_104_MinamiTakao_Viola
_chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Here is where we stopped for lunch last year. This year, however, we noticed that we could get to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama by only hiking another 7.1 kilometers, so we decided to
keep going and eat our lunch there as it was only 10:41 AM at this time. The first shot in this row was taken this year. We remembered that last year Tsukui Lake looked very different when
we here on April 13th. We couldn't figure out what was where, so we took several shots. The 2nd shot was taken last year on April 13th when we hiked this course. The 3rd shot was also
taken this year - again, it is Tsukui Lake.

Apr13_131_SouthTakao
_LakeTsukuiRC
March23MinamiTakao
112_TsukuiLakeRC

Mar23_121_MinamiTakao
_TsukuiLakeRC

The first image in this row is a collage of the best photo of last year and a small portion of the first shot in the previous row to show you how much different it looked last year - for
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2 reasons. The 1st reason is the water level and the 2nd reason is the Cherry Blossoms on what was an island last year. We have no explanation for why the water level is so much lower this
year. The 2nd and 3rd shots are Cymbidium goeringii.

Mar23_125_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar23_126_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar23_2013MinamiTakao112_
Apr13_2012SouthTakao_TsukuiLakeRC

The first shot in this row shows a small portion of the trail we hiked and the forest we were hiking through. The 2nd and 3rd shots are of Viola eizanensis. We keep playing with the
settings on our cameras to try and get these flower shots to come out as our eyes see them, but the color is never correct. The actual color of the flowers on this plant were a very light pink,
somewhere between the 2 shots shown here.

March23Minami
Takao123RC

March23MinamiTakao126
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Mar23_129_MinamiTakao
_Viola_eizanensisRC

We had never been on this trail before and now we are at Oodarumi Pass and headed up to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama (670 m = 2,199 ft) for the 38th time. As you can see on that
sign, the elevation of this pass is 392 m (= 1,286 ft). We will not be going over the summit of Mt. Takao to get to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama. The 2nd and 3rd shots show a violet which we
consider ourselves fortunate to see every couple of years. It is a Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata.

March23
Oodarumi133RC

March23Oodarumi135_Viola
GrypocerasFPurpurellocalcarataRC

Mar23_135_OdarumiPass_Viola
_grypoceras_f_purpurellocalcartaRC

Here is a final shot of that Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata - and probably the final shot of it which you will see this year. The next shot is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana
and the 3rd shot is a Viola japonica.
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Mar23_139_OdarumiPass_Viola
_grypoceras_f_purpurellocalcartaRC

Mar23_142_OdarumiPass_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

March23Hikage154_
ViolaJaponicaRC

Here is another shot of that same Viola japonica. This was after we passed over the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama. The 2nd shot is one of our favorite violets - it is Viola
yezoensis f. discolor - the Takao Violet. This was one species which was not yet in full bloom. In fact we barely saw any plants at all.

Mar23_155_Kobotoke
Hikage_Viola_japonicaRC

March23Hikage156
_ViolaYezoensisFDiscolorRC

Here is another shot of that same Viola yezoensis f. discolor - Takao Violet. The 2nd shot was taken at the Hikage Creek Bus Stop - too many people today! Where did they all
come from? We didn't see hardly any people as we came down the Hikage Creek Road. The time now was 2:38 PM! We hiked for about 7.5 hours today. A darn good hike.

Mar23_156_KobotokeHikage_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Mar23_158_Kobotoke
Hikage_BusStopRC

You're probably thinking "But, wait a minute, there is one more weekend in March, 2013!" Well, yes, you're correct, but there are already too many photos for March and
seeing that the remaining weekend happens to fall on the final 2 days of the month (the 30th and 31st), it would not really be feasible to take photos on March 30th and 31st and then get
them sorted, labeled and ready by April 1st. I have therefore decided to post any great photos from the final weekend of March with next month's photos. Hope you don't have any big
objections.

End March 23rd, End Page 5, End March 2013's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
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thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.
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(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Fuji" - Mt. Fuji from the summit of Mt. Kagenobu. March 29th, 9:33 AM.

MARCH 2014: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Jindai Botanical Garden * Plum Blossoms * Pampas Grass * Early Cherry Blossoms * Adonis sp. * Cornus officinalis * Hamamelis
sp. (Witch Hazel) * Kingfishers (Alcedo atthis) * A Snowy Mt. Takao * Mt. Fuji from Mt. Takao Summit * Hikage Creek Forest Road with Heavy Snow * Climbing Mt. Kagenobu, Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro-yama & Mt. Takao * Euptelea polyandra (Fusa-zakura in Japanese) * Viola grypoceras * Cymbidium goeringii Orchids * Mt. Fuji from Mt. Kagenobu Summit * Mt. Fuji from
Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama Summit * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Omphalodes japonica * Viola bissetii * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of March
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2014

This page begins and ends with March 8th and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden to check on the progress of
spring flowers. As you can see by glancing down - we were successful in finding spring flowers.    Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 8th

  As the header says, on March 8th we went to Jindai Botanical Garden. We went on our bicycles and we wanted to see if the Plum Blossoms had finally become beautiful.
Warmer weather has been so amazingly slow to come this year that the plum blossoms have been delayed by at least a couple of weeks. The first photo in this row is actually a
type of very early cherry - the Kan Zakura. The 2nd shot shows the large patch of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) and the 3rd shot is another of the Kan Zakura.

Mar8th_01_
JindaiBG_RC

Mar08_01_JindaiBot
Garden_PampasGrassRC

Mar8th_09_
JindaiBG_RC


  Here are 2 more shots of the Kan-Zakura. You should note that Kazuya caught an airplane in the center shot - look near the lower left. The 3rd shot shows the first photo
of the plum blossoms.

Mar08_03_JindaiBot
Garden_EarlyCherryRC

Mar8th_10_
JindaiBG_RC

Mar8th_17_
JindaiBG_RC


  Now we are en-route to the Plum Garden and all 3 shots in this row show beautiful plum blossoms.

Mar08_09_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumRC

Mar8th_19_
JindaiBG_RC
Mar8th_20_
JindaiBG_RC


  Here are 2 more shots of Plum Blossoms and then a shot of that early cherry - the Kan-Zakura - is shown in 3rd position.
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Mar08_10_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumRC

Mar08_13_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumRC

Mar08_16_JindaiBot
Garden_CherryRC


  Here is another shot of the Kan-Zakura. That is followed by a nice shot of Adonis sp. and then a shot of what? Is it a species of Roubai (Chimonanthus sp.)? We don't
know. The area inside the box has been brightened to reduce the shadows inside of the flower.

Mar8th_27_
JindaiBG_RC

Mar08_21_JindaiBot
Garden_Adonis_amurensisRC

Mar8th_39_
JindaiBG_RC


  Here are 2 more shots of Adonis sp. and then another shot of that same unknown bush and its flower which is shown in 3rd position in the above row.

Mar08_27_JindaiBotGarden
_Adonis_amurensisRC

Mar08_28_JindaiBotGarden
_Adonis_amurensisRC

Mar8th_41_
JindaiBG_RC


  Here are 3 shots of Adonis sp. In the center shot note the background on the right side - that is one of the Kan-Zakura Cherry trees.

Mar8th_47_Jindai
BG_AdonisRC

Mar8th_51_Jindai
BG_AdonisRC
Mar8th_44_Jindai
BG_AdonisRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Cornus officinalis. Now we are approaching the Plum Garden.
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Mar08_35_JindaiBotGarden_
Cornus_officinalisRC

Mar8th_55_JindaiBG_
CornusOfficinalisRC

Mar08_39_JindaiBotGarden_
Cornus_officinalisRC


  Now we have arrived at the Plum Garden and everything in this row shows various colored Plum Blossoms.

Mar08_41_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumGardenRC

Mar8th_60_Jindai
BG_PlumGardenRC

Mar08_44_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumGardenRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Plum Blossoms, taken in the Plum Garden.

Mar08_48_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumGardenRC

Mar08_53_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumGardenRC
Mar8th_71_Jindai
BG_PlumGardenRC


  Here are the final 2 shots of Plum Blossoms and then a shot which shows 2 different colored Hamamelis sp. (Witch Hazel) bushes.

Mar8th_78_Jindai
BG_PlumGardenRC

Mar08_62_JindaiBot
Garden_Hamamelis_spRC
Mar8th_75_Jindai
BG_PlumGardenRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Hamamelis sp. (Witch Hazel) flowers. Such a common and little bush, but such intriguing and beautiful flowers!
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Mar8th_89_Jindai
BG_HamamelisRC

Mar08_69_JindaiBot
Garden_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar8th_91_Jindai
BG_HamamelisRC


  Here are 2 more shots of the Hamamelis sp. flowers.

Mar8th_94_Jindai
BG_HamamelisRC

Mar08_70_JindaiBot
Garden_Hamamelis_spRC


  These are the final 2 shots of Witch Hazel (Hamamelis sp.) flowers.

Mar08_73_JindaiBot
Garden_Hamamelis_spRC

Mar08_74_JindaiBot
Garden_Hamamelis_spRC


  There is only one photo in this row to see if you can look at it and determine what the subject of the photo is. The photos in the next row are more zoomed in to the
subject, but try and find it in this photo first. Did you succeed?

Mar8th_100_Jindai
BG_KingfisherRC


  Okay, if you succeeded in finding the River Kingfishers (Alcedo atthis) in the previous photo then you already knew what the next row would show. Here are 3
increasingly zoomed in shots of these 2 River Kingfishers sitting in a tree. The bird nuts who had been here for some time informed us that they had been sitting there every since
the Garden opened. Is this possibly a mating ritual for Kingfishers? Wait each other out or something? How do they determine when the time for mating is ripe? Does one or the
other of them go to the branch of the other one? Do you know? If you do, please tell us via the e-mail link at the bottom of the page.
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Mar08_82_JindaiBot
Garden_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar08_83_JindaiBot
Garden_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar08_84_JindaiBot
Garden_Alcedo_atthisRC


  And here are 3 panoramic images shot with the maximum zoom of my camera. It was not possible to capture both birds in a single photo at maximum zoom - that is why
these panoramic images were created.

Mar08_86_87_Panorama_Revised_
JindaiBotGarden_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar08_88_89_Panorama_Revised_
JindaiBotGarden_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar08_90_91_Panorama_Revised_
JindaiBotGarden_Alcedo_atthisRC

End March 8th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2014

This page begins with March 16th and our 102nd climb of Mt. Takao and our 46th climb of Mt. KobotokeShiro-yama to check on the progress of spring. WOW! Lots of snow on Mt. Takao!    Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin March 16th

  We climbed Mt. Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama on March 16th. WOW! We had never seen so much snow on the trails there. It was even more amazing considering
that the heavy snow was exactly 4 weeks ago. In the first photo I am crossing OVER a barricade support that is intended for going UNDER. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya standing
beside a different one. The 3rd shot shows snow in a valley a short ways up Trail #6.

Mar16th_Mt
Takao002RC

Mar16th_Mt
Takao004RC
Mar16_01_TakaoTrail
6_Snow_KazuyaRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya on the snowy trail. Maybe not impressive for you if you live in snow country, but it was absolutely amazing for us. The 2nd shot,
however, shows that spring IS coming though - the flowers of the Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum are just beginning to open. The 3rd shot shows me and an unknown
person on the snowy trail.

Mar16_05_TakaoTrail
6_Snow_KazuyaRC

Mar16th_Mt
Takao011RC
Mar16th_MtTakao007_Chrysosplenium
AlbumVarStamineumRC


  Here are 3 shots of Mt. Fuji and Mt. Tanzawa (the mountain to the left of Mt. Fuji), taken from the summit of Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft). You will note that this was
quite a hazy day. Most of the stuff in the air is probably pollen - allergy season is upon us - the air is filled with Cedar and other pollen. We are not usually bothered much by this,
but this year even our eyes are itchy.
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Mar16_06_TakaoTrail
6_Snow_TakaoSummitRC

Mar16_07_TakaoTrail
6_Snow_TakaoSummitRC

Mar16_08_TakaoTrail
6_Snow_TakaoSummitRC


  One final shot from the summit of Mt. Takao and then a shot of the trail as we approach I-Ccho-Daira, on our way to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama.

Mar16th_Mt
Takao016RC

Mar16th_Mt
Takao017RC


  Heading down the Hikage Creek Forest Road we found more signs of spring - a single flower of Viola grypoceras. The shop at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama was
not open today and we wondered why. We were planning to have a bowl of their delicious Nameko (a kind of mushroom) soup with the lunch which we brought with us. Then, a
short distance down the Hikage Creek Forest Road we found out why the shop was not open! SNOW!!! It has the road blocked and in some places it looks like there is probably
some road damage caused by snow slides.

Mar16_11_HikageRoadSnow
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar16_12_HikageRoadSnow
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar16_16_Hikage
RoadSnowRC


  We never dreamed that there could be THIS MUCH snow on the Hikage Creek Forest Road. All 3 of these shots show me as I walk across the snow drift. We thought there
was a lot of snow here last year when we took the center photo in Row 1 HERE last year.

Mar16th_
Hikage023RC

Mar16th_
Hikage024RC


  These 2 photos were taken at a lower elevation on the Hikage Creek Forest Road - in this area they had cleared the snow.
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Mar16_19_Hikage
RoadSnowRC

Mar16th_
Hikage026RC

End March 16th, Begin Miscellaneous Image

  For 2 or 3 days during a FREE Promotion of the Kindle Editions of several of our books the "Best Sellers in Photo Essays - Top 100 Free" at Amazon.com looked like this!
We felt good about it.

Amazon Photo Essays
Kindle Free - Best Sellers

End Miscellaneous Image, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March
2014!
posted: March 31st, 2014
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This page begins and ends with March 29th and climbs of Mt. Kagenobu (727 m = 2,385 ft) for the 11th
time, Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama (670 m = 2,199 ft) for the 47th time and Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) for
the 103rd time. The purpose of our climbs today was to check on the progress of spring and spring flowers.
We had good success and covered a lot of ground.    Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 29th

  As the header says, on March 29th - Saturday - we went out to the countryside and climbed Mt. Kagenobu, Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama and Mt. Takao. We were, of course,
in search of spring flowers. We found them too, as you shall see. The first 2 shots in this row are of Euptelea polyandra (Fusa-zakura in Japanese). We saw this tree as we hiked up
the road from the Bus Stop to the start of the trail. The 3rd shot is of Viola grypoceras and was also taken along the road between the bus stop and the trailhead. It appears that
spring flowers are out!!

Mar29_01_MtKagenobu_
OnTheRoadBeforeTrailRC

Mar29_02_MtKagenobu_
OnTheRoadBeforeTrailRC

Mar29_05_MtKagenobu_
Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola grypoceras lower down on the trail. The 3rd shot is one major thing which we came here in search of - the Cymbidium goeringii orchid Shun-ran (Spring Orchid) in Japanese.

Mar29_06_MtKagenobu
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar29_13_MtKagenobu
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar29_17_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here are 3 shots of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid - Shun-ran (Spring Orchid) in Japanese. The center shot shows the interior really well. In the 3rd shot note that this
plant has 2 flowers.

Mar29_20_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar29_23_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC
Mar29_27_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringii_CropRC


  Here are an additional 3 shots of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid - Shun-ran (Spring Orchid) in Japanese. Note that the first shot in this row is a plant which has 3
blossoms. It strikes us as interesting that in the wild we always find just single plants of this species. But, our porch the Cymbidium goeringii orchid increases in size every year. We
have not shown you a photo of our porch Cymbidium goeringii in several years because it's a real bother to erase out all of the porch stuff in a photo. The most recent ones are
HERE. In Row 2 on that page note how large the plant has become - that is what we have never seen in the wild. In the wild it's always just 1 plant by itself.
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Mar29_30_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar29_33_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar29_36_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  In this row it's again 3 shots of Cymbidium goeringii, but the center shot is of Kazuya pointing to a single plant on a steep slope. Steep slopes in hardwood forests is
where we always find them. It kind of looks like a trail there, but it is not. If anything, it is a seldom used animal trail.

Mar29_39_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar29_49_MtKagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC
Mar29_45_MtKagenobu_Cymbidium
_goeringii_KazuyaRC


  Here is the final shot of Cymbidium goeringii, probably until next year. The 2nd shot shows the summit marker of Mt. Kagenobu. The 3rd shot is a directional sign. We
came from Kobotoke Bus Stop (3.6 kilometers), we'll continue on to Kobotoke Pass, pass over Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama - which is not shown on the sign - and then continue on to
Mt. Takao and take Trail #3 down Mt. Takao.

Mar29th_MtKagenobu035_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

Mar29_55_MtKagenobu
_SummitSignsRC
Mar29_54_MtKagenobu
_SummitSignsRC


  There has been a mountain rest and snacks and liquor place here at the summit of Mt. Kagenobu for a long time - probably 50+ years. They have pictures from a long
time ago. They put this tiny clearcut for viewing Mt. Fuji here a long time ago - the tree stumps are nearly all rotted away. Today was a fine day for viewing Mt. Fuji from here. The
center shot shows me standing in front of a sign which points towards Mt. Jinba.

Mar29_56_Mt
Kagenobu_MtFujiRC
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  Here are 3 more shots of Mt. Fuji taken from the summit of Mt. Kagenobu. The 1st and 3rd shots are 2-shot panoramas.

Mar29_71_72_MtKagenobu
__Panorama_MtFujiRC

Mar29_63_65_MtKagenobu
_Panorama_MtFujiRC
Mar29_62_Mt
Kagenobu_MtFujiRC


  WOW! We are already at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. And, this is, of course, Mt. Fuji as seen from that summit. The first 2 shots were taken from
approximately the same location as seen in the October 2013 Index Page (September 2013's Photos), which you can see HERE. The 3rd shot is the first Viola tokubuchiana var.
takedana that we have seen this year!

Mar29_77_MtKobotoke
Shiro_MtFujiRC

Mar29_80_81_82_MtKobotoke
Shiro_MtFuji_TMDE_AdjRC

Mar29_95_MtTakao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and sandwiched in between them is a shot of a seed-tree clearcut just below the summit of Mt. KobotokeShiro-yama.

Mar29_96_MtTakao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Mar29_107_MtTakao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC
Mar29th_Mt
KobotokeShiroyama083RC


  After we passed by Mt. Takao and headed down trail #3 we found the most incredible concentration of 2 kinds of violets on a small sunny hillside! The first 2 shots show
Viola grypoceras and the 3rd shot shows another Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Mar29_115_MtTakao
_Viola_grypocerasRC
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_Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar29_119_MtTakao_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC
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Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  We are still photographing that incredible concentration of violets on a small sunny hillside. Here is one shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and 2 shots of Viola
grypoceras.

Mar29th_MtTakao128_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Mar29_123_MtTakao_
Viola_gryopcerasRC

Mar29_125_MtTakao_
Viola_gryopcerasRC


  The first photo in this row shows the most area of any shot we took at the small sunny hillside covered with violets. These all appear to be Viola grypoceras. The 2nd shot
is another of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. Now we are moving on, and the next shot is of a curious little plant - Omphalodes japonica.

Mar29th_MtTakao140
_ViolaGrypocerasRC

Mar29th_MtTakao146_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Mar29th_MtTakao152_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC


  In first position in this row is the most incredible shot of Viola eizanensis. Generally the flowers of this violet are pretty much 100% white, but you can see in this photo
that these have a very definite reddish color to them. The 2nd image was cropped out of the photo which is in 3rd position so that we could shot you a larger version of the flowers.
Those 2 shots are of Omphalodes japonica.

Mar29_137_MtTakao
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Mar29th_MtTakao153_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC

Mar29th_MtTakao153_Piece
_OmphalodesJaponicaRC


  Here is a final shot of Omphalodes japonica and then a shot of Viola bissetii aka V. bisseti. We only found a few blooms of Viola bissetii today, much to our surprise.

Mar29th_MtTakao159_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC


  Here are the final 2 shots which we want to show you and they are both of Viola bissetii.
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Mar29th_MtTakao178
_ViolaBissetiiRC

Mar29_149_MtTakao
_Viola_bissetiRC

End March 29th, End March 2014's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, End April 2014 Pages
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2015 - Favorite Photo
"Cymbidium goeringii & Viola grypoceras" - An Orchid and a Violet. March 28th, 11:27 AM.

MARCH 2015: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING 2016 Print Edition Calendars * Nogawa Park * Primrose (Primula sp.) * Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubunsou in Japanese)
Seedheads * Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna Flowers * Cymbidium goeringii - an Orchid (Shun-ran [Spring Orchid] in Japanese) * Erythronium japonicum - Trout Lily (Katakuri in
Japanese) * Anemone flaccida * Viola japonica * Cornus officinalis * Stachyurus praecox * Eurya japonica * Pulsatilla cernua * Veronica persica * Morel Mushrooms (Morchella sp.) * 108th
Climb of Mt. Takao * Viola bissetii * Viola eizanensis * Omphalodes japonica * Asarum sp. * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Viola grypoceras * Earth Star Fungus, either Geastrum sp.
or Astraeus sp. * Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Lindera obtusiloba * Leibnitzia anandria * Viola hondoensis * Mitella pauciflora * Anemone raddeana * Chrysosplenium album var.
stamineum * Corydalis lineariloba * Gagea lutea * Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum * A Trip to the Minami Takao Area * Arisaema sp. (Jack-in-the-Pulpit) * Viola phalacrocarpa
f. glaberrima * Viola obtusa * Viola phalacrocarpa * Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana * Symplocarpus foetidus - Skunk Cabbage * Lysichiton camtschatcense - Skunk Cabbage * More    
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of March
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2015

This page begins with a showing of 2016 Print Edition Calendars which are available through Amazon or any
bookstore. If you want to purchase, or just want to see them, then please click on the Amazon link just
below Row 1. After that, Row 3 begins a bicycle trip to Nogawa Park on March 21st - the first day of spring
here in Japan. The 21st is the only date you'll find on this page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

2016 Print Edition Calendars Available

  These 3 images show the covers of the 2016 Print Calendars - an International Version, with no holidays shown, a Japanese Version, which shows the National Holidays of
Japan and also a USA Version, which shows the National Holidays of the USA.

2016Calendar_JapanOutdoorPhotos_
InternationalVersionCover_CroppedRC

2016Calendar_JapanOutdoorPhotos
_JapanVersionCover_CroppedRC

2016Calendar_JapanOutdoorPhotos_
USAVersionCoverCroppedRC

HERE is a link to the Amazon page which shows all 3 of these calendars.

  The first image in this row shows what the International Version January page would look like when hanging on the wall. The center image shows the 12 photos which are
used with the various months. The 3rd image shows the November page of the USA version.

2016Calendar
_The12Photos
2016InternationalPrint
Calendar_Pg1RC

2016USAPrint
Calendar_NovemberRC

If you're interested, the "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons" book is
now available at Amazon, as well as your local bookseller, in a HARDCOVER Edition! Just go to
Amazon.com via the link just below and either order it there or else write down the ISBN and ask
your local bookstore to order it for you.
"Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons" - (Hardcover at Amazon)
Begin March 21st

  And now, let's proceed to Nogawa Park. You may recall that this park is about a 10 minute bicycle ride from our apartment. We were very surprised to find a Primrose
(Primula sp.) in bloom already. It was so pretty. Why is this one plant in bloom already though, while none of the others are?
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Mar21_01_Nogawa
Pk_PrimroseRC

Mar21_03_Nogawa
Pk_PrimroseRC


  Here are two different 2-photo collages which show this single blooming Primrose plant. I zoomed in and took a photo of the top portion of the plant and then shot a
photo of the lower portion of the plant and then created these two collages in Photoshop.

Mar21_06_07_Auto
Pano_NogawaPk
_PrimroseRC

Mar21_09_10_Align
_Blend_NogawaPk
_PrimroseRC


  If you remember, last month we showed you some photos of Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubunsou in Japanese) in bloom, well here are the seedheads of this plant. If
you need to refresh your memory of last month's photos of this plant in bloom CLICK HERE (new window or tab). The 3rd shot is of a Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna.

Mar21_13_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

March21st_NogawaPark003
_ShibateranthisPinnatifidaRC

March21st_NogawaPark006_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC


  Here is one more shot of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna and that's followed by 2-shots of Cymbidium goeringii - an Orchid (Shun-ran [Spring Orchid] in
Japanese).

March21st_NogawaPark008_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC

Mar21_14_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

March21st_NogawaPark010
_CymbidiumGoeringiiRC


  In this row are 2 shots of Erythronium japonicum - Trout Lily (Katakuri in Japanese) and the 3rd photo shows an Anemone flaccida in bloom.
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March21st_NogawaPark009
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC

Mar21_24_NogawaPk
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Mar21_26_NogawaPk_
Anemone_flaccidaRC


  The first VIOLETS! The first 2 shots here show the beauty of Viola japonica. In 3rd position is another shot in which you can find Erythronium japonicum - Trout Lily
(Katakuri in Japanese). They are inside of the outlined area, which also shows the area which is included in the next photo.

March21st_NogawaPark012
_ViolaJaponicaRC

Mar21_29_NogawaPk
_Viola_japonicaRC

Mar21_30_NogawaPk_
Erythronium_japonicumRC


  The first shot in this row shows the Erythronium japonicum - Trout Lily (Katakuri in Japanese) that was outlined in the previous photo. The 2nd shot shows another
Cymbidium goeringii Orchid and the 3rd shot is of the flowers of a Cornus officinalis tree.

Mar21_31_NogawaPk_
Erythronium_japonicumRC

Mar21_32_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

March21st_NogawaPark015
_CornusOfficinalisRC


  Here is a final shot - for today - of Viola japonica. The center photo shows a close-up of the flowers of Stachyurus praecox and the 3rd shot shows the flowers of Eurya
japonica. This Eurya japonica had a rather unpleasant smell to it. Wonder what insect it is trying to attract for pollination?

Mar21_41_NogawaPk
_Viola_japonicaRC

March21st_NogawaPark
016_StachyurusPraecoxRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Pulsatilla cernua. This is the only one of these plants which exists here, so it is a treat to see it in bloom.
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March21st_NogawaPark018
_PulsatillaCernuaRC

March21st_NogawaPark019
_PulsatillaCernuaRC

March21st_NogawaPark020
_PulsatillaCernuaRC


  Here are 2 shots of a tiny Veronica flower (Veronica persica) - they came out pretty good! The 3rd shot is another of Cornus officinalis.

March21st_NogawaPark022
_VeronicaPersicaRC

March21st_NogawaPark023
_VeronicaPersicaRC

Mar21_43_NogawaPk_
Cornus_officinalisRC


  Here, in 1st position, is another shot of the Stachyurus praecox which you saw back in Row 10, but this one is more of a distance shot. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and
also some Willow Trees (Salix sp.) which are budding out. On the left you can see the fence which surrounds this Natural Area in Nogawa Park. It is gated and one is expected to
close the gate behind oneself when entering or leaving. In this shot you can also get an idea - note all the rope fences - of the areas which one is not supposed to enter. The 3rd
shot is another of Veronica persica.

Mar21_44_Nogawa
Pk_UnknownRC

Mar21_58_Nogawa
Pk_Veronica_spRC
Mar21_61_Nogawa
Pk_WillowsRC


  Here is a nice shot of Stellaria media and then the final Nogawa Park shot - 3-exposure bracketed photos which have been combined by Tone-Mapping. We are now
outside of the Natural Area, it is behind that fence which you can see.

March21st_NogawaPark024
_StellariaMediaRC

Mar21_68_69_70_Nogawa
Pk_Willows_TMDERC


  On our way home from Nogawa Park we bicycled through the area where we generally find Morel Mushrooms (Morchella sp.) in the early spring - and they were already
out! We harvested a very substantial amount to bring home. Then we came home and I started cleaning mushrooms while Kazuya went to the supermarket to find some nice
steaks. We ate like kings. These 2 photos do not show the quantity very well. We had a nice bunch for supper, but we actually put more of them into our food dryer than we ate.
We have enough dried to have 2 or 3 more "steak and mushrooms" dinners!
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Mar21_MorelMushrooms
_06_InSinkRC
Mar21_MorelMushrooms
_04_InSinkRC

End March 21st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of March
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2015

This page begins with March 22nd and our 108th climb of Mt. Takao - but our first climb of it in 2015. We
also climbed Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro Yama - for the 53rd time. We were, of course, in search of spring flowers.
We were not disappointed - we found many of them, as you will see below. The weather was extremely
hazy, so there are no scenery shots at all. We end this page just before our descent - via the Hikage Creek
forest road, so this page ends at 12:12 PM and the following page will continue from 1:06 PM. The time
interval is nearly an hour due to the fact that we stopped and ate our lunch at the summit of Mt. KobotokeShiro Yama. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 22nd

  Well, as the header information tells you - the photos in this row were taken as we climbed Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) for the 108th time. All 3 shots in this row
feature nice shots of Viola bissetii.
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Mar22_01_MtTakao_
Viola_bissetiiRC

Mar22_03_MtTakao_
Viola_bissetiiRC

Mar22_04_MtTakao_
Viola_bissetiiRC


  In this row we show you 2 different species of violets - Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana in first position and then an amazingly pink flower of Viola eizanensis in 2nd and
3rd position.

Mar22_10_MtTakao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

March22nd_Takao010_
ViolaEizanensisRC

March22nd_Takao012_
ViolaEizanensisRC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  In this row are 3 additional shots of that same Viola eizanensis plant, flower and buds. Please understand that this is special because of its pink color - this species is
most often white!

Mar22_14_MtTakao_
Viola_eizanensisRC
March22nd_Takao020_
ViolaEizanensisRC

Mar22_17_MtTakao_
Viola_eizanensisRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Omphalodes japonica. This is such a small flower that it's SO very difficult to get a good shot of it, and to date we have never gotten the
"perfect" shot of it.

March22nd_Takao021
_OmphalodesJaponicaRC

March22nd_Takao023
_OmphalodesJaponicaRC

Mar22_29_MtTakao_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC


  Here are 3 images of Asarum sp. The first image is a portion of the 2nd image (the portion which is outlined). The 3rd image is a separate photo. Weird flower, wouldn't
you say?
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Mar22_23_MtTakao
_Asarum_spRC

Mar22_24_MtTakao
_Asarum_spRC

Mar22_23Part_Mt
Takao_Asarum_spRC


  In this row are shots of 3 different species. In first position is an additional shot of Omphalodes japonica, in the center is a shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana which we only saw 2 or 3 of on this date - and on the right is a shot of Viola grypoceras, which you'll see more of in the next rows.

Mar22_31_MtTakao_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC

Mar22_44_MtTakao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

March22nd_Takao025_
ViolaGrypocerasRC


  Here is the final shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana which you'll see from this date. Then in 2nd and 3rd position are more photos of Viola grypoceras - our most
common violet in this area.

March22nd_Takao030_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

March22nd_Takao032_
ViolaGrypocerasRC

Mar22_47_MtTakao_
Viola_grypocerasRC


  In first position in this row is a final shot of Viola grypoceras and that's followed by 2 shots of an Earth Star Fungus, either a Geastrum sp. or an Astraeus sp., we are not
sure. Wikipedia says that the differences are microscopic, but doesn't say what those differences are - furthermore, we don't have a microscope, so even if they told us the
differences, we wouldn't be able to find them. If you are surmising that the photo with 4 specimens is staged, you are correct. At first we found one specimen and photographed it,
but then within a few meters we found 3 more of them, so we staged this photo. Four of them equals the number that I have seen in my entire life of 67 years, so I doubled the
number I have seen in my lifetime on this outing, and now I've seen 8 of this weird little fungus.

Mar22_55_MtTakao_
Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar22_59_MtTakao
_Geastrum_spRC

March22nd_Takao036
_AstraeusSpRC


  Here is a final shot of the Earth Star Fungus, either a Geastrum sp. or an Astraeus sp. and then 2 Orchid shots, specifically Cymbidium goeringii.
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Mar22_66_MtTakao
_Geastrum_spRC

March22nd_Takao035_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

Mar22_67_MtTakao_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  In first and second position in this row are shots of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis and being an Oxalis it has a nice bite to it when you chew on the leaves. Don't eat too
much of it though, what gives it the bite is Oxalic acid. In third position is a nice shot of Lindera obtusiloba.

March22nd_Takao037_Oxalis
GriffithiiVarKantoensisRC

Mar22_71_MtTakao_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

Mar22_73_MtTakao_
YellowFlowerRC


  Here is a 2nd and final shot of Lindera obtusiloba and that is followed by a shot of Leibnitzia anandria, taken at 12:12 PM. Now we have arrived at the summit of Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro Yama (670 m = 2,199 ft) and we stopped and ate the lunch we brought with us and also bought a delicious bowl of Nameko Soup at the summit food stall. Nameko
is a slippery mushroom and the shop here has some kind of secret recipe that makes it super delicious. Whenever we climb this mountain we like to eat a bowl of their Nameko
soup.

March22nd_Takao038_
LinderaObtusilobaRC

March22nd_Takao041_
LeibnitziaAnandriaRC

End Page 2, but March 22nd Continues on Page 3 (at 1:06 PM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of today's adventures - beginning at 1:06 PM.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
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single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of March
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2015

This page includes only March 22nd, beginning at 1:06 PM (continued from Page 2) as we descended from
the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro Yama along the Hikage Creek forest road and then made our way back to
Takao Station via Hikage Creek. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 22nd (at 1:06 PM)

  As the header says, now we are descending Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro Yama via the Hikage Creek Forest Road. After we hit the main road we continued along Hikage Creek
rather than walking on the road. It was quite an adventure actually because there is no true trail and we had to bushwack (or bushwhack - whichever you prefer) along the creek.
Eventually we came up against an unclimbable rock cliff and had to cross the creek, and from there we found a trail. So anyway, all 3 photos in this row show Viola hondoensis
flowers and plants.

March22nd_Takao039_
ViolaHondoensisRC

Mar22_85_HikageCk_
Viola_hondoensisRC

Mar22_83_HikageCk_
Viola_hondoensisRC


  Here is a final photo of Viola hondoensis for today. That's followed by 2 shots of Mitella pauciflora. The outlined portion of the center photo shows you what you'll see in
the third image.

March22nd_Takao043_
ViolaHondoensisRC
March22nd_Takao047_
MitellaPaucifloraRC

March22nd_Takao047Part
_MitellaPaucifloraRC


  Mitella pauciflora is such a strange and cute little plant that here are 3 more shots of it. What insect does it need to attract for pollination? This species only grows close to
very cold and clear water streams, apparently it is quite sensitive to any type of water pollution at all.
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Mar22_89_HikageCk
_Mitella_paucifloraRC

Mar22_90_HikageCk
_Mitella_paucifloraRC

Mar22_93_HikageCk
_Mitella_paucifloraRC


  Here are 3 beautiful shots of Anemone raddeana. This is such a beautiful flower!

Mar22_96_HikageCk
_Anemone_raddeanaRC

March22nd_Takao050
_AnemoneRaddeanaRC

March22nd_Takao048_
AnemoneRaddeanaRC


  And here are 3 more shots of Anemone raddeana. It should be obvious that this is a different plant than the one shown in the row just above.

March22nd_Takao051_
AnemoneRaddeanaRC

March22nd_Takao052_
AnemoneRaddeanaRC

Mar22_99_HikageCk_
Anemone_raddeanaRC


  Now we have arrived at the beginning of the forest road and we are following along Hikage Creek. The flower shown in the first 2 photos is Chrysosplenium album var.
stamineum. It is such a tiny flower and plant as to be difficult to get good photos of, but its white color somehow makes it easy to focus in on. The 3rd shot is another Oxalis
griffithii var. kantoensis. We showed you 2 more shots of it on Page 2 in Row #10. This one is growing amongst the Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum.

March22nd_Takao053_Chrysosplenium
AlbumVarStamineumRC

March22nd_Takao057_Chrysosplenium
AlbumVarStamineumRC


  Here are 2 close-up shots of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum and those are followed by kind of an overview shot.
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Mar22_108_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC

March22nd_Takao061_Chrysosplenium
AlbumVarStamineumRC

Mar22_109_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC


  At this point we have gone quite a distance downstream and crossed the creek - getting a bit wet in the process. We are now on a rather major trail and the 2 shots in
this row show a specimen of Corydalis lineariloba.

March22nd_Takao064_
CorydalisLinearilobaRC

March22nd_Takao065_
CorydalisLinearilobaRC


  Now we are practically back at "civilization". All 3 images in this row show Gagea lutea. The outlined area of the first photo shows what you'll see in the 2nd image.

March22nd_Takao067Part
_GageaLuteaRC

March22nd_Takao067_
GageaLuteaRC

Mar22_115_HikageCk_
Gagea_luteaRC


  Here is a final shot of Gagea lutea and then a single shot of a weird little plant. It's another Chrysosplenium sp., but this one is Chrysosplenium macrostemon var.
atrandrum. This photo was actually shot further upstream, about in the vicinity of where the photos in Row #2 were shot, but it just wouldn't fit anywhere due to there being 3
shots of a few species and wanting to keep things together. Oh, well.

March22nd_Takao068_
GageaLuteaRC

Mar22_81_HikageCk_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrumRC

End March 22nd, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of March
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2015

This page includes only photos which we took on March 28th on an outing to the Minami Takao Area. There
is no "South Mt. Takao" this is just a high hilly area which is south of Mt. Takao. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin March 28th

  We found Omphalodes japonica here too (remember Page 2) and again we did not get any PERFECT shots of it. This was the first time we had ever seen Omphalodes
japonica here. The 3rd shot shows Arisaema sp. - 'Jack-in-the-Pulpit' plants in bloom - a nice shot.

Mar28_01_MinamiTakao
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC

Mar28_06_MinamiTakao
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC

Mar28_08_Minami
Takao_Arisaema_spRC


  We found several plants of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima - beautifully purple violet. The 2nd image includes only the area which is outlined in the first photo. Notice
that the flower stem of this "forma" is perfectly smooth - or "glabrous" [f. glaberrima].

Mar28_17_MinamiTakao_Viola
_phalacrocarpa_f_glaberrimaRC

Mar28_17Part_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpa_f_glaberrimaRC


  Here are 2 shots of Viola obtusa and those are followed by a shot of Viola bissetii.
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Mar28_35_MinamiTakao
_Viola_obtusaRC

Mar28_38_MinamiTakao
_Viola_obtusaRC

Mar28_45_MinamiTakao
_Viola_bissetiiRC


  In this row are 2 more shots of Viola bissetii and a shot of Cymbidium goeringii. We have already found quite a number of this orchid this season - and we have not even
been to our favorite place to find it yet.

Mar28_46_MinamiTakao
_Viola_bissetiiRC

Mar28_59_MinamiTakao
_Viola_bissetiiRC

Mar28_49_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Viola phalacrocarpa - note that the flower stem of this one is quite hairy, as opposed to the smooth flower stem of the f. glaberrima we showed
you in Row 2.

Mar28_72_MinamiTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Mar28_73_MinamiTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Mar28_75_MinamiTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC


  This Cymbidium goeringii had two flowers growing side-by-side just begging to have their picture taken!

Mar28_77_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar28_81_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  In this row are 3 images of a strangely pink Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. We have never found this species to have such pinkish flowers except in this one very
small area of Minami Takao. Does it have something to do with some trace element found in the soil in this particular area? We have no idea why. The 2nd image shows the
outlined area of the first photo.
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Mar28_93_MinamiTakao_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Mar28_100_MinamiTakao_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC
Mar28_93Part_MinamiTakao_
Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  Here is one more shot of the very pinkish Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and that is followed by another specimen of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid. The final shot is
a Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana. This is the only area where we can seem to find this species every year, although it seems that it is becoming more and more rare even
here. In Japanese this is known as the "Higo Sumire".

Mar28_105_MinamiTakao_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Mar28_106_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar28_112_MinamiTakao_Viola
_chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC


  Here is one more shot of the Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana violet and then 2 shots of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid. The center shot also shows a Viola
grypoceras kind of growing in the center of the orchid. Can you find the orchid in the 3rd shot? Hint - look closely on the right side of the oak tree.

Mar28_115_MinamiTakao_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Mar28_117_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar28_119_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here is a zoomed-in shot of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid at the base of the oak tree. It's outlined in white, so surely (hopefully) you can find it now. The 2nd shot is
the view from the spot where we stopped for lunch. Of course that's Mt. Fuji back there with all of the snow on it. The 3rd shot shows an Erythronium japonicum a Trout Lily.

Mar28_120_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Mar28_128_MinamiTakao_
MtFuji_FromLunchPlaceRC

Mar28_131_MinamiTakao
_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Erythronium japonicum - the Trout Lily. This was down at the bottom of the mountainous area - actually along the road.
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Mar28_132_MinamiTakao
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Mar28_134_MinamiTakao
_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  In this final row are the two types of Skunk Cabbage found in Japan. The first shot shows the flower of the Symplocarpus foetidus - one type of Skunk Cabbage. This is
the species which we showed you on the front page last month. The 2nd shot is a Lysichiton camtschatcense. I had to clean this one up a bit because for some reason I only took
one shot of it, and the shot I took was quite rotated, so I had to straighten it up, which then left nothing in the lower left and upper right corners except blank space. So, I
vignetted the plant/flower to get rid of those blank areas and then cropped it, changing a landscape mode photo into a portrait mode photo.

Mar28_140_MinamiTakao
_Symplocarpus_foetidusRC
Mar28_141_MinamiTakao
_Lysichiton_camtschatcenseRC

End March 28th, End March 2015 Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, March 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2016 - Favorite Photo
"Blowing In The Wind" - Cedar Pollen Blowing Around. February 28th, 11:56 AM.

MARCH 2016: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A February 28th Climb of Mt. Takao
and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama * Mt. Fuji * Cedar Pollen Blowing in the Wind * A March 27th
trip to Nogawa Park * Viola grypoceras - the First Violets of the Season * Cymbidium
goeringii - An Orchid * Anemone flaccida - Just Starting to Bloom * Erythronium japonicum Trout Lily * Aquilegia buergeriana - Anchor Flower * Young Maple Leaves * Chloranthus
japonicus * Viola japonica * Reineckea carnea - Kichijosou in Japanese * Gentiana zollingeri

* Euphorbia sieboldiana * Weeping Willow - Beginning to Leaf Out * Dandelion (Taraxacum
officinalis) * Some of Our Porch Flowers - Cymbidium goeringii, Viola japonica and
Zanthoxylum piperitum - Mountain Pepper * The Finally Finished Heaven and Hell in the
Philippines: Journal of a Peace Corps Volunteer Book After Working on it for 259 Days*
More    (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of March
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: Month 31st, 2016

This page begins with February 28th, too late to include last month, with a trip to and climb of Mt. Takao and
Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. Then we jump exactly 4 weeks and take a bicycle trip to our local Nogawa Park to
check on the progress of spring!   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin February 28th

  On February 28th Kazuya and I went out and climbed Mt. Takao and Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro-yama to check on the progress of spring flowers. We did not find any
flowers at all, and the sky was so filled with Cedar pollen that it was amazing. Can you
find Mt. Fuji in the first photo? How about the second photo, can you find it there?
Those two photos were taken from the summit of Mt. Takao. From there we hiked all

Feb28_01_Takao_
HikageRC

the way to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama without taking a photo. Then, when we were
coming down the Hikage Creek logging road we noticed the incredible amount of pollen
in the Cedar trees. WOW! These photos were taken too late in February to be included
on the February web page.

Feb28_02_Takao_
HikageRC

Feb28_04_Takao_
HikageRC


  While hiking down the Hikage Creek logging road we were able to SEE the pollen being blown out of the Cedar trees whenever a gust of wind came along and both of
these photos show clouds of pollen blowing in the wind.

Feb28th_01_ComingDownHikage
Creek_PollenRC

Feb28th_03_ComingDownHikage
Creek_PollenRC


  Here are two more photos showing the clouds of pollen blowing around. Amazing, eh? Although neither Kazuya nor myself are terribly allergic to this pollen even we had
(and still have) itchy eyes. Many people are severely allergic to this and have terrible problems in the spring.

Feb28_06_Adj_Takao
_HikageRC

Feb28th_05_ComingDownHikage
Creek_PollenRC

End February 28th, Begin March 27th

  Our next outing did not happen until March 27th when we went on our bicycles to Nogawa Park to check things out there. The first two shots in this row show Viola
grypoceras, the very first Violet to bloom every year. Nice to see. The third shot shows a Cymbidium goeringii orchid in bloom.
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March27_01_NogawaPk_
Viola_grypocerasRC

March27_02_NogawaPk_
Viola_grypocerasRC

March27_04_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  In first position in this row you can see an Anemone flaccida with the flowers just beginning to open. In second and third position are two more shots of a Cymbidium
goeringii orchid.

March27th_01_NogawaPk_
AnemoneFlaccidaRC

March27_05_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

March27_07_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  In first position in this row are a couple of Erythronium japonicum (Trout Lilies) with the flowers just starting to open. In second position is a shot of a reddish-pink anchor
flower (Aquilegia buergeriana). In third position is a shot of some very young maple leaves.

March27_11_NogawaPk_
Erythronium_japonicumRC

March27th_02_NogawaPk_
YoungMapleLeavesRC
March27th_03_NogawaPk_
AquilegiaBuergerianaRC


  In first position here is a white colored anchor flower (Aquilegia buergeriana). In second and third position is the very cute little Chloranthus japonicus.

March27_15_NogawaPk_
Aquilegia_buergerianaRC

March27_16_NogawaPk_
Chloranthus_japonicusRC

March27_17_NogawaPk_
Chloranthus_japonicusRC


  Here is the closest shot of the Chloranthus japonicus plant and flowers in first position. In second position is a nicer shot of a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum), but still
not fully open. In third place is a really nice shot of Cymbidium goeringii orchid flowers.
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March27_18_NogawaPk_
Chloranthus_japonicusRC

March27th_05_NogawaPk_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC
March27_21_NogawaPk_
Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Here are two more shots of Cymbidium goeringii orchid flowers and then a Viola japonica in bloom.

March27th_06_NogawaPk_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

March27th_08_NogawaPk_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

March27th_09_NogawaPk_
ViolaJaponicaRC


  Here is a final shot of the Cymbidium goeringii orchids in Nogawa Park. That is followed by a shot of the brilliant red berries of Reineckea carnea - Kichijosou in Japanese.
In third position is another Viola japonica in bloom.

March27_26_NogawaPk_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

March27th_10_NogawaPk_
ReineckeaCarnea_KichijosouRC

March27_28_NogawaPk_
Viola_japonicaRC

End Page 1, But March 27th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of March
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2016

This page continues our trip to Nogawa Park on March 27th via bicycle. Then we show you what's happening
with our porch plants on the same date.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

March 27th Continues From Page 1

  In the first photo in this row you probably only see some dirt, eh? Well, see the yellow outlined area in the center of the photo? The second photo is zoomed in to that
area and in the second photo you can easily see a beautiful Viola japonica. The third shot shows a Gentiana zollingeri, a species that we did not expect to see today. This species is
generally a bit later to bloom than this. Weird!

March27_29_NogawaPk_
Viola_japonicaRC

March27_30_NogawaPk_
Viola_japonicaRC

March27th_11_NogawaPk_
GentianaZollingeriRC


  Here is another shot of Gentiana zollingeri and then a photo of Kazuya with a nice smile. The third shot is a Euphorbia sieboldiana.

March27th_13_NogawaPk_
GentianaZollingeriRC

March27th_16_NogawaPk_
EuphorbiaSieboldianaRC
March27_35_Nogawa
Pk_KazuyaRC


  All three shots in this row show that the Weeping Willow is starting to leaf out, but in the center shot you can see that ONLY the Weeping Willow is hardy enough to show
its young leaves so early in the season.
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March27_36_NogawaPk
_SpringColorsRC

March27th_19_NogawaPk
_SpringGreensRC
March27th_17_NogawaPk
_SpringGreensRC


  Hmmm, what is this species? Possibly some kind of maple? It too is just
beginning to burst its buds. The second shot shows the Nogawa (=No River =Field
River). That area on the other side of the river, to the right and with the fence around it

is the Natural Plants Area of Nogawa Park. In this photo you can again see that only the
Weeping Willow is showing its young leaves. The third shot is, of course, a dandelion
(Taraxacum officinalis).

March27th_23_NogawaPk
_SpringGreensRC
March27_38_NogawaPk
_SpringColorsRC

March27th_20_NogawaPk
_DendelionRC


  Here are the final two shots taken in Nogawa Park on this date, both showing the Weeping Willow again. In the first shot you can again see the Nogawa (=No River =Field
River).

March27_39_NogawaPk
_SpringColorsRC

March27_41_NogawaPk
_SpringColorsRC

End Nogawa Park, Begin Our Porch Plants

  Now we are back at home and the sun is shining on the northwest portion of
our front "porch". The first shot shows a pot full of Viola japonica, do you possibly want
to try and count the number of blooms? I don't. You may be questioning why this Viola
japonica is such a very different color than the ones you saw on Page 1 in Rows 9 and
10 and also the one shown in Row 1 on this page. The answer is that Viola japonica
comes in a variety of colors. Go HERE and scroll down to Row 10 to see some of the
colors. In second and third position is the porch plant which we are most proud of - a
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huge Cymbidium goeringii orchid. This is what the single stem which we rescued from
out of the roots of a fallen tree many years ago has become. The tree roots we rescued
it from were up in the air and the poor orchid was just hanging there four feet above
the ground. This plant has become so huge, in fact, that we split it into two parts about
three years ago now. We'll show you a shot which includes the second part of this in a
while. Of course you should notice the flowers.
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March27_02_Porch_
Viola_japonicaRC

March27_03_Porch_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here is a shot of the same pot of Cymbidium goeringii orchid as shown just
previously. We changed our position a bit so that the flowers show up better. The center
photo shows the other one-half of this plant - the portion which we split off about three
years ago. The third shot shows that our Zanthoxylum piperitum (Mountain Pepper) is

March27_05_Porch_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

March27_04_Porch_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

leafing out nicely. These young leaves are used for spice. The leaves have a very strong
and refreshing pepper flavor. When we're hiking in the woods we always rip a leaf off
this bush to chew on when we see one of them growing.

March27_07_Porch_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

March27_09_Porch_
Mountain_PepperRC


  In the first shot in this row you can see the Mountain Pepper tree and both pots of Cymbidium goeringii orchids. The second shot is included to give you a better feel of
the size of the main Cymbidium goeringii orchid pot and plant.

March27_10_Porch_
Mountain_PepperRC

March27_12_Porch_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  The first shot in this row shows that the Mountain Pepper pot also has some strawberry plants in it. These strawberries grew from seed and this is only their second year
of life. You can also again see both pots of Cymbidium goeringii orchids. The second shot is a final one of the Styrofoam container of Viola japonica. WOW!

March27_11_Porch_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC
March27_14_Porch_
Viola_japonicaRC
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  I finally finished up the Heaven and Hell in the Philippines: Journal of a
Peace Corps Volunteer book and it became available for purchase on March 28th. It
took me 259 days to transcribe my five handwritten journals which I kept every day of
my stay in the Philippines. This book begins on the day I left my house in Fairbanks,
Alaska and ends 840 days later, when I returned to my home in Fairbanks. You might
notice that I ended up changing the title from what I showed you last month. I changed
it from "Two Years in Paradise....." because upon Googling "Two Years in Paradise" I got

nine pages of results, not a result that I liked! Upon Googling "Heaven and Hell in the
Philippines" no results were found, not a single one! Much better. At this time I still
need to build a web page for this title as well as update the Publications page, the
animated GIF and the clickable links collage which I include on the final page every
month. By the way, it ended up at 508 pages, has about 35 black and white images and
lists for only $18.29 on Amazon (link below).

Heaven And Hell in
the Philippines

Link to Amazon.com sales page - Paperback Only (new window).

End March 27th, End March 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window
(or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of
our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows
our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good
to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on

the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD
collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla
DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the
FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 2 of 2, March 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
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We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2017 - Favorite Photo
"Sunny Morning" - Our Land. March 16th, 7:53 AM.

MARCH 2017: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING A Female Downy Woodpecker
(Picoides pubescens) on our Suet Feeder * Sunrise * A Walk Up Our Driveway * A Moose
(Alces alces) * Tulips * A Drive To Nenana * Denali * The Nenana Bridge * Downtown
Nenana, Alaska * The 2017 Nenana Ice Classic Tripod & Observation Tower * Kazuya in his
Expedition Parka * Daniel in his Expedition Parka * The Monderosa Bar & Restaurant * A
Huge Moose * A Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) * Bird Tracks * Snowy Scenery at Home
* Great Shot of a Common Redpoll (Acanthis flammea) * A Female Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola

enucleator) * "Disco Time" Inside our House * A Summer and Winter Comparison Shot *
Trip to and Partial Climb of Wickersham Dome * Hardpack/Snowpack/Icepack on our Road *
Kazuya's Baked Delights * Chocolate Mille Crêpe with Caramel Whipped Cream * Quail Eggs
* A 4-layer Matcha Cake with Matcha Ganache & Matcha Buttercream * Special Order
Birthday Cake * A Matcha Mille Crêpe * Lemon Curd Pies * Shamrock Macaron * Blood
Orange & Juice * Orange Mille Crêpe * Éclairs with Fresh Fruit and Crème Diplomat * More
    (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of March
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2017

This page begins with a single photo taken on March
2nd, and then jumps to sunrise on March 3rd. Then
we progress to midday of March 3rd, and a walk up
our hand-shoveled driveway. After that there are
two panoramic images taken on March 4th, which

give you an idea of our snow depth. Then we jump
to March 6th, and an outing we took down the
George Parks Highway from Fairbanks to Nenana.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 2nd and 3rd

  The first shot in this row shows a female Downy Woodpecker (Picoides pubescens) on our suet feeder. The second and third shots show the sun rising at 9:00 AM on
March 3rd, from our porch.

Mar03_02_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03_04_
OurPropertyRC

Mar2nd_17Crop_
DownyWoodpeckerRC


  The first shot in this row also shows sunrise colors at 9:00 AM on March 3rd.
Later in the day I went out to take snow photos, so the second and third shots were
taken at around 12:08 PM as I walked up the driveway. Every visitor who comes to our
house expresses amazement that we have shoveled it all by hand all winter long, so I
wanted to show you these photos. This is the tenth snowiest winter on record for
Fairbanks, Alaska, with a total of 80.72 inches of snowfall to date. In October we had

Mar03_05_
OurPropertyRC

0.82 inches, in November we had 4.4 inches, in December we had 33.5 inches, in
January we only had 17.0 inches, in February we had 23.3 inches, and in March we had
1.7 inches. We have spent a lot of hours shoveling snow! Oh, by the way, there is
supposedly 36 inches of snow on the ground. That's a lot less than the 80.72 inches of
total snowfall, due primarily to settling. There has not yet been much melting.

Mar03_06_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03_07_
OurPropertyRC


  The first shot in this row shows the turn-around spot, the second shot shows the uphill portion of the driveway and in the third shot, I am getting close to the road.

Mar03_08_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03_09_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03_10_
OurPropertyRC


  Now I am standing on the road. The first shot is looking down the driveway, the second shot is looking up the road and the third shot is looking down the road. The glare
you see is the sun reflecting off the "hardpack" the snow that is solidly packed on the road and will not disappear until it gets warmer, sometime in April.
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Mar03_11_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03_12_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03_13_
OurPropertyRC


  Here is a two-shot panorama which looks at the house from the top of the driveway. The second shot was taken as I was walking back down the driveway.

Mar03_14_15_Auto_
Pano_OurPropertyRC

Mar03_17_
OurPropertyRC


  Here is a shot of the turn-around area from the opposite side of the previous one and then a shot taken the following day, which shows another moose ambling across our
back property.

Mar03_18_
OurPropertyRC

Mar03rd_01_
MooseInBackYardRC

End March 2nd and 3rd, Begin March 4th and 6th

  Here are two, three-shot panoramic images. The first image was taken from right beside the west side of the house and looks to the west. Note the amount of snow in
the "swing". The second image was taken from the driveway, looking south. Note that the snow on the house roof has been shoveled once.

Mar04_4_5_6_AutoPano_
SnowDepth_OurPropertyRC
Mar04_1_2_3_SphPano_Snow
Depth_OurPropertyRC


  Kazuya got an excellent deal on some Tulips at Fred Meyer West Fairbanks
and this shows them a couple of days after purchase. On March 6th we took a drive
down to Nenana, Alaska on the George Parks Highway and the second shot shows the
West Ridge Area of the University of Alaska - Fairbanks campus. The third shot was
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taken from a highway overlook a short distance from Fairbanks and shows Denali, North
America's tallest peak, at 20,310 feet (= 6,190 meters). This photo has been "Toned" to
make the mountains stand out better, they were barely visible before the adjustments
were made.
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Mar6th_04_
TulipsRC

Mar6th_03_
TripToNenanaRC

Mar6th_10_
TripToNenanaRC


  The first two photos in this row are the same - the first one is unadjusted, just as it came from the camera, to show you how vague the mountains were. The second
photo was adjusted to make the mountains show better. The third shot is a different photo, which was also adjusted to bring out the mountains.

Mar06_05_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar06_05Adj_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar6th_16_
TripToNenanaRC


  Here are three more distant mountain shots, which were taken from the same overlook on the George Parks Highway. The third shot is another adjusted one and it shows
the Alaska Range near Delta Junction, Alaska.

Mar06_01_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar06_02Adj_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar06_03Adj_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC


  In first position is the final one from the overlook. It again shows the Alaska Range near Delta Junction. The second and third shots were taken not too much before we
got to Nenana and show the Minto Flats Area.

Mar06_04Adj_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar6th_26_
TripToNenanaRC

Mar6th_27_
TripToNenanaRC


  The first two shots here again show the Minto Flats Area. The third shot is the bridge over the Tanana River at Nenana, Alaska. On the next page we'll tell you why we
wanted to drive to Nenana.
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Mar06_12_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar06_11_Scenery
PksHwy_NenanaRC

Mar6th_30_
TripToNenanaRC

End Page 1, but March 6th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures. Page 2 continues March 6th, from our arrival at Nenana,
Alaska.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of March
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2017

This page continues March 6th with our arrival in
Nenana, Alaska. On the previous weekend there had
been a big event for the raising of the tripod, for the
100 year old Nenana Ice Classic, but Kazuya works
on Saturday and Sunday, so we went on Monday.
Kazuya had never been to Nenana before so I
wanted to show it to him. On our way home, we

stopped at the famous (not really THAT famous)
Monderosa Restaurant & Bar for a "Mondo Burger",
which was our lunch. After that, we jump to March
14th, an absolutely HUGE moose in our back yard again - and a Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus)
eating some sunflower seeds below our birdfeeder.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

March 6th Continues from Page 1

  Okay, we went to Nenana because on the previous weekend (Kazuya had to
work on both Saturday and Sunday), March 4th and 5th, was an event called "Tripod
Days". There were several events and lots of partying and at 3:30 PM on Sunday the
5th, was the "Tripod Raising". This Tripod is a tripod (see photos in Row 2) which is set
up on the ice of the Tanana River and wired into a clock inside the train station. When
the ice breaks up, the tripod falls over and starts to move down the river, it pulls the
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wire and the ice has officially broken up. There is a big contest to guess the exact time
and date that the ice will breakup and the tripod will begin to move. This is the 101st
year of this event. The winner last year received $300,000. If you are interested HERE
IS THE BROCHURE. So, the first image in this row shows an annotated map. The
second shot shows us driving down Main Street in Nenana and the third shot shows the
Nenana Train Station.
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Map - Fairbanks
to Nenana, AlaskaRC
Mar6th_34_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar6th_35_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC


  These three shots all show the tripod out on the ice. We parked here and walked around town. We bought two tickets and entered the Ice Classic - wish us luck!

Mar6th_37_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar6th_38_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar06_02_Nenana_
IceClassicRC


  The first shot in this row shows the tripod on the ice. The second and third shots show Kazuya walking up Main Street, Nenana, Alaska. The temperature now was -30° F
(= -34.4° C), note that is a minus sign!

Mar6th_40_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar06_03_Nenana_
IceClassicRC

Mar06_04_Nenana_
IceClassicRC


  We walked up Main Street, looked around Coghill's Store (where the cars are parked in the first and second photo) and bought our entry tickets there and then we walked
around a couple of blocks and back to our pickup truck. We were cold enough. The third photo shows a tower, possibly used for observing as the day for breakup becomes close.

Mar06_05_Nenana_
IceClassicRC

Mar06_06_Nenana_
IceClassicRC

Mar6th_41_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC


  Here is a shot of me on Main Street, Nenana. The second image is cropped out of the first photo to show that I have my thick mittens and my expedition parka on. The
third photo is another of the observation tower.
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Mar6th_43_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar06_07_Nenana_
IceClassicRC
Mar6th_43Part_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC


  Here is a final shot of the train station and a final shot of the observation tower. The third shot was taken from the river bridge. You can see all of downtown Nenana, as
well as the tripod on the ice, near the left edge of the photo. I've outlined it for you to make it easier to find.

Mar6th_42_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar6th_46_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC


  On our way home, we stopped at the Monderosa Bar and Restaurant for
lunch. This place is only a few miles outside of Nenana, on the way back to Fairbanks.
We each had a "Mondo Burger" - Kazuya had the one with cheese and I had the bacon
one. These burgers are made with 1/2 pound (454 grams) of ground beef and are flame

Mar6th_54_Monderosa
Bar_BurgerRC

Mar6th_62_Coming
HomeFromNenanaRC
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broiled, so they are NOT grease burgers. In the third photo, of me eating the burger,
note well, that there IS NOT a puddle of grease on my plate, no grease running down
my hand. The burger did not even fall apart as I got to the final couple of bites. It was
really a great burger!

Mar6th_58_Monderosa
Bar_BurgerRC


  The only wildlife we saw was this single moose. The second and third shots
show the hardpack on the highway. One has to pay attention and be prepared to take
quick action at any time if one goes into a skid. At -30° F, the temperature is not
forgiving if you make a mistake. We saw three "accidents" in the 56.5 miles (one way)
trip - a car upside down in the ditch, a huge tour bus with a large quantity of red fluid

Mar6th_50_Nenana
Town_IceClassicRC

Mar6th_59_Monderosa
Bar_BurgerRC

(transmission fluid maybe ?) running out into the hardpack, and a pickup truck jacked
up with a tire missing, possibly somebody had a blowout or a flat and only then
discovered that their spare tire had no air? Anyway, we were careful and made it
without incident.

Mar6th_68_Coming
HomeFromNenanaRC

Mar6th_72_Coming
HomeFromNenanaRC
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End March 6th, Begin March 14th

  On March 14th we had a moose (Alces alces) visitor to our house again. The center shot really gives you a good idea of how large this animal is. That shed behind it is 12
feet x 12 feet. Then a while later we saw a Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) below our birdfeeder picking up the sunflower seeds that the other birds knock out of it.

Mar14th_01_Moose
InTheYardRC

Mar14th_03_Moose
InTheYardRC

Mar14th_07_Quail
BelowBirdfeederRC


  Here are two more shots of the Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) below our Birdfeeder. These photos have been brightened up around the bird.

Mar14th_12_Quail
BelowBirdfeederRC

Mar14th_24_Quail
BelowBirdfeederRC


  Now the Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus) must have eaten its fill of sunflower seeds and is wandering away. In the second shot it is taking flight. Note the marks of its
wing in the snow. All of those other tracks are from the Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) that are always here.

Mar14th_29_Quail
BelowBirdfeederRC

Mar14th_30_Quail
BelowBirdfeederRC

End March 14th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/30/2017 10:29:32 AM]

Go To Page:
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We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of March
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2017

This page begins with March 16th and some bird
pictures here at home. On March 17th I took some
photos inside the house of "Disco Time". On the
19th I took a single photo out the West Window to
match one which I took back on August 22nd - it
makes for an interesting contrast. Then, on the 27th
we took a trip to Wickersham Dome and climbed

partway up that mountain. Specifically, we were
searching for Ptarmigans. We didn't go vary far
because, although it was not so very cold, the wind
was blowing quite hard and the chill factor was
colder than we wanted to endure. This page ends
with two shots taken on March 28th to show the
hardpack on our road. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 16th through 19th

  The purpose of the first photo is to show bird tracks. Okay, you'll notice
snowshoe tracks first of all. Then you might be able to recognize the Grouse tracks from
Page 2, Row 11. Then, there is another set of Grouse tracks heading down the hill.
There is a great abundance of Common Redpoll (Acanthis flammea) tracks and even a

single Common Redpoll near the right side of the photo. The second image is a 3-shot
panorama of photos taken at 7:53 AM and the third image is a 2-shot panorama of one
less photo than the previous panorama.

Mar16_09_10_11_Auto
Pano_AtHome_Yard_SnowRC

Mar16_10_11_At
Home_Yard_SnowRC

Mar16_01_AtHome
_GrouseTracksRC


  Here is a photo of more bird tracks, followed by a nice photo of a Common Redpoll (Acanthis flammea) on the ground below the birdfeeder, and then a photo showing
several Common Redpolls hunting through the sunflower seed husks below the birdfeeder for seeds that have been knocked out of the feeder.

Mar16_14_At
Home_BirdTracksRC

Mar16_15_At
Home_RepollRC

Mar16_16_At
Home_RepollsRC


  In the first photo is a Pine Grosbeak (Pinicola enucleator) on the ground below the birdfeeder and then a Pine Grosbeak and a Common Redpoll. The third photo shows
several Common Redpolls and the single female Pine Grosbeak.
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Mar16_19_At
Home_GrosbeakRC

Mar16_23_AtHome
_Grosbeak_PedpollRC

Mar16_24_AtHome
_Repolls_GrosbeakRC


  In the afternoon, when the sun shines in our west window, we always have what we call "Disco Time". We have a 3-inch Disco Ball, hanging there, and the ceiling fan
gives it enough motion so that flashes of light run around the entire house! The first image is a 10 photo animated GIF file and the second photo shows what the ceiling looks like at
Disco Time.

TN_Mar17_07Thru16
_DiscoTime

Mar17_02_
DiscoTimeRC


  Here is a close-up of our 3-inch Disco Ball and also a 3-shot panorama showing how deep the snow is in our west yard on March 17th.

Mar17_8_9_Auto_Pano
_Home_Yard_SnowRC

Mar17_03Crop_
DiscoTimeRC


  I was looking at photos which I took last August and noticed the amazing difference between what the view from our west window was then and what it is now, so I
attempted to duplicate the photo I took last August. Here is the August photo and also my attempt to duplicate it.

Aug22_23_Around_House_Land
_Mar19_4_OutTheWindowRC

Aug22_23_
Around_House_LandRC

Mar19_4_Out
TheWindowRC

End March 19th, Begin March 27th and 28th

  Monday, March 27th, was a day off work for Kazuya, so we took a drive out
to Wickersham Dome and climbed a short way up that mountain. We were Ptarmigan
hunting - with cameras, not firearms. Although the actual temperature on the
thermometer was a rather pleasant +10° F (-12.2° C), the wind was blowing quite
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/30/2017 10:29:32 AM]

coldest weather parkas, only our normal winter coats. We got cold and that's why we
only climbed up a "short way". The first photo in this row shows a scene looking back
down the trail towards the parking lot. The second shot shows the distant Sawtooth
Mountains, snow, spruce trees and animal/bird tracks. The third shot shows bird tracks
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strongly and therefore the chill factor was COLD! We knew that the weather was
relatively warm (not considering the chill factor) and therefore, we were not wearing our

March27th_001_
WickershamDomeRC

March27th_003_
WickershamDomeRC


  "Oh, look! A bird just flew into that tree." We zoomed in with our cameras
and we managed to each get one photo before it flew away. Here is a cropped out
portion of the one Kazuya took - is it a Ptarmigan already changing from it's white

March27th_005Part
_WickershamDomeRC

March27th_004_
WickershamDomeRC

winter coat to its brown summer coat, or is it a Grouse? I believe it's a Ptarmigan! The
only one we saw. The second and third shots show snowy scenery. The person in the
third photo is me.

March27th_006_
WickershamDomeRC


  Here are three more scenery shots we took as we climbed a short way up
Wickersham Dome. This name may seem familiar to you, if so it is because this is
already the third time we've been on Wickersham Dome. We climbed to the summit on
July 13th; CLICK HERE for that July trip, and then we came here again on October 1st
(CLICK HERE). You may notice that the trail appears to be well used. This is probably
common all winter, as this area is only about 30 miles out of Fairbanks, but in addition,

March27th_008_
WickershamDomeRC

- maybe Ptarmigan!

March27th_007_
WickershamDomeRC

this was the finish day for the "White Mountain 100" race, a 100 mile HumanPowered race. Skis, bicycles, and foot are the ways this race is accomplished! We knew
nothing about this and were surprised to find the parking area practically filled with cars
and trucks when we arrived. We did not see anybody finishing the race. Check out their
website if you think this sounds like an interesting event.

March27th_011_
WickershamDomeRC

Mar27_03_
WickershamDome_SnowRC


  The second and third shots show the extent of our climb. As you can see, we made it to the first rather high domed area, certainly nowhere the summit - the 3rd shot
shows the summit area. We stopped here at this wind-scoured and snow-free area and spent a few minutes taking photos and then headed back down.

March27th_012_
WickershamDomeRC

March27th_014_
WickershamDomeRC

Mar27_04_
WickershamDome_SnowRC


  Now we are headed back to our rig. The second and third shots show what we assumed to be Ptarmigan tracks in the snow. They were definitely large bird tracks.
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Mar27_05_
WickershamDome_SnowRC

March27th_015_
WickershamDomeRC

Mar27_07_
WickershamDome_SnowRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya on the trail and then a shot showing more large bird tracks. The third shot was taken from the opposite side of the Steese Highway from the
Wickersham Dome parking area. After we got back to the rig we made lunch for ourselves, we took fixings with us, drank some hot coffee and tea and then we left and drove over
to the area opposite the parking area and took some photos.

March27th_016_
WickershamDomeRC

Mar27_08Crop
_WickershamDome_SnowRC

Mar27_09_
WickershamDome_SnowRC


  These three shots were all taken from the area on the opposite side of the Steese Highway from the parking area. In the first and second shots you can see the summit
tower on Wickersham Dome. I've outlined it in the first photo so that you can find it. The third shot is zoomed in to the ridge.

Mar27_10_
WickershamDome_SnowRC

March27th_017_
WickershamDomeRC

Mar27_11_
WickershamDome_SnowRC


  Here are two more final zoomed shots showing the Wickersham Dome ridgeline.

Mar27_12_
WickershamDome_SnowRC


  Now it's March 28th and we took a walk up Steele Creek from our house.
These two photos show the icepack/hardpack/snowpack still remaining on our road on
March 28th. Then, on March 30th, it snowed 1 - 2 inches! I guess that probably brings
us up to about 82 inches of snow for this Winter 2016-2017 season. So, please let me
repeat what I said in Row 2 on Page 1, This is the tenth snowiest winter on record for
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Mar27_13_
WickershamDome_SnowRC

Fairbanks, Alaska, with a total of 80.72 inches of snowfall to March 29th. In October we
had 0.82 inches, in November we had 4.4 inches, in December we had 33.5 inches, in
January we only had 17.0 inches, in February we had 23.3 inches, and in March we had
1.7 inches, to March 29th, plus 1 - 2 inches on the 30th.
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Mar28_1_
HardpackOnRoadRC

Mar28_2_
HardpackOnRoadRC

End March 28th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this month's photos - Kazuya's Baked Delights!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of March
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2017

This page shows only Kazuya's Baked Delights for
the month of March. There are some items which he
made for us to eat at home and some items which he
made for his work at the Alaska Coffee Roasting
Company. 
Sometimes he makes items for us here at

home and then takes samples in to work and they
ask him to make that same item for the shop - for
example, the Matcha Cake in Rows 3 and 8! That
really makes both of us feel very good. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin Kazuya's Baked Delights

  Here is a Chocolate Mille Crêpe with Caramel Whipped Cream. Kazuya made this for us and took pieces in to work. Surprisingly, they have not yet asked him to make a
Mille Crêpe for the shop yet.
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Mar1st_01_
MilleCrepeRC

Mar1st_06_
MilleCrepeRC


  Kazuya's boss at work raises Quail in his apartment and he gave Kazuya a
dozen fresh Quail eggs. On the same day we happened to buy some fresh shrimp from
a local man who sells fresh frozen shrimp right from a fishing boat that operates in

Mar2nd_03_
KolbyQuailEggsRC

Petersburg, Alaska. So, for an appetizer for supper we had fresh hard-boiled Quail eggs
and fresh boiled shrimp. Yummy!

Mar2nd_05_
KolbyQuailEggsRC


  Here are three shots - all from a different angle - of a Matcha (Japanese
Green Tea Powder) Cake that Kazuya made for us. This is a four-layer Matcha Cake with
Matcha Ganache & Matcha Buttercream. He took some pieces of this cake in to work

Mar7th_16_
MatchaCakeRC

Mar2nd_32_Kolby
QuailEggs_ShrimpRC

and they had him make some huge ones for selling on St. Patrick's Day (See Rows 8 &
9)

Mar7th_17_
MatchaCakeRC

Mar7th_18_
MatchaCakeRC


  Here are two photos of slices of the Matcha Cake. The darker green is Matcha Ganache and the lighter green is Matcha Buttercream. Very delicious!

Mar7th_19_
MatchaCakeRC

Mar7th_23_
MatchaCakeRC


  Here is one shot of a special order birthday cake that Kazuya made at work. They ask him to do the writing on all of the cakes which require writing.
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Mar09_2_
BirthdayCakeRC


  These three photos show a Matcha Mille Crêpe - made of layers of Crêpe.
Between each layer is Matcha Pastry Cream and Whipped Cream with a hint of

Mar14th_33_Matcha
MilleCrepeRC

Kirschwasser. Of course Kazuya took pieces of this in to the shop for them to sample,
but they have not yet asked him to make it for sale.

Mar14th_34_Matcha
MilleCrepeRC

Mar15th_02_Matcha
MilelCrepeRC


  Here are two more shots of the Matcha Mille Crêpe. The third shot is a Matcha Financier.

March14th_003_
MatchaMilleCrepeRC

March14th_007_
MatchaMilleCrepeRC

Mar14th_45_
MatchaMilleCrepeRC


  Here are two shots of one of the Matcha Cakes which Kazuya made at work. The design on the top of the cake is in homage to an Irish film "The Wind that Shakes the
Barley". This was for St. Patrick's Day.

March12th_001_
MatchaCakeRC

March12th_002_
MatchaCakeRC


  Here is a piece which is ready for sale. These pieces sold for $6.00 each. The Matcha (Japanese Green Tea Powder) is expensive, so this $6.00 price is $0.50 higher than
the price of a normal piece of cake.
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March16th_008_
MatchaCakeRC

March16th_006_
MatchaCakeRC


  Here are some Lemon Curd Pies which Kazuya made at work.

March12th_003_
LemonCurdPieRC


  After Kazuya took some of his Macaron to the shop, they adopted his recipe.
They made Macaron previous to Kazuya working there, but they like Kazuya's recipe
better than the recipe they used before. These are real clover leaves on the top, made

for St. Patrick's Day. Of course a Shamrock is only a 3-leaf clover, but people did not
seem to mind that some of these were 4-leaf clovers.

March16th_001_
ShamrockMacaronRC

March16th_002_
ShamrockMacaronRC


  Here are two more shots of the Shamrock Macaron. The filling was peppermint white ganache.

March16th_003_
ShamrockMacaronRC


  Kazuya also made some cupcakes with Buttercream Shamrocks on top, for St. Patrick's Day.
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March17th_001_
ShamrockMacaronRC
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March17th_004_
ShamrockCupcakeRC

March17th_005_
ShamrockCupcakeRC


  Here are the most recent Macaron that Kazuya made at the shop. These have white chocolate ganache in each shell.

March19th_001_
MatchaMacaronRC

March19th_002_
MatchaMacaronRC


  Kazuya found these Blood Oranges in the store and bought them - he thought
that they might be good for a cake flavoring, but the juice was too strong and a bit

Mar21st_01_
BloodOrangeRC

bitter, so he didn't use it, but the zest had a strong fragrance and was useful for the
topping on this Orange Mille Crêpe, mixed with the zest of some regular navel oranges.

Mar21st_05_
OrangeMilleCrepeRC


  Here is another shot of the Orange Mille Crêpe, then a shot of the cut pieces
of it. He used a different recipe for the crepe itself this time so that he could make the
crepe thinner and more delicate than before. He also added a bit of Grand Marnier to

March19th_004_
MatchaMacaronRC

Mar21st_06_
OrangeMilleCrepeRC

the filling between the layers. The third shot shows some Éclairs with fresh fruit and
crème diplomat. He brought two of these home with him - they were totally decadent.

Mar21st_17_
OrangeMilleCrepeRC

March25th_002_FruitEclairRC

Mar21st_07_
OrangeMilleCrepeRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End March 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
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our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, March 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Owakudani

✔

Google Search

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Aurora Borealis" - An Animated GIF. March 24, 10:04 PM.

APRIL 2018: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Another Moose (Alces alces) in the
Yard * The Aurora Borealis * A Walk Up the Road * A Sudden Snowstorm * Sunset on the
Vernal Equinox * More Aurora Borealis * Aurora Borealis Animated GIF Images * An
Amazing Trip to Eagle Summit in the Snow * Amazing Snowy Scenery * Caribou (Rangifer

tarandus) in the Snow at Eagle Summit * Willow Ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus) in the Snow *
A Short Hike in the Snow * Kazuya's Baked Delights * More     (Click on the Photo or on
this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of March
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: April 3rd, 2018

This page begins with March 1st as another moose
wanders through the yard. Then there is a single
Aurora Borealis shot from March 9th and that is
followed by a walk up the road on March 10th. After
that there is a shot of a 10 minute snowstorm on
March 19th and then a shot of blue sky a few

minutes later. There is a single shot of the sunset
on the Vernal Equinox and then several shots of the
Aurora Borealis on March 24th. The remainder of
the page shows photos taken as we drove to Eagle
Summit on March 26th for a day trip. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 1st - 9th

  If you've been a regular follower this winter then you know that we've been
seeing a lot of moose recently. Here is the latest one that came wandering through the
yard. This was on March 1st, and surprisingly, that's the final one we've seen. They
hang out here during the winter, but we never see one here during the summer - thank

Mar1_07_
MooseInYardRC

heavens! If they came during the summer, it would be impossible for us to have a
garden! In all three of these photos it rather looks like the critter is trying to hide
behind the trees, but obviously it only "appears" that way. Interesting.

Mar1_09_
MooseInYardRC

Mar1_13_
MooseInYardRC


  Here is a final March 1st moose photo. That is followed by a March 6th photo looking out towards the east from the upstairs window. The third shot is of the Aurora
Borealis on March 9th. The roof you see there is the roof of our house.

Mar1_14_
MooseInYardRC

Mar6_2_From
UpstairsWindowRC

March9_1_
Curves_AuroraRC

End March 1st - 9th, Begin March 10th - 19th

  Now it is March 10th and we are taking a walk up the road from our house. It was a beautiful day and we enjoyed ourselves immensely.

March10th_008
_SteeleCreekRdRC

March10th_016
_SteeleCreekRdRC

Mar10_01_Walk
UpSteeleCreekRdRC


  The first shot here shows some mountains in the Alaska Range near Delta Junction. We zoomed in from the same location as shown just previous to catch this 100 mile
distant scene. The second shot is looking across a large field where we often end our walks from the house. The third image is a 2-shot panorama of the same field as shown in the
center photo.
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Mar10_04_05_AutoPano_
WalkUpSteeleCreekRdRC

Mar10_08_09_AutoPano_
WalkUpSteeleCreekRdRC

Mar10_10_11_AutoPano_
WalkUpSteeleCreekRdRC


  On March 19th we were working at our computers and suddenly it started snowing like you wouldn't believe - the first image is a 2-shot panorama taken from the porch
which shows this "storm". Then, just 12 minutes later, I took the 2nd set of photos and made another 2-shot panorama - blue sky and sun!

Mar19_07_08_AutoPano_
HomeSnowstormThenSunRC

Mar19_03_04_AutoPano_
HomeSnowstormThenSunRC

End March 10th - 19th, Begin March 20th - 24th

  On March 20th we took another walk up the road, near sunset time, to try and catch a fine Vernal Equinox shot. This is the best one. The second and third shots show
that on March 24th we had some great Aurora Borealis viewing! These two shots were taken from our driveway looking more or less to the east.

Mar20_2_Sunset
OnEquinoxRC

Mar24_01Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_04Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Here are two more Aurora Borealis shots which were taken looking more or less to the east. The third image is a 3-shot animated GIF image of the previous three photos.

Mar24_05Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_06Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_04_05_06_Curves
_AuroraBorealis


  The first shot in this row was taken while looking to the north. The roof is the roof of our house. The second and third shots were taken from about 500 feet up the road
from our house.
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Mar24_07Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_09Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_11Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Here are three more Aurora shots, taken from about 500 feet up the road from our house.

Mar24_12Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_13Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_14Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Here are two more Aurora shot and then another animated GIF of the previous five separate shots.

Mar24_15Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_16Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_12_13_14_15_16
Curves_AuroraBorealis

Mar24_18Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Mar24_19Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Here are the final two shots of the March 24th Aurora display.

Mar24_17Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

End March 20th - 24th, Begin March 26th

  On March 26th we got up early, prepared everything and headed out for a
day trip to Eagle Summit. As you know, this is one of our favorite summer haunts, but
this was the first time we'd ever even tried to go there during the winter season. The
first shot was taken from Cleary Summit, the Skiland parking area, where we stopped
to eat part of the breakfast which we took with us. The second shot was taken farther
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up the Steese Highway, where it was like an ice-skating rink - solid ice in both lanes,
the kind that would send you off the road in a single second if you had to attempt a
sudden stop, or if you just messed up and made a mistake. It was like this for about 20
miles and then the highway was pretty decent, with nice hardpack snow on it. The third
shot shows what good winter highway looks like.
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Mar26_005_EagleSummit
Trip_ClearySummitRC

March26th_012_
ChatanikaRC

March26th_020_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  Now we are getting quite close to Twelvemile Summit at about Milepost 85.

Mar26_011_012_AutoPano_Eagle
SummitTrip_TwelvemileSummitRC
March26th_025_
TwelvemileSummitRC

March26th_029_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  We have now reached Twelvemile Summit, at Milepost 85.5 on the Steese Highway. The left sign in the third photo says "Pinnell Mountain Trail", a trail which we have
spent a considerable amount of time on. The right sign warns of a 7% downgrade for the next 2 miles or something like that.

March26th_030_
TwelvemileSummitRC

March26th_032_
TwelvemileSummitRC

March26th_033_
TwelvemileSummitRC

End Page 1, but March 26th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this March 26th adventure, beginning at 9:08 AM.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
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year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: April 3rd, 2018

As stated at the bottom of Page 1, this page
continues our "Day Trip to Eagle Summit" adventure
of March 26th, at 9:08 AM. This page continues with
our stop at Twelvemile Summit and when finished
there, we continue on to Eagle Summit. We ate the
lunch we took with us at Eagle Summit and then we

continued on for 3 or 4 miles past Eagle Summit
before turning around to return to Fairbanks. After
we crossed over Eagle Summit we were protected
from the wind and that's where the caribou were!
You'll see the photos we took of them as you
continue. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

March 26th Continues from Page 1 (at 9:08 AM)

  We are still at Twelvemile Summit walking around taking photos and trying to keep our faces turned in a direction away from the wind, which was very biting and cold.
The first and third shots show me and the center shot shows Kazuya.

March26th_034_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar26_014_EagleSummitTrip
_TwelvemileSummit_KazuyaRC

March26th_037_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  We're really enjoying the amazing snowy scenery which we are seeing here, it's cold, but beautiful. The first shot is looking across the Steese Highway, the center shot
shows a very smiley Kazuya, and the third shot shows that up here, even the snow drifts themselves can avalanche.

Mar26_019_EagleSummitTrip_
TwelvemileSummitRC

March26th_042_
TwelvemileSummitRC
Mar26_018_EagleSummitTrip
_TwelvemileSummit_KazuyaRC


  Still at Twelvemile Summit - everything is so beautiful!
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Mar26_026_EagleSummitTrip_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar26_027_EagleSummitTrip_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar26_028_EagleSummitTrip_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  Here is a closer shot of the "Pinnell Mountain Trail" sign, which we showed to you on Page 1, in Row 14 - the final photo on that page. The second and third shots were
taken as we continued along the highway up towards Eagle Summit. Those weird piles in the third photo are the result of past gold-mining work.

Mar26_030_EagleSummitTrip
_TwelvemileSummitRC

March26th_063_
EagleSummitRC


  Now, as we get closer to Eagle Summit, we can see a snow blower in front of
us. While we were at Twelvemile Summit a pickup truck with two people in it came from
the direction of Eagle Summit and told us that they couldn't get there due to a snow
plow truck stuck in a drift in the center of the road that was waiting for the snow blower

March26th_077_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_072_
EagleSummitRC

to come and pull it out. Those people said that it had been long enough ago so that the
road should be open by now. Here, it seems, is our evidence that the snow plow has
been rescued and has continued on its way. The outlined area of the second shot shows
the area of the third shot - snow, snow, snow!

March26th_081_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_080_
EagleSummitRC


  We have made it to Eagle Summit. The Eagle Summit Wayside is not open, we can't get into the parking lot, they have not kept it plowed out during the winter. It's cold
and windy here. We got out of the rig, but we did not go very far at all! We mostly sat in the rig and ate some of our lunch that we took with us. We did take a few photos, but we
were only outside in the wind for about 5 minutes.

March26th_086_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_087_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_088_
EagleSummitRC


  A final shot of the sign and then a shot looking back down the highway in the direction we came from. The third shot is looking across the highway, more or less to the
south.
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Mar26_035_EagleSummit
Trip_EagleSummitRC

March26th_090_
EagleSummitRC

Mar26_040_EagleSummit
Trip_EagleSummitRC


  Here is another shot looking across the highway more or less to the south. Then there is a 2-shot panoramic image of the previous 2-photos. The third shot shows that
the snow blower is now rounding the curve back behind us.

Mar26_040_041_AutoPano__
EagleSummitTrip_EagleSummitRC

Mar26_041_EagleSummit
Trip_EagleSummitRC

March26th_094_
EagleSummitRC


  Here are two more shots of the snow blower coming up the road towards us, and then a shot of Kazuya. In the summer we have been on top of that mountain directly
behind Kazuya.

March26th_095_
EagleSummitRC

Mar26_044_EagleSummit
Trip_EagleSummitRC


  After we finished up at Eagle Summit we decided to continue to the next
turnout past Eagle Summit, about 4 or 5 miles more. In the past we named that
unnamed wide spot "Underwear Turnout" because of the fact that the first time we ever
stopped there, we stepped out of the rig and saw a pair of underwear lying there beside

March26th_108_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

the road. This time it was a pair of sweatpants that we saw lying there!! Weird! And,
here's a surprise for us - as we pulled into Underwear Turnout, I looked down the
mountain and look what I saw! Of course these are Caribou (Rangifer tarandus). I was
fumbling with my camera and Kazuya managed to snap these shots!

March26th_109_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three more shots of the Caribou. WOW - we're so fortunate to be able to see these animals here at this time.
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Mar26_046_EagleSummit
Trip_EagleSummit_KazuyaRC

March26th_110_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC
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Mar26_050_EagleSummit
Trip_Caribou_UnderwearTurnoutRC

March26th_113_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March26th_114_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  And here are three more shots. Look at all of the tracks, it's obvious that it is NOT the first time they have traveled over this ground since the last snow. Do they move
every day or what? We thought we saw where they had come from, down in Caribou Gulch, Grognon Gulch, and Bonanza Creek, as we saw tracks on the opposite side of the
highway before we arrived here (see map in final position on this page).

March26th_116_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March26th_117_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first two shots here are actual size parts of the first photo in Row #12,
just above. What does that mean, you ask? Well, each photo is 5,184 pixels x 3,888
pixels as it is shot by the camera. Then, we reduce the photo to about 925 pixels x 700
pixels to show them here. These two images, however, were created by starting out
with a canvas of 925 x 700 pixels and then dropping the original 5,184 x 3,888 photo

March26th_116Part1_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March26th_125_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

into that blank canvas and then moving it around so that I got what I wanted to show.
Understand? Hope so. The third image is a piece of the map for this area. We are about
at the red "X" on the map. We never knew that there was a road or a cabin rather near
here, it probably no longer exists. On Page 3 we are going to be taking a short hike and
trying to see down into Bonanza Creek.

March26th_116Part2_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Caribou
GulchRC

End Page 2, but March 26th Continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this March 26th adventure, beginning at 10:24 AM.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: April 3rd, 2018

As stated at the bottom of Page 2, this page
continues our "Day Trip to Eagle Summit" adventure
of March 26th, at 10:24 AM. This page continues
where we left off on Page 2, at a turnout about 3 or
4 miles beyond Eagle Summit. We have seen the
last of the Caribou and now we are chasing a covey
of Willow Ptarmigan around trying to get some good

photos of them. After that we'll be going for a short
hike to try and find where those Caribou came from,
and then we'll be heading back towards Fairbanks.
You'll find the latest news and photos regarding
"Kazuya's Baked Delights" down in Row 12. Please
enjoy your tour here and please come again next
month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

March 26th Continues from Page 2 (at 10:24 AM)

  Here is a shot of a snowy hillside at Underwear Turnout. Then, we took a walk down the road and Kazuya heard some ptarmigan, so we started hunting for them. We
spotted a large covey of them, doing their best to stay out of our sight. Both shots in this row show at least 3 Willow Ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus).

Mar26_057_Eagle
SummitTripRC

March26th_128_Eagle
Summit_PtarmiganRC

Mar26_063_EagleSummitTrip
_BeyondEagleSummit_PtarmiganRC


  We are still chasing the Willow Ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus) around trying to get some good shots. In this row you can see that we did pretty good, thanks to our 40x
zoom lens.

Mar26_064_EagleSummitTrip
_BeyondEagleSummit_PtarmiganRC

Mar26_065_EagleSummitTrip
_BeyondEagleSummit_PtarmiganRC

Mar26_066_EagleSummitTrip
_BeyondEagleSummit_PtarmiganRC


  Now we are going to be taking a walk from our rig - the "X" on the map in final position on Page 2 - towards the northwest. We want to get to a spot where we can look
down into Bonanza Creek. The first shot is looking back at our rig, the second shot shows me hiking up the mountain and the third shot is looking back towards Eagle Summit and
down into Grognon Gulch.
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March26th_143
_EagleSummitRC

March26th_147
_EagleSummitRC

March26th_151
_EagleSummitRC


  The first two photos in this row were taken as we were looking down into Grognon Gulch and Caribou Gulch. The third shot was taken as we looked to the north or
northwest. Look at all of the Caribou tracks.

March26th_152
_EagleSummitRC

March26th_155
_EagleSummitRC

Mar26_092_EagleSummitTrip
_UnderwearTurnout_HikeRC


  At this point we have given up at thinking we might be able to find a spot where we can see down into Bonanza Creek. Now we are just hiking and enjoying the scenery
and the activity of the hike.

Mar26_094_95_96_AutoPano_Eagle
SummitTrip_UnderwearTurnout_HikeRC

Mar26_093_094_AutoPano_Eagle
SummitTrip_UnderwearTurnout_HikeRC
March26th_159_
EagleSummitRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya. The second image is a 2-shot panorama and shows Eagle Summit on the left and Grognon Gulch/Caribou Gulch. In the third shot,
we have hiked along that first ridge between the mountain on the left and the one on the right. We did that last summer when the weather was nice.

Mar26_101_102_AutoPano_EagleSummit
Trip_UnderwearTurnout_HikeRC
Mar26_098_EagleSummitTrip
_UnderwearTurnout_Hike_KazuyaRC

March26th_169
_EagleSummitRC


  Here are three more "beauty in the snow" shots. In the center photo we have hiked that first ridge - a 2-Shot Panorama - between the mountain on the left and the one
on the right.
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Mar26_102_103_AutoPano_Eagle
SummitTrip_UnderwearTurnout_HikeRC
March26th_181_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_187_
EagleSummitRC


  More snowy beauty. Oh my! Amazing! The second shot is an iPhone panorama and shows about a 140° view. The third shot was taken as we were driving back towards
Eagle Summit.

Mar26_iPhone001_Pano_Eagle
SummitTrip_UnderwearTurnout_HikeRC

March26th_188_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_199_
EagleSummitRC


  The first shot here was taken as we drove back towards Eagle Summit. The height of the snow was probably about 15 feet or so. The second shot again shows a snowdrift
that has been avalanching at various times during the winter. The third shot shows blowing snow as we were driving between Eagle Summit and Twelvemile Summit.

March26th_201_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_203_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_204_
EagleSummitRC


  Here is another blowing snow shot and then a shot taken from just before we got back to Twelvemile Summit.

March26th_205_
EagleSummitRC

March26th_211_
EagleSummitRC


  Here is another shot taken from just before Twelvemile Summit. The third shot was taken from the same spot to show precisely what the highway looked like. When the
weather is cold, and it was cold here, this makes for very good driving conditions.
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Mar26_110_EagleSummit
Trip_NearTwelvemileSummitRC

Mar26_112_EagleSummit
Trip_NearTwelvemileSummitRC

End March 26th, Begin

  Kazuya was invited to sell his products at the Fairbanks Rings and Things
store for First Friday, so he said yes. It happened that this was a busy weekend, with
several events going on in Fairbanks, plus the fact that there was a Severe Weather /
Winter Storm Warning in effect, so we did not do so wonderfully. The store owner told

Mar2_1_FirstFriday
_RingsAndThingsRC

us we could come back and spend all day Saturday there if we had leftovers. Well, we
had lots of leftovers and we did go back and spend all day Saturday there too. Just look
at all of the stuff this place sells!

Mar2_2_FirstFriday
_RingsAndThingsRC

Mar2_4_FirstFriday
_RingsAndThingsRC


  Kazuya had two special orders for German Chocolate Cakes to be delivered on March 16th! Amazing! One of them was for the birthday of a friend and the other was for a
Fund Raising auction at the Fairbanks Trapper's Fling. Here are photos of both of them.

March16th_001_
GermanChocolateCakeRC

March16th_002_
GermanChocolateCakeRC

March16th_005_
GermanChocolateCakeRC


  On March 24th we attended an event at the Arctic Market. This was our third time to sell goods here. There were few vendors and not many customers either. Fortunately
Kazuya has a following and posts his upcoming gig venues on his Facebook page, so we did have some customers, but we took a lot of product home with us too. A disappointing
day.

March24_1_
ArcticMarketRC
March24_2_
ArcticMarketRC
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End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End March 2018's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, March 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Owakudani

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2019 - Favorite Photo
"Twelvemile: Summit to Summit" - Our Newest Book. Publication Date: April 1, 2019.

MARCH 2019: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Twenty-nine Images From our
New Book * March 3rd, March 9th and March 23rd Photos Which Were Taken at the Ice
Park * Comparison Shots of Our Front Yard Area - April 30, 2017, April 30, 2018 and March

29, 2019 * Some of Kazuya's Baked Delights for March * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of March
2019!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2019

This page shows only some selected pages from our
newest book Twelvemile: Summit to Summit, a
book for which the release date is April 1, 2019. In
the past all of our books have been formatted as 8
inch x 10 inch for the paperback editions and
generally the same or else as 6.14 inches x 9.21

inches for the hardcover editions.
This book,
however, is a true coffee table book, formatted as
11 inches in width x 8.5 inches in height. This book
has about 175 photos and of those, some 75 of
them are 2-page spreads, that is, they cross the
page center. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin Twelvemile: Summit to Summit Book

  Here are images of the front and rear covers of Twelvemile: Summit to
Summit. You will most likely note that this is quite different from our usual cluttered
book covers. I had a great deal of help and advice from an Australian friend who

taught me that "less is more" and that for this book the cover text and everything else
about it should look elegant. He rejected many of my trials, but he finally said "that's
it!" Thank you Josef.

Twelvemile_ALL_11x85Smlst_Page_001RC

Twelvemile_ALL_11x85Smlst_Page_227RC


  Here is the spine of Twelvemile: Summit to Summit in first position and in
second position is the entire cover as you would see it if you laid the book flat down on
the table with the cover facing up. If you would like to see the details page for this

book CLICK HERE. You can go to the Amazon order page from there as well as be
able to download a PDF of the book. This book is available in both paperback and
hardcover editions.

IS_EagleSummit_Paperback_CropRGBRC

Twelvemile_ALL_11x85Smlst_Page_228RC


  Here are some example 2-page spreads from the book. Keep in mind that the total width of the book, when open on the table, will be nearly 22 inches. The first image
in this row shows pages 6 and 7, the second image shows pages 16 and 17 and the third image shows pages 26 and 27.

Twelvemile_Page6_7RC

Twelvemile_Page16_17RC

Twelvemile_Page26_27RC


  Here are three more examples of 2-page spreads. The first image shows pages 36 and 37, the second image shows pages 46 and 47 and the third image shows pages
56 and 57.

Twelvemile_Page36_37RC
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Twelvemile_Page64_65RC
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  In this row are three images which are not 2-page spreads. The first image shows pages 66 and 67, the second image shows pages 76 and 77 and the third image
shows pages 84 and 85.

Twelvemile_Page74_75RC

Twelvemile_Page75_76RC

Twelvemile_Page84_85RC


  The first image in this row shows pages 86 and 87, the second image shows pages 96 and 97 and the third image shows pages 106 and 107. Please note that in the
third image you can see both the sun and the moon.

Twelvemile_Page86_87RC

Twelvemile_Page96_97RC

Twelvemile_Page106_107RC


  Here are the images for pages 116 and 117, 126 and 127, and then pages 136 and 137.

Twelvemile_Page116_117RC

Twelvemile_Page126_127RC

Twelvemile_Page136_137RC


  Here are the images for pages 142 and 143 in first position, pages 144 and 145 in second position and pages 156 and 157 in third position.

Twelvemile_Page142_143RC

Twelvemile_Page144_145RC

Twelvemile_Page156_157RC


  The first image in this row shows what pages 162 and 163 look like. The second image shows pages 174 and 175, and the third image shows pages 180 and 181.

Twelvemile_Page162_163RC

Twelvemile_Page174_175RC

Twelvemile_Page180_181RC


  These two images show pages 186 and 187 in first position and pages 194 and 195 in second position.

Twelvemile_Page186_187RC

Twelvemile_Page194_195RC


  Here are the final two images which show pages from the newest book, the first image shows pages 202 and 203, and the second image shows pages 206 and 207.
The book is a total of 228 pages in length. If you want to see more, then please go to the link for this book, back in Row 2 and click on it.

Twelvemile_Page202_203RC

Twelvemile_Page206_207RC

End Twelvemile: Summit to Summit Book, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[03/30/2019 11:41:00 AM]

Go To Page:
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continuation of this month's photos and adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of March
2019!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2019

This page begins and ends with photos taken at the
World Ice Art Championships, or as we say "Ice
Park".
We went there three times this month,

though on our final visit the ice was looking quite
sad. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 3rd and 9th

  The first photo here shows 'Lady Climate Comes to Town'. I'm not exactly sure what it's supposed to show, but it's big. The second shot shows 'Mother Love', a mother
dragon and her babies. Both of these sculptures were entered in the Multi-Block Event.

Mar3_03_IceParkRC
Mar3_02_IceParkRC


  All three shots in this row show 'Simply Irresistible', a male diver and a mermaid. The mermaid is offering the diver some kind of ball. This took 3rd Place in the MultiBlock competition.
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March3rd_024_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC
March9th_061_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

Mar9_21_
IceParkRC


  The title of this Multi-Block Sculpture is 'Valhalla'. It was absolutely huge. It won 2nd Place.

Mar3_24_IceParkRC

Mar3_28_IceParkRC

Mar3_30_IceParkRC


  Here are two more shots of 'Valhalla'.

Mar9_22_IceParkRC

Mar9_26_IceParkRC


  This row, and the next 4 rows, show 'War Path'. It took 1st-Place in the Multi-Block Event. It was absolutely amazing to see such a huge and detailed sculpture.

Mar3_35_IceParkRC

Mar3_36_IceParkRC


  Here are three more shots of the 'War Path' sculpture. On the second horse in the line please try to see the "Hand Prints" which that "Indian" put on his horse.
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Mar9_28_IceParkRC

Mar9_29_IceParkRC

Mar3_37_IceParkRC


  Here are an additional three shots of 'War Path', the first image being a 3-shot panorama. In the third shot, note the extreme detail.

Mar9_28_29_30_Repos
Pano_WARPATH_IceParkRC

Mar9_30_IceParkRC

Mar9_32_IceParkRC


  Here are two more shots of 'War Path'. The first shot shows a zoomed-in shot of the "Hand Prints" on the second horse in line.

Mar9_55_
IceParkRC
March9th_062_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC


  Here are the final two shots of 'War Path'. This was an absolutely amazing ice sculpture, no doubt about it.

March9th_064_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC
March9th_063_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC
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  This one was entitled 'Jump for the Ocean' and it took 4th Place in the Multi-Block Competition. Of course it shows a breaching whale and the water falling off of its
fins.

Mar3_42_IceParkRC

Mar3_40_IceParkRC

Mar9_35_IceParkRC


  Here are three more shots of 'Jump for the Ocean'. This was quite impressive.

March9th_031_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

March9th_032_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

March9th_070_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

End Page 2, but "Ice Park" photos continue on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's photos and adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of March
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2019!
posted: March 31st, 2019

This page begins with the final Ice Sculpture shots
at the Ice Park. We visited for the final time on
March 23rd and the ice sculptures were looking
quite sad.
It was a record breaking month in
Fairbanks - for warm temperatures; the first 3
weeks of March were 14° F above normal, so the

sculptures started decaying quite rapidly. After the
ice sculpture photos there are three shots
comparing our front yard on April 30, 2017, April
30, 2018, and March 29, 2019. The final rows show
some of this month's Kazuya's Baked Delights. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 9th and 23rd
The three photos in this row show the 'Cornucopia of the Sea' sculpture. You may remember that this is the one which was carved by our friends from Anchorage. On
this date it still looks wonderful.

Mar9_04_IceParkRC

Mar9_46_IceParkRC

Mar9_10_IceParkRC

Here are two zoomed-in shots of 'Cornucopia of the Sea' which concentrate on the huge seashell and the bubbles inside of the ice. This intrigued us, those bubbles.

Mar9_47_IceParkRC

Mar9_48_IceParkRC

The first shot in this row was shot on March 9th and the second shot was taken on Match 23, the right-hand section has now fallen down. Most everything in the park
was so sad looking on this date that we are not showing any additional shots from March 23.

March23_1_Tom_
Carol_SculptureRC
March9th_013_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC
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This sculpture is 'Final Touch' and it took 5th place in the Multi-Block event.

Mar9_14
_IceParkRC

Mar9_15
_IceParkRC

March9th_020_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

Here is 'Perspective is the Key', one which we also showed you last month. At this time the management of the park had placed lights in different areas and it was
possible to catch the heart in the ice as it glowed red.

March9th_035_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

End March 9th & 23rd, Begin "The Thaw"
These three shots show photos taken on April 30, 2017, April 30, 2018 and March 29, 2019. My heavens, we have less snow remaining this year on March 29th than
we had on April 30 the past two years, we are a month early this year, with a record warm month of March. What's going on with the weather? For anybody who does not believe
that we are undergoing climate change, well, I beg to differ.
April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

End "The Thaw", Begin
(Link to Kazuya's Baked Delights Facebook Page)
Here are two photos of a cake which Kazuya created as a special order for what is known as "Girl's Day (Hinamatsuri)" in Japan.
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March 29, 2019
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March3rd_004_HinamatsuriCakeRC

March3rd_006_HinamatsuriCakeRC

Here are three photos of two loaves of Chocolate Marbled Bread which Kazuya baked for an experiment. It was a very successful experiment, which means it was very
delicious.

March17th_007_ChocolateMarbledBreadRC

March17th_008_ChocolateMarbledBreadRC

March17th_011_ChocolateMarbledBreadRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End March 2019's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, March 2019
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Owakudani

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2020 - Favorite Photo
"Snowstorm" - A 'Softened' Panoramic Image. March 25, 9:02 AM.

MARCH 2020: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING Shadows on the Snow * The Moose
Come to Visit * Peanut Butter Loving Black-capped Chickadees * A Special Order "Girl's
Day" Cake * Kazuya's Latest Needlework * Sheltering-At-Home Entertainment - Watching

the Northern Red-backed Voles * Two More Snowstorms * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of March
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: April 4th, 2020

This page actually begins with February 26th and
some rather incredible photos of shadows on the
snow. Then we jump to February 27th, the day
when three moose came to visit and ended up
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[04/04/2020 7:29:05 PM]

yards of our house. After that there are three
photos taken on March 3rd which show a Blackcapped Chickadee who is addicted to peanut
butter. Click on any thumbnail to begin.
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spending the day browsing and napping within fifty

Begin February 26th & 27th

  All of the images in this row show the same photo, but processed differently. In first position is the original photo with nothing adjusted at all. The center version has
only had the "tone" and "contrast" adjusted, while the far right version has been converted to an HDR (High Dynamic Range) image in Photoshop®. The photo shows shadows on
the snow in our yard.

Feb26th_007_
SnowShadowsRC

Feb26th_007Adj
_SnowShadowsRC

Feb26th_007HDR
_SnowShadowsRC


  These two images are similar to the row above except for the fact that I did not create an HDR version. That means the first image is the original photo and the second
image has had the "tone" and "contrast" adjusted. Once again, the photo shows shadows on the snow in our yard.

Feb26th_008
_SnowShadowsRC

Feb26th_008Adj
_SnowShadowsRC


  On February 27th and again on the 28th we had a total of three moose (a cow and twin yearlings) wandering around our property from early in the morning until late
in the evening. All three shots in this row show the big cow moose in and beside our driveway. In addition, the third photo shows one of the yearlings browsing on the brush
which is growing on the berm beside the road.

Feb27th_008
_MooseRC

Feb27th_009
_MooseRC
Feb27th_002
_MooseRC


  Here are three more shots of this huge cow moose, which looks like she is going to bear twins again this year.
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Feb27th_034
_MooseRC

Feb27th_051
_MooseRC
Feb27th_029
_MooseRC


  In the first shot in this row, as well as in the final shot in the previous row you may notice the large wattle this cow moose has.

Feb27th_071
_MooseRC

Feb27th_072
_MooseRC

Feb27th_095
_MooseRC


  That piece of brush requires a stretch of the neck in the center photo. In the third shot, I guess it's time to settle back and chew her cud for a few hours.

Feb27th_096
_MooseRC

Feb27th_103
_MooseRC

Feb27th_115
_MooseRC


  An additional shot of nap-time and then another stretch up for the most tender year old growth.

Feb27th_119
_MooseRC

Feb27th_135
_MooseRC

Feb27th_136
_MooseRC


  The first shot here shows one of the yearlings lying down and also chewing its cud, and then getting up and heading across the driveway to find out where its mom
went. Note how much smaller this one is compared to mom.
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Feb27th_148
_MooseRC

Feb27th_156
_MooseRC

Feb27th_157
_MooseRC

End February 26th & 27th, Begin March 3rd

  At the start of the winter we put a nearly empty peanut butter jar in our
platform bird-feeder for the Black-capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus). Over the
course of the winter some of them have really fallen in love with peanut butter. The
second photo shows one inside of the jar eating peanut butter. The third shot shows

Mar3_1_Chickadee
_PeanutButterJarRC

how they check to be sure that no predators are sneaking up on them. They eat
peanut butter for a bit, look behind, and then back to eating. Of course when the
weather is 20° below zero the peanut butter is frozen very hard and they really have
to work at it to get something. It's so fun to watch.

Mar3_3Crop_Chickadee
_PeanutButterJarRC

Mar3_5Crop_Chickadee
_PeanutButterJarRC

End March 3rd, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of March
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: April 4th, 2020

This page begins with a photo of a special order
cake which Kazuya made for a Japanese customer
to celebrate Girl's Day. In Row 2 are three shots of
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[04/04/2020 7:29:05 PM]

shots of a feeder for Red-backed Voles which we
made. In the final two rows are some snowstorm
photos taken on March 23rd and 25th. Click on any
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Kazuya's amazing needlework.

In Rows 3-6 are

thumbnail to begin.

Special Order Cake

  Here is a photo of a Special Order Cake which Kazuya was requested to bake for one of his regular Japanese customers to celebrate Girl's Day, a Japanese Holiday.

March3rd_002_
HinaMatsuriCakeRC

Kazuya's Needlework

  Here are three photos of Kazuya's needle-work. Please notice that not all photos show the same needle-work inside of the frames.

March7th_006
_KoginZashiRC

March7th_007
_KoginZashiRC

March7th_011
_KoginZashiRC

Watching Red-backed Voles for Entertainment

  We have been doing our very best to shelter-in-place during this time of the
COVID-19 pandemic, but it's still deep winter here, with the snow ass-deep even for a
tall person, so we need more than just walks up the road, watching the Black-capped
chickadees, and shoveling snow from our driveway and walk areas. We therefore
decided to try and start watching the Northern Red-backed Voles (probably Myodes
rutilus). We tried just putting some sunflower seeds on the ground, but that was too

March14th_002_VoleRC

easy for them to just grab all of them in the night and move them inside to their
tunnels, so we tried putting the seeds in a bowl which they have to climb into. We also
put some chunks of unsalted butter which was left over from baking. They love both of
those items. The first shot here shows a large adult sitting in the hole under the snow
and looking out. The second shot shows where the food bowl is in relation to the major
hole and the third shot shows the big one coming to the feed bowl.

Mar14_04_Red
BackedVole_FeederRC


  Ah, ha! This is where the fantastic smell is coming from. I'll begin with sunflower seeds, I don't know what that yellow stuff is.
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March17th_
004_VoleRC

March17th_
005_VoleRC

March17th_
006_VoleRC


  The first shot in this row shows a vole sitting and breaking open a sunflower seed, the second shot shows a vole searching for a seed, and the third shot is an overview
which shows the entire area. Notice all of the holes under that pile of snow.

March17th_
011_VoleRC

Mar17_07Adj_
RedBackedVole_FeederRC

Mar17_10_Red
BackedVole_FeederRC


  Oh heavens, this is so wonderful. Then it snowed, which doesn't bother the voles a bit - they spend the winter making burrows under the snow, there are probably
entire villages of voles under the snow. We have seen several young ones run out for seeds and butter too, but the young ones are always so very quick that every shot which
shows a young one is blurry.

March17th_
012_VoleRC

March18th_
003_VoleRC

March18th_
004_VoleRC

March 23rd and 25th Snowstorms

  Now it's March 23rd. By the time this storm finished up there was about another 8 inches of snow on the ground.

Mar23_1_2_AutoPano
_SnowAtHomeRC
Mar23_3_
SnowAtHomeRC

Mar23_4_
SnowAtHomeRC


  This row of shots was taken on March 25th - and on this date we had another 7-8 inches of snow. Please notice how much deeper the snow is in the photos in this row
compared to the row just above. You can compare the snow depth on the fences which we grow our snap peas on and also on the stakes to the left of the fence rows.
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Mar25_01_02_03_Auto
Pano_SnowStormRC
Mar25_05_
SnowStormRC

Mar25_07_
SnowStormRC

End March 23rd and 25th, End March 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, March 2020
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Owakudani

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2021 - Favorite Photo
"Animals On The Mountain" - A Herd of Caribou (Rangifer tarandus). March 22, 10:37 AM.

FEBRUARY & MARCH 2021: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Crocheted Bags and
Other Things by Kazuya * Snow At Home * Our Houseplants * Clearing Snow From The
Roof * A Circumzenithal Arc * The Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights * A Drive to the
Mountains * Moose (Alces alces) * Twelvemile Summit * Water Overflow On Ice * Eagle

Summit * A Herd of Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) * Caribou Hunters * Patterns In The Snow
* Scenery * Another Herd of Caribou, and Another * Scenery * Caribou Crossing the Road
in Front of Us (and Behind us) * Snow Drifts * More Snow at Home * More     (Click on
the Photo or on this text to go directly to the February & March photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of February
& March 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2021

This first page this month starts out with the seven
best photos which were taken during the month of
February - now you can see why I did not post new
pages to show off our February photos. Beginning
in Row 4 are photos taken during the month of

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[03/29/2021 5:44:21 PM]

March - there are 22 of them and they range in
subject matter from snow to Aurora Borealis (=
Northern Lights). I hope you can find something
which you enjoy. Click on any thumbnail to begin.
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Begin February Photos

  Kazuya wants to branch out with his business, from offering only Baked Delights, to also offering some crocheted, embroidered, tatted, and whatever Delights. The
stuff he is making is amazing. I showed off a couple of items last time, but you should see this crocheted bag - it is absolutely amazing.

Feb24th_008_
CrochetBag_GreenRC

Feb24th_016_
CrochetBag_GreenRC


  Here is a second crocheted bag made by Kazuya. This one is also just so amazingly beautiful.

Feb24th_001_
CrochetBag_StoneRC

Feb16th_
CrochetBag_StoneRC

Feb2nd_
CrochetPawRC


  Here are two photos which were taken from the porch on February 27th - you can see that the snow is getting fairly deep now. In the second photo the ridge in the
driveway shows how deep the latest snowfall is. It separates the portion which has been worked on from the portion which has not yet been worked on.

Feb27_03_
SnowAtHomeRC

Feb27_04_
SnowAtHomeRC

End February Photos, Begin March Photos

  We purchased a "Minerva" Amaryllis bulb at the store and it had four blossoms and then the leaves grew. This is what it looked like on March 1. You can also see our
Christmas Cactus and our Aloe plant in this 8:00 PM photo.

March01_1_
AmaryllisPlantRC
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  Here is a shot from our West window which was taken on March 7th. Yes, this is quite normal for this time of the year, after it's been snowing for about 4.5 months
(the first large snowfall was back on November 6th).

March7_Out
WestWindowRC


  And now it's mid-March and the annual clearing of the roof has begun.
Usually we go up there, rope ourselves for safety and then use the normal snow shovel
and slowly work our way all the down to the edge. Getting close to the downhill edge
is always scary because of course that is where all of the compressed and liquefied
snow from all winter has flowed down to (similar to how a glacier works). This year,

Mar15_1_Clearing
SnowFromRoofRC

however, we invested in a "snow rake", which you can see in the second photo. After
this first day of work from the ladder we know how far we can reach with the snow
rake and what it feels like using it (it's WORK!). Tomorrow we'll go up top and get
going from there.

Mar15_3_Clearing
SnowFromRoofRC


  Here are two additional shots of the house with about 1/4 of the roof cleared of snow with the snow rake. In the first photo you can see what appears to be a packed
down "path" from the edge of the roof to the chimney. That is from climbing up there periodically to clean the chimney.

Mar15_8_Clearing
SnowFromRoofRC

Mar15_3_4_5_AutoPano_
ClearingSnowFromRoofSIPRC


  In these two photos you can see what things looked like two days later. Note how the roof is 100% clear up near the top, but there is ice down lower, this is, once
again, due to the glaciering of the 3-4 feet of snow which was up there for about 4.5 months. We finished the entire project the following day with the snow rake and never had
to approach close to that dangerous lower edge.

Mar18_3_Shoveling
SnowFromRoofRC


  While we were clearing the roof and looking up Kazuya noticed something
like an upside down partial rainbow straight up in the sky (at the zenith) and shot
some photos. Later he Googled this phenomenon and found that it is called a
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[03/29/2021 5:44:21 PM]

Mar18_4_Shoveling
SnowFromRoofRC

that they are quite common, though rarely noticed due to the fact that people rarely
look straight up. It also says that they can often be found when sun-dogs are present,
so now we know that whenever we see sun-dogs we should also check for a CZA.

Outdoor Photography of Japan, ALL March Photos - Page 2 of 2

Circumzenithal Arc, Circumzenith Arc, or merely a CZA (Wikipedia). Wikipedia says

Mar18th_1_Circum
zenithArc_Home_Crop_FilterRC
Mar18th_1Adj_Circum
zenithArc_HomeRC


  On March 19th, and quite often recently, there have been some great shows
put on by the Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights. We don't have proper cameras to be
able to get great shots of the Aurora, but we try anyway. There is never a photo which
shows up well without doing additional processing in Photoshop®. I have tried many

Mar19_01_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC

things, but the professionals say that the only thing one should mess with are the
"Curves" in Photoshop®, so this is all I attempt to do nowadays. Therefore, ALL of
these Aurora Shots have been processed in Photoshop® using only the "Curves"
adjustment.

Mar19_02_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC

Mar19_05_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC


  In this row please note that you can see Ursa Major, the Big Dipper, in the first and third photos.

Mar19_06_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC

Mar19_08_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC

Mar19_12_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC


  In the second and third photos in this row you can also see Ursa Major. By the way, we shot all of these photos while standing in our driveway with our cameras on
tripods.

March19th_005_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Mar19_14_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC


  This row shows the final three Aurora Borealis shots which came out the best.
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Mar19_15_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC
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March19th_006_
AuroraCurvesRC

Mar19_17_Aurora
BorealisCurvesRC

March19th_008_
AuroraCurvesRC


  Here is an example of an Aurora Borealis photo before and after processing using the "Curves" adjustment in Photoshop®.

Mar19_14_AuroraBorealis_
Before_After_ProcessingRC

End March 19th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's photos and adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of February
& March 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2021

This page begins with March 22nd at 8:33 AM and
goes through 11:22 AM and includes 38 of the best
photos taken during those nearly three hours.
You'll see Moose (Alces alces), scenery and Caribou

(Rangifer tarandus).
Hopefully, you'll find
something on this page which amazes you. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 22nd

  We left the house at 7:00 AM to drive up the Steese Highway, hoping beyond hope that we might get to see some Caribou today, and here is the first animal which we
saw - a Moose (Alces alces). The second shot was taken at the Davidson Ditch Wayside and shows snow and mountain scenery. The third shot here shows what it looked like at
the Twelvemile Summit Wayside. That sign points to the Pinnell Mountain Trail.
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March22nd_002_
MooseRC

Mar22_001_
DavidsonDitchWaysideRC

March22nd_010_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  All three shots in this row were taken at the Twelvemile Summit Wayside and show snowy scenery.

March22nd_011_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar22_004_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar22_009_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  These two shots show water overflow on top of the ice down in the valley of Twelvemile Creek. This happens when something creates a dam in the creek, possibly an
ice jam, and the creek backs up for some miles like this. It is a dangerous situation for anybody/anything which may want to cross this area.

Mar22_010_Water
OverflowOnIceRC

Mar22_011_Water
OverflowOnIceRC


  These three shots were all taken from the same place, but looking very
different directions. In the first 2-shot panoramic image, if you study it closely you'll
see a gray rectangle and a gray oval. Inside both of those gray outlines are herds of
Caribou (Rangifer tarandus). The shadow of the person is me. That bloated thing to

the left of my shadow is a "gut-pile". Up to the right is a red spot, that is also a spot
where somebody bled out their Caribou. The center shot was taken while looking more
or less in the opposite direction, as is the third image - another 2-shot panorama.

Mar22_020_021_ReposPano
_BlueAnemoneSpotRC

Mar22_017_018_ReposPano
_BlueAnemoneSpotRC
Mar22_019_Blue
AnemoneSpotRC


  These three shots all show zoomed-in photos of the Caribou herd which is inside of the gray oval in the first shot in Row 4.
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Mar22_032_Caribou
_NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_015_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_016_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three additional photos which were zoomed-in to the Caribou herd shown inside of the gray oval in the first image in Row 4.

Mar22_033_034_AutoPano_
Caribou_NearEagleSummitRC
March22nd_026_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_037_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first shot in this row shows a line of Caribou - the herd which is inside the gray rectangle in the first shot in Row 4. The second and third shots are once again, the
herd inside of the gray oval in that image.

March22nd_042_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_061_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_062_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Now both herds are more or less deciding to come together and it appears that they are going to go out of sight over the ridge.

March22nd_074_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_075_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_084_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first shot here shows me, and behind me - from one edge of the photo all the way to the opposite edge is a line of Caribou. Can you easily find it? The second and
third photos indicate that maybe the herd is not going to disappear behind the ridge.

March22nd_096_097_AutoPano
_EagleSummit_CaribouRC
March22nd_090_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC
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Mar22_068_Caribou_
EagleSummitAreaRC
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  In these three photos something is happening - can you deduce what it is? In the first photo the herd is moving along, seemingly without a care in the world. But, then
in the second photo you can easily find a Caribou hunter. The hunter shoots and in the third photo, the herd is in a panic and scrambling back the way it came from.

March22nd_108_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Mar22_069_Caribou_
EagleSummitAreaRC

Mar22_076_Caribou_
EagleSummitAreaRC


  In the first and second photos the herd is still in a panic and running back the way it came from. In the third shot you can easily see the hunter and his rifle.

March22nd_113_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_120_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_122_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  In the first shot here, it appears that the Caribou have decided the hunter is a poor shot and they're going to just ignore him and continue the way they were going
before he shot. The second photo shows me in my most firm photo-taking position. The third shot shows a long line of Caribou still coming more or less this direction.

March22nd_144_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_154_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_169_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Now we are headed back towards our pickup, which is down there on the road. These photos show that much of the snow is blown away in this spot, and then the
second and third photos show the surface of the snow - it was packed hard, we did not break through at all.

March22nd_185_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_187_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_188_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

End Page 2, but March 22nd Continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this adventure, beginning at 11:32 AM.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of February
& March 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2021

As stated on the previous page, this page continues
March 22 at 11:32 AM. This entire page covers only
28 minutes of time, so the final photo on this page
was taken at 12:00 Noon. WOW! There are only a

couple of scenery photos here, the remainder are all
photos of Caribou (Rangifer tarandus). Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

March 22nd Continues From Page 2 (at 11:32 AM)

  All three photos in this row were taken for their scenic content. There might be some Caribou in the third photo, but that was not the reason the photo was taken.

March22nd_190_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_191_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_192_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  All three photos in this row again show Caribou. The first photo was taken while looking back towards the direction we just came, but the second and third photos show
a different herd of animals. In the center photo the herd is between the two parallel black lines. Can you find it?

Mar22_113_114_AutoPano_
Caribou_EagleSummitAreaRC
March22nd_201_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three additional photos which show the herd which is headed downhill.
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March22nd_203_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC
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March22nd_204_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_207_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_213_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three more shots which show that same herd, but now they are beginning to head up the other side of the valley.

March22nd_223_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_226_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_233_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_252_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_257_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  In these three shots they are still headed uphill - where will they go?

March22nd_242_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  It seems like they want to come up to and cross the Steese Highway, which we are standing upon. In the third photo they are possibly checking us out to see if we are
going to start shooting (bullets) at them.

March22nd_261_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_274_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_290_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  In the first shot in this row they appear to be headed straight toward us. The second and third photos show a different herd, which is about a mile away in the opposite
direction.
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Mar22_145_Caribou
_NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_306_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_307_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  In these three shots they are obviously checking us out. Note the collar on the animal in the first photo. In the third photo one animal looks frightened as it reports to
the other one.

Mar22_154_Caribou
_NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_313_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_314_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first two shots in this row show that we are still being checked out. In the third shot it seems like they have made a decision that we do not smell like gunpowder,
so they aren't excessively worried.

March22nd_322_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Mar22_157_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_324_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  They came up to and a little distance out on to the highway two or three times and went back below the highway before the leader finally convinced everybody that
"we must cross".

March22nd_325_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Mar22_158_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_326_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  In the first photo in this row it appears that the animal in the front has his or her legs locked and is saying that he or she cannot jump up that snowbank. In the second
photo it appears that the lead animal says that he or she refuses to jump and is going back downhill. The third photo shows what is happening a mile behind us at this time.

March22nd_331_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_333_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Mar22_167_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC


  In the first shot here they still seem to be checking out our intentions. In the second photo you can see a larger animal standing behind the others, maybe encouraging
a leap to the top of the snowbank. The third shot shows that most of them have refused to jump and are again going to go back downhill, but that larger animal in the back is
looking at the snowbank and motioning them to "JUMP, you animals". Most interesting.
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Mar22_169_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_344_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_348_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Okay, FINALLY they have been convinced that the way to go is uphill, and to do that the snowbank needs to be conquered. Not a single animal lost its footing and fell
down there.

Mar22_171_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_352_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_355_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

End Page 3, but March 22nd Continues on Page 4
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
continuation and conclusion of this only adventure for the month of March. Page 4 continues at
12:01 PM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of February
& March 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: March 31st, 2021

This page begins, as stated on the previous page, at
12:01 PM on March 22. We are still "chasing" the
herds of Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) in the Eagle
Summit Area. On this page we show you shots of
three more herds of them. What an amazing day

we had. It was shocking to us that we had such a
fortunate day with seeing Caribou.
How many
animals did we see today, we have no idea other
than "a lot"! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

March 22nd Continues From Page 3 (at 12:01 PM)
We finished Page 3 with Caribou crossing the road and they are still doing it here. WOW! Our incredible luck in seeing so many herds today. And, we aren't done yet.
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Mar22_177_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_361_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_356_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

The annotations on the photos here tell the entire story.

Mar22_169_181_Caribou
_NearEagleSummitRC

The center shot in this row is the final shot of the herd which crossed right in front of us. Now let's spend a bit more time looking back at what's taking place a mile or
so back behind us.

Mar22_181_Caribou_
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_363_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_377_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Here are three more photos of the herd which is crossing the road back in the distance behind us.

March22nd_378_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_379_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_383_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Now we have moved again - we are now parked at Underwear Turnout. There are no Caribou, that we know of, in any of these three photos. We have been at the
summit of the unnamed mountain which is shown in the center panoramic image, though we came at it from the other side. The third shot shows Kazuya taking photos while
looking around.

Mar22_188_189_AutoPano_
AtUnderwearTurnoutRC
March22nd_385_
EagleSummitRC

We are still at Underwear Turnout walking around. The second and third photos show some interesting ice crystal growth.
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Mar22_190_Kazuya_
AtUnderwearTurnoutRC
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March22nd_388_
EagleSummitRC

Mar22_197_At
UnderwearTurnoutRC

March22nd_394_
EagleSummitRC

We've moved again and are headed back in the direction we came from; we have found another herd of Caribou. Can you find them in the first photo? The third photo
should show you which area to go back and search in the first photo.

March22nd_395_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Mar22_202_Caribou
_NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_396_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_406_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

March22nd_407_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Here are three additional shots of this latest herd we've spotted.

March22nd_402_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

These three shots which show Caribou are very likely to be the final Caribou photos you'll see from us until autumn comes. All of the animals we've shown you here are
part of the Fortymile Caribou Herd and this is not the summer home of this herd.

March22nd_408_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Mar22_220_221_ReposPano_
Caribou_NearEagleSummitRC

These three shots show an area of interesting snow drifts just a short distance below Eagle Summit.
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March22nd_411_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC
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Mar22_244_Snowdrifts
NearEagleSummitRC

Mar22_245_Snowdrifts
NearEagleSummitRC

March22nd_431_
EagleSummitRC

Here are two final shots of these interesting snow drifts.

March22nd_432_
EagleSummitRC

March22nd_433_
EagleSummitRC

Both images in this row are 2-shot panoramic images which were taken near Twelvemile Summit as we drove towards home.

March22nd_435_436_Repos
Pano_EagleSummitRC

Mar22_255_257_Pano_At
TwelvemileSummitRC

Here is one more shot which was taken from our West window. Can you recall the similar one from Page 1, Row 5? Probably not, so for the second image in this row I
have created a collage of the March 7th and the March 29th photos. By the way, it's snowing again today - March 29th.

March7_AND_29_
OutWestWindowRC

March29_1Adj_From
WestWindow180ppiRC

End March 29th, End March 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 4 of 4, March 2021
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Owakudani

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
March 2022 - Favorite Photo
"Snow on the Mountains" March 4, 12:26 PM.

MARCH 2022: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Drive
Up to the Twelvemile and Eagle Summit Area * Magnificent
Scenery * Snow * Clouds * Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) *
The World Ice Art Championships in Fairbanks, Alaska *

Snow Photos at Home * A Red-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta
canadensis) * More    (Click on the Photo or on this text
to go directly to the this month photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of March 2022!
posted: March 31st, 2022

This page begins with March 4th and a drive up to
the Twelvemile and Eagle Summit Area in search of
some Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) to shoot with our
cameras. Following those photos there are a few
shots from our day and night visits to the World Ice

Art Championships here in Fairbanks. After that
you'll see a few shots from around our home area.
The final three images show some miscellaneous
information. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 4th

  These three photos were all taken close to Twelvemile Summit. The first shot shows Kazuya standing alongside a snow bank beside the road. The second shot shows
some long shadows and beautiful mountain scenery and the third shot is the same - magnificent scenery.

Mar4_01_Near
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar4_04_Near
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar4_17_Near
BlueAnemonePlaceRC


  These three photos were all taken from about the same spot and each shot is increasingly more zoomed. We wonder how deep that one snow drift is.

Mar4_25_
UnderwearTurnoutRC

Mar4_26_
UnderwearTurnoutRC

Mar4_27_
UnderwearTurnoutRC


  Rather suddenly, as often happens up here, the weather took a turn and the wind started howling like a banshee, the sky clouded up, and we watched the snow
blowing around and sat there for a while (in the rig) and ate our lunch. Notice the third shot shows a sun-dog a bit left of center.

Mar4_31_
UnderwearTurnoutRC

Mar4_33_
UnderwearTurnoutRC

March4th_074_
EagleSummitRC


  Now we have moved back towards Fairbanks by about 5 miles and look at the difference in the sky. Inside the outlined area of the center photo is a small herd of
caribou, only about 20 animals. The third shot is zoomed in to show them a bit better.
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March4th_047_
EagleSummitRC

Mar4_41_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC

Mar4_42_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC


  These three shots are all zoomed in to the small herd of caribou which you saw just above. This was the only herd we saw today.

Mar4_43_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC

Mar4_44_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC

Mar4_45_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC


  Here is one final shot of the small herd of caribou. That is followed by two increasingly zoomed in shots of the road, mountains, snow, and interesting clouds.

Mar4_49_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC

March4th_117_
EagleSummitRC

Mar4_50_Caribou
_NearBlueAnemoneRC


  The first shot in this row is even more zoomed in than the previous one - very interesting clouds. Note the outlined area of the second photo, the next two shots are
increasingly zoomed in to that area.

Mar4_51_Caribou_
NearBlueAnemoneRC

Mar4_58_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  Zoomed in to that cabin. It was not there 5 years ago, it appeared 3 or 4 years ago and more out buildings have been built every year. Who owns this?
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Mar4_59_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Mar4_60_
TwelvemileSummitRC

End March 4th, Begin Remainder of March

  Now let's take a trip to the World Ice Art Championships here in Fairbanks. It was not as wonderful as it has been in previous years. For some reason (COVID?) none of
the Chinese, Japanese, German, Danish or others came this year. The sculptures were pretty much all done by United States artists this year, though there were a few from
Malaysia and Mexico.

Mar7_05_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

Mar7_14_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

Mar7_16_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC


  Here are a few more Ice Art Sculptures. Notice that the third shot is zoomed in to the head of the walrus seen in the center shot.

Mar7_33_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

Mar7_37_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC
Mar7_36_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC


  This was an interesting one - we did not even notice that the bear is apparently pregnant until it was pointed out to us, I guess we're not very observant.

Mar11_09_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC

March11th_021_
IceArtChampionshipsRC

Mar11_26_World
IceArtChampionshipsRC


  The first and third shots in this row were taken at home. Under that snow hump is the septic-tank pump-out access. The culvert around it stands about three feet high,
so the snow is at least three feet deep there. The third shot shows interesting tree shadows on the snow, we refer to it as "barcode in the snow". The center shot was taken just
a little ways up the road from our house.
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Mar11_02_AtHome_
Snow_ShadowsRC

Mar11_03_AtHome_
Snow_ShadowsRC
Mar20_7_iPhone
_WalkUpSteeleCrkRdRC


  Here are two shots of a Red-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta canadensis). This was just a short distance from our house. We have had these birds come to our feeders, but
not recently. We're hoping that they will return and grace us with their presence.

March19th_007_Red
BreastedNuthatchRC

March19th_008_Red
BreastedNuthatchRC


  In this row are some miscellaneous images - the first one is the official
snowfall numbers for Fairbanks through March 6. We are going to be replacing our 40
year old woodstove with a newer catalytic converter model. The center image is a
schematic of the position of the new woodstove. Our present woodstove has many air

leaks, and with the warming climate in Alaska, our present woodstove is too big for
our house. It no longer gets down to 40 below zero and stays there for two weeks, like
it often did in the 1980's. The third image shows images of the new stove we'll get. It
is a Blaze King Sirocco 20.2 model.

BlazeKingSirocco
20.2WoodstoveRC
Snowfall
ThruMarch62022RC
NewWood
stovePositionRC

End March 2022's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, March 2022
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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